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AN INTRODUCTION TO EE CE
e ance-Based Career Education (NCH) is a fundamentally

yoe of education for secondary students. While stwl-nts In
traditional programs attend full-day classes at the high school,
EECE students spend a major portion of their time on learning
projects in the community. Activities in ES= are tailored to
individual needs, abilities, learning styles and goals, and students
are guided in their learning through ongoing relationships with a
variety of working adults in the community.

...rough real world interactions with adults, ES= students learn
about careers, about life, about other people, about themselves.
In addition, students learn the basic skills of critical thinking,
science, personal and social development, functional citizenship
and creative development. They gain competence in the skills adults
need to function effectively in a technological society. They learn
to be responsible by helping design their own learning activities
and by following a set of accountability standards that parallel
the standards working adults are cted to maintain on the job.

perhaps most importantly, students in EB' learn how to learn: how
to plan learning activities, how to find and use resources in the
community and how to build on experience. Learning becomes for them
a lifelong process with its own rewards directly related to each
individual's personal, choices and quals.

THE (CE), PROGRAM

Since the fall of 1972, a model SCE program has been operating in
Tigard, Oregon, under the sponsorship and technical assistance of
tie Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory (NWREL) and with
funding from the National Institute of Education (N E). The Tigard
version of ES called Community Experiences for Career Education
or (CE)2--is a full-time educational alternative for youth in Lei..
junior and selY-Ir high 'sic, years. The program serves about 11
percent of the k,iigible student body at Tigard High "shoal.

The majority of Ident learning takes place at sites in the southwest
Portland metzork tan area. When students are not pursuing learning
activities in thL zammunity, their home base is the (CE)2 learning
center. Staff at :lie learning Center are not teachers in the
traditional sense, but facilitators of student learning, helping
students design and follow their own learning plans within a
prescribed curriculum and program completion requirements. Volunteers
at community sites serve major support roles in student learning.
Policies for (CE)2 are determined by a board of directors corn
of students, parentq nmoloyers, labor leaders and school dist.=
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representatives. When students leave (CE), they receive a unique
portfolio displaying their community experiences and accomplishments,
and upon completion of program requirements they receive a standard
diploma from Tigard High School.
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Introduction

THE EBCE !IANDBOOKS

BaSed-on (CE),'s experiences, NWREL has compiled a five-volume set of
. _

ftandbooks whin detail how to set up and operate an EBCE program. These
handbooks represent three years of development, revision and refinement
of the original EBCE model. As with any ongoing program, processes
and materials are continually being revised, both at (CE)2 and in
various school districts now implementing all or parts of the program.

Each of the handbooks is devoted to a particular area of operations:
Management & Organization, Curriculum _& Instruction, Employer/Community
Resources, Student Services and Program Evaluation. A program brochure
complements the handbooks and provides an introduction to EBCE. The
brochure contains general information about the EBCE curriculum. key
program elements and evaluation findings. Contents of the individual
handbooks are summarized below.

MANAGEMENT & OR ANIZAT

Management & Organization treats overall ape__ 7,11

for an EBCE program: how such a program is organized, governed,
staffed and made visible to the public and how everyday program
business is managed. The handbook is divided into four sections:

"Program Planning & Governance" outlines the steps for setting
up and operating an EBCE program, including community
involvement in program planning, suggestions for surveying
potential support, meeting legal and educational requirements,
securing program approval and providing an adequate base for
policymaking.

"Personnel" describes the general staf_ functions that-are
needed to operate an EBCE program. It also sugge orocedum2s
and considerations for recruiting and argil, -ting staff,
determining salaries and benefits, establishing working
conditions, orienting staff and providing staff development.

"Business Management" discusses such operational details as
budgets, financial reports, office procedures, insurance,
health and safety provisions, facilities and transportation.

vii
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"Community Relations" suggests strategies for introducing
to the community and meeting the ongoing information needs of
various audiences, both internal and external, including board
members, staff, students, parents, business and labor, the
educational community and the community -at- large.

CURRICULUM & INSTRUCTION

instruction covers the content and processes of student
learning in EBCE and the resources a community-based program makes
available to students. Thera are nine sections to this handbook:

"Curriculum Outcomes" provides basic definitions of key
curriculum elements and describes what m while iu
the program: the section includes genr goals and
specific objectives to help staff press studen-:
performance in three broad areas: Life ails, Basic Skills
and Career Development.

"Learning Plan Negotiation" focuses on techni for

individualizing student gcal setting and prescribing learning
plans tailored to each stuent's needs, interests, abilities
and learning stylr. Topics in this section include program
requirements, accountability standards, assessment, learning
site analysis and negotiation of learning activities.

"Career Explorations" describes planning and implementation
steps for students' first experiences at workplaces in the
local community.

"Projects" describ 1 planning and immlnentatlon steps for
developing individuzdized learning contracts with each Etudent
that combine activities in Life Skills, Basic Skills and
Career Development.

"Learning & Skill Building Levels" describes planning awl
Jmplementatic- steps for more extensive student involvement in
projects and skill development activities at workplaces in the
community.

"Competencies" describes planning and implementation procedures
for insuring that students acquire the essential survival
skills needed to function in today's society.

"Student Journals" describes planning and implementation
procedures for encouraging student use of journals as a means
of reflecting on personal experiences and building trust
relationships with staff.

viii
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employer Seminars" describes planning and implementation steos
for utilizing community representatives in large group student
seminars on important career development topics and issues.

"Learning Resources" describes z.zCE's aporoach to using the
community as a vast resource for student learaino and details
procedures for finding, accessing and using learning resources.

EMPLOYER /COMMUNITY RESOURCES

E=olover/Cmm, Resources treates 'ishment, maintenance
and use of the network of employer and community sites at which
most student learning activities take Place. This handbook
consists of three sections:

"Site Recruitment" details procedures for involving employers
and other community site personnel in the EBCE program. Topics
include the role and functions of the employer instructor
estimating the necessary number and types of sites, inc ?fives
for participating in EBCE, identifying Ind contacting potential
learning sites and adding itee to the network.

"Employer Instructor Development" describes how participating
site personnel are prepared for EBCE responsibilities. The
section focuses on planning and conducting development sessions
to give site personnel the information and training they need
to work effectively with students.

"Site Utilization" deals with the use of employer and community
volunteers and sites to deliver student learning. Included
are procedures for assessing the educational potential of
individual sites (learning site analysis), supporting employer
instructors as they work with students (site maintenance) and
exchanging information among staff and between staff and site
personnel, as well is staff responsibilities for working with
site personnel.

STUDENT SERVICES

Student Se es covers considerations and procedures for ad-'
students _e program, keeping records of student work,
cr _ling students when they leave the program and supporting
individual student growth. The handbook is divided into three
sections:

ix
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"Program Entry/Exit details alternatives for 'I-L.-rolling students
in the EBCE program and preparing them for a new type of
education. Topics discussed in this section include criteria
and timelines for student recruitment and selection, recru:_
presentationS, selection procedures, orientation sessions,
transfer into and out of the program and program completion.

"Student Records" covers procedures and considerations for
collecting, recording, interpreting and reporting information
on student progress through the SCE program. Sample forms are
displayed, including a student credential that provides a
permanent record of student performance consistent with the
individualized nature of EBCE. The section also includes a
discussion of the confidentiality of student records.

"Guidance" concerns those services, orocesses and interactions
that help students understand and benefit from their individual
experiences. This section includes discussion of program year
action zones, the student accountability system, zone progress
meetings, zone debriefings and referral to outside agencies.

PUG EVALUATION

The Pr -am Evaluation handbook contains two sections_

An "Overview" sets the background for understanding EBCE
evaluation and how it relates to other elements of the program.
A glossary of key evaluation and EBCE terms used in this handbook
is provided.

"Steps to Follow" organizes the evaluation process into an easy-
to-follow sequence of steps. The checklist which begins this
section provides a useful guideline for the busy evaluator,
administrator or program staff member. Each step in the checklist
is keyed to a portion of the following narrative, which supplies
details and discussion for each point.

Student Services and program Evaluation also include sections of
appropriate reproducible materials which school districts may duplicate_
and use in their own EBCE programs.



HOW TO USE THE HANDBOOKS

The EECE handbooks are designed for easy access to " -to-do-it"

rmation. Each handbook section has three basic

1. The PREVIEW (colored page at the of each
section) includes a definition of the element of EECE

discussed in the section, the purposes and underlying
assumotions of that program element and the people
involved in delivering that porticn of EECE. The

Preview may also include a statement of the
relationship between net program element and other
aspects of E8 CE.

STEPS TO FLOW is a colored page suggestin
by-step sequence for planning and implement
program element.

.step-

the

A nARRATIVE SECTION (on white paper) explains the

process behind each step. This section usually
contains background information based on (CE)2
experiences and may suggest alternative courses of

action. CROSS-REFERENCES guide the reader to related
material located elsewhere in the handbooks.

Each handbook also has APPENDICES of materials to supplement the

information in the handbook, and an INDEX for all the handbooks

to help users locate information.
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TIMELINE FOR EB E PLANNING

xii

ACiivi

1. Attend EBCE awareness preasutations

2. Prapore EBCE information materials

3. Select and orient planning group

4. Attend training session

5. Conduct survey of community interest.

Prepare first draft budget and staffing plan

7. Begin presentations to key groups

B. Secure initial employer commitments

9. Designate support system reeds

10. Prepare curriculum design

Design Student recruitstsnt prOc d

12. Prepare evaluation design

. 13. Prepare overall management plem

14. Prepare final budget and staffing plan

15. Secure planning group approval of total plan

16. Secure school board approval

17. Secure state agency approval

18. Establish formal advisory group

19. Select staff

20. Select students

21. Select FACE facility

22. Orient new staff

23. Begin signup for specific e_ y-

24. Occupy EBCE facility

25. Attend training session

26. Finalize curriculum delivery system

27. Establish student services system

28. Finalize management system

29. Obtain/print supplies, materials, forms

10. Begin program

s planning timeline lists key activities in
Prspazing to operate an BBCE program. Details
on activities can,tte found in the EBCt
handbooks developed by .NWREL. as referenced on
the following page. Information about
training sessions is also available from NMI,.
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TIMELINE REFERENCES

Each EBCE handbook backs up the general planning timeline
with details and facilitating steps, as referenced below:

TIP LINE STEPS HANDBOOK TITLE &,SECTION

3, 5, 15 -18 Management & Organization,
"Program Planning & Governance"

6, 13, i4, 28 Management & Organization,
"Program Planning & Governance,'
"Personnel," "Business Managemez

2,7 Management & Organization,
"Community Relations"

8, 23 Employer /Community Resources,
"Site Recruitment"

9, 21 29 Management & Organization,
"Business Management"

10, 26

11, 20, 27 Student Services

12 Evaluation

Curriculum & Instruction

19, 22 Management _& Organization,

":-'rsonnel"
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SITE RECRUITMENT

MACE site recruitment is the process for identifying and
attracting sites and site personnel to participate in
student learning. Through recruitment of many employer and
community sites, a network, is developed to meet the
educational needs and interests of EBCE students learning
and from the community.

WHAT SITE RECRUITMENT DOES

1.- formalizes the method of making available for student learning
specific employer and community sites that

c.

reflect a range of occupations and community services

are sufficient in number and variety to allow student
selection of multiple learning experiences in related job
fields, as well as among differing occupations

accessible to program-approved transportation' opt ons

include persons willing and able to work witti and guide
students

secures from selected employer and community sites specific
commitments of facilities, resources and personnel for student
learning experiences

stimulates community int4rest and awareness of potential'
community services to and benefits from involvement in an EBCE

- program

creates an active, self-Pustaining climate for continuing
employer and community :.-,olvement in the development and
operation of the program

ASSUMPTIONS ABOUT SITE RECRUITMENT

The community and its day-to-day activities can provide BBCE
students with a wealth of learning opportunities and learning
resources.

3
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Experience-based Learning in the community can succeed through
careful recruitment of sites where students can learn by doing.

Each employer or community site can offer several occupations,
skill areas or interest areas for student learning; hence a
student learning site can be an entire organization or one person's
job.

A well established set of procedures and a clear statement of what
is expected from site personnel is essential to efficient and
effective recruiting.

EBC offers benefits to participating employers, just as it offers
benefits to students.

THE PEOPLE INVOLVED

The program ad inistrator, staff and selected community
representatives may collaborate in designing the employer

recruitment process. The Lt.oerrelatialist conducts
employer recruitment activities and secures from site representatives
their agreement to participate in the program.

SITE RECRUITMENT AND THE EBCE PROGRAM

Since EBCE is primarily a community-based program, all student and
staff activities interface with the community and, therefore, with
the preparation of sites and their personnel for student learning.
However, activities and procedures in "Site Recruitment"--and
later in "Employer Instructor Development" and "Site Utilization"
are-limited to those affecting student use of employer/community
sites for, several prespecified career-related learning activities.

The slant of these handbook sections is toward preparihg and
supporting sites and personnel for student career explorations and
career-related project activities.

What students actually do to learn and how staff plan for and
monitor that learning is the domain of the Curriculum & Instruction__
handbook, which treats each learning strategy in depth.

Additional student uses of community resources and people for other
special interest investigations or skill development activities not
directly of a career interest nature - -such as Basic Skills tutoring,
independent research, attendance at community college or high school
classes, participation in extracurricular activities--are treated in
the "Learning Resources" section of Curriculum &. Instruction.



Steps to Follow

ESTABLISHING A SITE NETWORK
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Site Recrui

program characteristics that will impact
site recruitment
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Designate staff roles for recruitment tasks
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ADDING SITES TO THE NETWORK
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Site Recruitment (Item 1)

Establishing a Site Network

Identify program characteristics that will impact site
recruitment

One of the earliest planning steps in designing an EBCE program is
determining specifically the community's role in student learning
and what activities will be available to students in achieving
their learning goals. Decisions of this nature must be made before
program staff begin to involve community members in establishment
of an EBCE program.

In the EBCE curriculum, employer and community sites and personnel
are. central to the delivery of most aspects of student parson
growth and learning in Basic Skills, Life Skills and Career
Development. Consiu, i the "reality base" for student learning,
site experiences achieve the following results:

l bring students into contact with many different kinds of
environments, people and life roles so that they see the
relationships among them

let them test their on limits in the give-and-take of
daily community life--life they can experience "for real"
as they learn

encourage them to exercise their growing self-knowledge and
decision making skills by engaging in learning activities
that match their individual interests, needs and abilities

help them gain mean ng from and integrate their experiences
into a higher and more personal level of understanding

To do this, EBCE asks men and women working in the community,to help
students learn by doing, learn to be responsible, /earn about careers,
learn to learn, learn about life, learn about themselves and learn
about others.

HOW STUDENTS USE SITES FOR LEARNING

Employer and community sites formally recruited into the program
are used by students in four main ways for EBCE learning.

7
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Career Exploration

The Career Exploration process organizes students' first
experiences at specific job sites of their choice and leads them
through a logical process of investigation and assessment (using
an Exploration Package) that may be applied to career planning at
any stage of their lives.

Exploration sites also serve as resources for students as they
complete individualized project activities.

Learning Level

The learning leyel process gives students the opportunity to learm
further on a site they have examined initially on an exploration
level. It enables students to continue refining their career
interests and options through lengthier.and more extensive
experiences with skills, personal qualities and perspectives
needed in a given occupation.

Projects

Explorationleveland learning level sites are consistently used
for student work on projects -- individualized, problem-centered
guides to help each student blend learning Objectives from Basic
Skills, Life Skills and Career Development in activities performed
largely at community sites of the student's choice.

Optional Site Uses

Optional site uses called skill building and kpecial placement
activities are also incorporated into student learning plans by
way of project activities.

The skill building level may fellow a learning level at a site;
however, 't is not required for all students. This level may be
compared preapprenticeship training: its purpose is to provide
the student with an indepth relationship to a specific job and to
allow development of entry-level job skills for those who desire
them.

A special placement occurs in the broad community and often runs
concurrently with other site utilizations. This:level uses
employer and Community sites for'other than the specific career
skill purposes of the other three levels--notably for noncareer-
related project activities.



EKE STUDENT LEARNING PATH
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ADDITIONAL COMMU TY CONTACT

Distinct from the above strategies that make substantive use

participating sites and their personnel, some EEICE learning

activities bring students into contact with community individuals

in other ways.

Competency Certification

Competency certification is the process whereby students demonstratL

to selected community "experts" at their places of employment their

proficiency in various survival tasks such as driving an

automobile, filling out tax forms and establishing a bank account.

Employer Seminars

Employer seminars are periodic-meetings with employers and other

community people at the learning center to discuss career

development topics. The seminars help students better perceive

issues and trends occurring nationally through frank discussion with

individuals from the local community who are impacted directly by

such issues as the changing work ethic and job discrimination.

Like projects and site usage levels, these learning strategies are

desigAed to individualize student learning; combine experiences in

BaSic Skills, Life Skills and Career Development,- and guarantee

satisfaction of piogramrequirements,and curriculum goals. However,

they are most often performed, in cooperation with individuals whose

placeS of business may 07 may not be "active",employer/community

learning sites utilized by students in one or more of te.foux ways

summarized on page 8.

THE ISSUE OF PRODUCTIVITY
,

_Within the context of overall ESCE program goals, a distinction is

made between what might be called learning productivity and

financial productivity. The. former represents the totality of

EEICE goals and expectations that students learn through direct

involvement with adults in the community. The latter suggests that

students at a site might become productive so that the employer

will receive some return for their effort.

Other kinds of programs (for example, cooperative work experience)

offer the second alternative and are set up to implement specific

indepth job-entry training. EIKE does not do this because it is



first and foremost a comprehensive
total person. Job site experience
than the end, in the delivery of a
experiences.

Recruitment 1)

program seeking to'educate the
is simply the means, rather
wide range of educational

EBCE students go to employer and community sites to learn, not to
earnfor themselves or for the employer. This distinction is an
important one in EECE and must be clearly understood by students,
staff and people in the community who wish to become involved in
student onsite learning. :

CROSS-RaFERENCES

The handbook on Curriculum & Instruction offers indepth
discussion of EWE curriculum design, specifics of how community
sites undergird delivery of all student learning, and learning

rategies and staff techniques for planning and monitoring
student learning. See pages 14116 of that handbook for
curriculum goals.

Procedures for using employer and community sites to support
student learning are described in the "Site Utilization" portion
of this handbook.

For full treatment of policies regarding student productivity and
work for pay, see Appendix M.

11
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Agree on use of employers as instructors

Employers fulfill many roles in EBCE--from policymakers to program
designers and evaluators--but none is so critical as the employer's
role as instructor.

Simply stated, an employer instructor (EI) is an adult at a
participating employer or community site who, as a result of site

_recruitment, has agreed to work with individual students on
learning activities related to that site. Employer instructors
are considered the program's "teachers" at their sites, responsible
for supporting, monitoring and verifying student performance and
for participating directly it student learning and growth.

In (CE)2 this has come to mean guiding the student through
explorations, projects and skill building activities, sharing
opinions and experiences and personal counseling. To a (CE)2
student, an El at any one time may be a teacher, counselor, role
model and friend.

For each type of student site usage, the (CE)2 employdr instructor
has several basic responsibilities to the program and to the
individual student. Specifics of such EI involvement with students
in an EBCE program may vary from what is described in these
handbooks according to the unique character of the site network
and individual program preferences for implementing curriculum
goals via learning strategies on sites. As a result, systems of
information sharing and program planning/refinement should allow
an EBCE program to incorporate input from participating site
personnel in the refinement of the EI role.

CROSS- FERENCES

Employer instructor responsibilities during each type of student
onsite learning are listed in "Site Utilization," pages 159-163
and are woven into the discussion of each type of site usage in
Curriculum Si Instruction.

12



Designate staff

Program Administrator

Site Recruitment (Item

oles for recruitment tasks

THE (CE)2 MODEL

Ultimate responsibility for tie entire process of site recri
and selection rests with the program administrator.

During recruitment planning, administrator involvement is direct:
with membezg of the community planning/advisory group or governing
body and 'available program staff, the administrator works to design
necessary procedures and prepare for recruitment. Unt:.1 personnel
are hired to conduct recruitment, the administrator coordinates the
efforts of all persons involved and functions as "group leader."

Thereafter, the program administrator retains overall
responsibility and remains a participant, but relinquishes
coordinator functions to--in-(CE)2's case--the employer relations
specialist.

Throughout recruitment planning and implementation, the program
administrator is a vital resource by virtue of his or her
administrative background and/or acquaintance with local citizens.
The administrator's presentations to and/or membership in groups
such as the Chamber of Commerce, Kiwanis or Rotary Club, combined
with personal contacts in the community, can help generate support
for the new EBCE program.

Employer Relations Specialist

At (CE) , the person fulfilling the function of employer relations
specialist (ERB) assumes responsibility for recruitment as soon as
possible after being hired. As recruitment planning activities
are completed and actual recruitment begins, the role of the ERE
becomes increasingly prominente he or she is now given
responsibility for supervising implementation of all that has been
planned--from the first contact with a site through actual
placement of a student there.

Consequently, before recruitment begins, it is essential that the
program administrator and ERE have a common understanding of the
program, its goals and the role of the community in student
learning.
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There are many advantages to hiring a full-tine ERS before serious
planning for recruitment begins. As the person responsible for
coordinating sites for student learning activities and maintaining
mutually satisfactory relationships with site personnel once the
program is underway, the EPS should be involved in the recruitment
process from the beginning as an excellent orientation to the
community, its citizens and its resources. Knowing the wealth of
resources availahle in he site network is critical as student
pl.acement begins, particularly at the beginning of the program
yew. A working familiarity gained during recruitment is hard to
pass along to someone new.

Planning Group, Program Staff and Others

wring both planning and implementing recruitment, several
"important others" can serve as team members and resources f
program administrator and the employer relations specialist-

During (CE)9 start-up, for example, planning group members, who
were businessmen and members of the community, contributed many
suggestions. They were instrumental in accomplishing many of the
planning tasks--including identifying incentives for site
participation, planning and using community resources and designing
the recruitment interview. Most ie tantly, they assisted the
ERS in actually identifying and con acting key individuals for

uitment of their sites.

You can also tap planning group members and other community
leaders to make initial contact with their friends and business
associates.

Similarly, each program staff member is drawn into planning for
the new program as soon as he or_she "comes on board." Contributing
ideas during design of the recruitment process is an important early
step in all staff members' familiarization with the community and
its resources and their ability to function as a team.

(CE)2 planners also found staff from the district's distributive
education and/or work experience programs to be practical idea
resources during planning for community utilization and site
recruitment--particularly in view of their on experiences with
local employers and student onsite learning.

ALTERNATIVES TO EARLY ERS HIRING

Admittedly, recruitment could be accomplished without the input of
a full-time employer relations specialist. The program

14
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administrator could collaborate with members of the planning group
and available program staff to design the process and establish a
site network. Assis_ance from others, whether paid or volunteer,
could be sought if ne,!led.

The following suggested alternatives may help accomp
recruitment in the absence of a permanent ERS:

1. Allocate responsibility to an administrator or existing
staff member in the program or district.

Hire or "borrow" an executive from the business community--
perhaps a member of the advisory/planning group or the
Chamber of Commerce.

3. Retain a qualified consultant known to the business
community by reputation, if not personally.

One or all of these options might also be utilized if the EPS
begins full-time duties too late to shoulder the entire recruitment
process alone. A combination of individuals, whether paid or
volunteer, could result in a team of temporary recruiters
appropriate in size to the time available to the task. Only the
employer relations specialist need be retained after the program
year begins.

However site recruitment is accomp ished, make sure plenty of
information is written down (naro.s, telephone numbers, employer
reactions) soran employer relations specialist can easily pick up
the ball later.

CROSS-RE RENCES

Complete role descriptions of program administrator, employer
relations specialist and other staff are displayed in "Personnel,"
Management & Organization, pages 48-57.

See "Program Planning & Governance," Management 4Organization,
pages 13-23 for discussion of early program planning, including
roles of the coordinator of program planning and community planning
group.

SiteMite recruitment cor ep_ ng is treatec: "urther on pages 47-50.
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Define geographical area for site recruitment

The geographical boundaries of the site network can be generally
defined by comparing site availability in the area with the range
and scheduling flexibility of available tzansportation options.

ESTIMATING SITE AVAILABILITY IN THE AREA

A general interest survey of the commun ty may already have been
conducted as part of early planning for the EBCE program. At that
time, information would have been compiled regarding site
availability and employer/community interest in the EBCE concept.
If so, a simple review of that information will determine site
locations, particularly distances from each other and from the
learning center.

If such a survey was not conducted earlier, this il,:ormation
should be gathered now. Names and addresses of local businesses
and organizations can be compiled quickly from

the yellow pages of the telephone directory, -where
businnesses are grouped together by type

2. the city license bureau

3. a Chamber of Commerce business directory (in tact,
assistance from a Chamber officer familiar with the
community, the Chamber business directory may satisfy all
site information needsincluding nature of a particular
business, size of the work force and various site and
personnel characteristics)

TRANSPORTATION LIMITATIONS

Depending on the sequence of tasks performed during planning for
an EBCE program, transportation modes available to EBCE students
will probably be known by now. They may not be as extensive as
those in (C)2's transportation system, which combines student use
of public transit, school district buses, special EBCE program van,
student and staff autos, bicycles and walking. Bowyer, knowing
the options will allow you to project a comfortable geographic
size for the site network.



Recruit _n_ (Item 4)

To do this, certain basic questions must be answered rega
time and money considerations:

How much staff and student "learning" time can be
allowed for travel to and from a site without
compromising learning goals?

g

2. Can longer student stays at distant sites be arranged to
reduce the frequency of time-consuming trips?

Are transportation dollars available for student visits
to sites a long distance from the learning center?

4. Will the transportation system accommodate the
limitations on "per student/per site" expenditures?

In other words, how fax geographically can staff go to recruit
sites without compromising Lima' money and transportation
limitations in getting students to those sites? For (CE)2,_ this
has been generally 10 to 15 miles from the learning center, with
some exceptions when certain student requests could not be filled
nearby. Location of the majority of_(CE)2's employer and community
sites is indicated on the following map.

CR SREF RXNCES

Treatment of the community survey made during planning fo
EBCE program is contained in "Program Planning & Governance,"
Management & Organization, pages 21-23.

See "Business Management," Management &_Organization, pages 129-135,
for a complete description of EBcE transportation considerations.
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LOCATION OF (CE ), LEARNING SITES

approximately n



Estimate n
network

Si to Recr (Item

s and types of sites needed for initial

Initial recv, tment shouJ.d result in a network of sites matched
as closely as possible to students' indicated or anticipated
preferences and sufficient in number to accomodate student onsite
learning for at least the first month of the program year.

Recruiting such a network before the year begins benefits all
three major participants in onsite .learning

Students' first encounters with the career environment
will be related directly to their personal interests.

Employer instructors will meet their first student(s)
nmediately after school startsstudents they know have

chosen their places of business because they were
interested in them.

loyer_relations secialists will be freed temporarily
from further recruitment duties and can devote full time
to helping students and employer instructors start off
on the right foot.

A survey of potential =Immunity support of the EB concept will
have indicated availability of employer and community sites as a
base for supporting student learning in the community (see
page 16). Staff should now decide in general the types of
occupations to be represented in the network and set a reasonable
ratio of available learning sites to incoming students.

Please Note:

It is critical at this point that distinction between
"employer/community site" and "learning site" be clearly understood:
at each employer or community site (or place of business) there may
be any number of lmarning sitesoccupations, interest areas or
jobs separate from one another but composing the total organization--
that students might explore.

For example, at an employer/community site called "Smith Insurance
Company," students could select from among several learning sites:
claims adjusting (including, perhaps, telephone adjusting and
drive-in claims adjusting), receptionist, general office,
switchboard/centrex, and bookkeeping.
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Similarly, at "Neighborhood pharmacy" available lear=ning sites
could include pharmacist, bookkeeper, stock clerk and general
sales.

Students may be interested either in these discrete occupational
areas and identifiable jobs or in an entire business operation.
Therefore,in projecting the need for employer and community sites--
that is, businesses, organizations and agencies--you must actually
ascertain how many learning sites will be needed to respond to
students' indicated interests.

0,40 CHOICES FOR DECIDING OCCUPATIONAL TYPES

Depending on the program's schedule for student selection into
program and Mime available for site recruitment, projection of
occupational types needed in your network can be made in at leas
two ways.

First Choice: Assessing Student Career Interest

In deciding the types of occupation to be represented in a site
network, it would be ideal to test incoming students at about the
saws time staff are surveying employer and community interest.
Direct assessment of student interest would generate specific and
reliable information on which to base recruitment efforts. Sites
could be recruited to match each student's indicated job interests.

This procedure' would of course require that selection of students
to the EB program precede site recruitment. If incoming students
have been identified and selected by late spring and their initial
career interests can be assessed immediately, site recruitment
based on those interests can begin soon after and be completed by
the first week of September.

Second Choice: Using (CE)21s Experience

If early student assessment of occupational preferences is not
possible, staff will have to make some judgments about how to make
available to students a variety of occupations. On the basis of
first-year (I)2 student preferences, a network should contain a
few sites representative of each major occupational category--
within whatever formal or de facto clustering system used--with
more sites in the service categories.

4

C)2-students' initial selections were heavily weighted toward
the service occupations: of the 46 sites explored by the 25

20
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first-year students during early weeks of the program, 39 sites
were service-oriented businesses. However, to allow for a range
of student choices and placements, the arts and humanities, medical
and legal professions and others should berepresented as well.
This anticipates students'. initial tendency to request
"traditional" occupations such as teacher, counselor and auto
mechanic, while allowing for their gradually expanding career
interests to include a wide variety of occupational types.

HOW MANY TO RECRUIT

It is impossible to determine an exact number of sites -- whether
"employer/community" or "learning"--that should be recruited for
the initial network. However, the student/site ratio that works
for (CE)2 after a three-year shakedown period is 100 to 120 sites
(sometimes whole businesses, sometimes several jobs at one work
place) for 50 to 60 students--roughly two learning sites per
student. (CE)2 has found this number more than adequate.

Avoid Ove recruiting

(CE)2 began by recruiting 180 places of business for the original
25 students and learned that not all were necessary to meet the
needs of so few students. By the end of the first year, only 95
sites had been visited, .many only once.'

Sites recruited but not selected by students began to question
their value to the program and, in fact, how "community-based"
EBCE really was. Over-recruitment presented the employer relations
specialists with the uncomfortable tasks of explaining sites'
apparent "unpopularity" and attempting to stimulate student
interest. The ERSs spent many hours repairing or clarifying
relations with site personnel--hours everyone felt could have been
better used helping students learn.

This dilemma can be avoided through careful planning before
contacting sites for recruitment. However, in spite of the
advantages to all participants of recruiting sites to match
student needs, no scientific formula for a perfect match can be
developed. Best initial efforts will have to be supplemented by
ongoing recruitment in response to individual student requests as
the network is continually refined to match the>sttdent population.

21
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POINTS TO REMEMBER

The handbooks discuss "clustering" of occupations or jobs and
(CE)2 encourages students to try to "locate" each of their
explorations within one or more of the United States Office of
Education's 15 clusters when completing their Exploration
Package and to understand similarities and differences among
occupation,,. However, "types" of industries or "families" of
careers as such do not concern EKE. There is little if any
relationship between the learningopportunities possible at a
site and its supposed "cluster." Every workplace offers a
surprising range of eftcationajay rich experiences in which
students can participate.

(--

Also, some businesses and industries may be typical or pecul
a given geographical location (for example, Oregon's statewide
wood products industry or Coos Bay's fishing and canning
enterprises). Recruiting sites representative of industry
local area has two advantages: these sites may be more readily
available than others and may be sufficient in size and number to
accept several students simultaneously, and the industry and site
may already be known to students and may be of into -7e o them
as future employment possibilities.

See Career Explorations
for discussion of career

'S- REFERENCES

Currie
nterest

Several examoles of occupational
in Appendix A.

Instruction, pages 145 -15©,
_rnt-

it y systems are contained

(CE)2's active employer sites and their respective lea ing
stations are listed in Appendix D.

More on recruiting in response to student requests may be found on
pages 54-60.
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Identify incentives for participation d agree on how
they might be used in recruitment

People in the community have varied reasonssome they can
articulate, some they cannot--for deciding to join the EBCE program.
Whatevar the factors contributing to individual decisions,
thought should be given to the issue of incentives during site
recruitment.

(CC- APPROACH TO INCENTIVES

Rimed on three years of experience, (CE)2 employer relations
specialists de-emphasize the hard-sell use of incentives (that is,
how a businessman benefits from the pro.am) during recruitment.
They have found that the program, as an opportunity to help young
people learn about themsel "es and societ-f, literally sells itself.
The EBCI concept and distinguishing features of the (CE)2 model
immediately strike responsive chords.

As a result, presentation of the program during the recruitment
interview (detailed on pages 30-38) consists of a straightforward
discussion of several major topics:

1. general program goals and basic EECE concepts

the curriculum and student learning activities

3. interdependence of students, staff and employer
instructors for delivering student learning onsite

4. employer-specific considerations such as liability
insurance coverage and regular training activities

(CE)2 deliberately avoids looking at how an employer instructor
might "get something out of" the program in an economic or public
relations sense. Rather (CE)2 stresses what the person can
contribute to students: how he or she can work with students
onsite, helping them learn and grow, guiding students in exploring
the community, always confronting them with opportunities and ideas.

What Appeals to Employers

The above approach results directly from (CE)2 employer instructor
reports since the program began that what they enjoy most about
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their role and participation in the program is simply the
opportunity to give of themselves on a person-co-person basis.
According to (CE) 2 employer instructor responses to questionnaires
and ERS obdervations, employers generally do not expect to "come
out ahead" through their work with EBCE students in any way other
than personal satisfaction and the knowledge that they and their
employees have made a worthwhile contribution to the lives of
some young people.

Consequently, as staff begin contacting and recruiting sites, they
should do so on the basis of what site personnel can contribute to
tine education of young people--in most people's minds i t own best
reward.

(CE)2's Experiences With Incentivesv

Since (CE)2-began, program staff have grappled with the incentives
question: should possible benefits to. site personnel be treated
as incentives or prospective rewards during recruitment? It has
always been recOnized that there are many benefits in addition to
personal satisfaction:

1. Sites receiva free advertising through mention in program
publications,'which increases their visibility in the
community (public image).

2. Liability insurance covering students on sites is
automatically enacted in their behalf when they agree to
participate.

Personnel serving as emploier instructors not only
increase their understanding of their own jobs but also
are overtly "trained" by program staff for their EBCE
roles. Much of this training can in turn be applied to
their dealings with fellow employees and supervisors on
the job.

During early (CE)2 development of community involvement strategies,
members of the planning group, themselves employers, parents and
members of the community-at-large, felt that sites would .(and
should) join the program /lot only because of but also to show
their general commitment to community growth. The first public
relations/recruitment brochure JCE)2 designed listed several reasons
aMployers might want to join--reasons that blended an appeal to
their interest in youth and a hint of possible improvements in
intracompany personnel relationships. Also stated in that early
brochure and reiterated during the recruitment interview was an
offer of reimbursement fOr.program-related out-of-pocket expenses.
In sum, the approach was up-front use of incentives not directly
related to program features or learning goals.
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By the end of the first year, it was apparent that cost
reimbursements and the original recruitment brochure were not
viable incentives to participation. Employer and COMMUnity site
personnel had by then repeatedly indicated they had their own
reasons for participatingreasons the ERSs hear again and again
even now

1. belief that the EBCE program as explained t
program representatives could provide excit
opportunities to high school students

dissatisfaction with their own t ad _

education or that of their children:
opportunity had been available when I

them by

g

oral high school
"I wish this
was in school."

knowledge as a parent or interested adult of the
satisfaction of helping young people develop positive
attitudes toward and relationships with adults

4. desire to help other people and participate in the life
and growth of the community and citizens

These reasons are an unbeatable substitute_ for any incentives or
rewards an EBCE program could offer.

------wCROSS RE RENCES

The employer reimbursereimbursement offer was
recognition that potential costs to em
administrative costs, instructional ti
supplies and actual space taken up by
to employers have been studied at some

aced by program
oyers are several:

equipment, consumable
student. Physical costs

ngth information on this
study may be obtained by contacting NWREL.

See Appendix B for employer responses to why they continue in the
program once they have joined (as compiled by the NWREL evaluation
team).
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Establish general contact procedures be followed with
each site

Preparatory to site contact, identification should be made of
person with authority to decide whether an organization will
participate in E8C. This person is usually the owner, president
or general manager. Identifying this individual allows the
employer relations specialist to shortcut explanation of the
program to several persons within the company "on the way up" to
the decision maker, thereby saving time.

IDENTIFYING CONTACT PERSON AT SITE

Identification of the decision maker "contact person") may occur
when the site is suggested for recruitment. During early efforts
to make EBC known in the community, many individuals will step
forward as a result of presentations to various business and
community groups. If not themselves the firm's contact person,
these individuals will recommend the appropriate person right away.
If a certain place of business is suggested by a rekource, he or
she will probably suggest that you "give a call to jaeSmith over
at the 4th and Main service station" rather than "call a service
station." Personal acquaintance with the owner or manager is a
natural cue for thinking of a site as a possibility; it is
actually the likely "yes" from a key person that prompts an
acquaintance to suggest a site.

If the contact person has not been identified when the site is
selected for recruitment, you may find this person in several ways:

1. further Questioning resource people familiar with the site
and its personnel

2 using business directories, such as that of the
of Commerce, listing officers within businesses

telephoning the site directly and asking the receptionist
or personnel department
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USING RESOURCES TO MAKE SITE CONTACTS

Once the contact person is identified, you can utilize your human
resources further by asking that they write an introductory letter
or make the first contact with the potential participant.

The importance of a very active role for planning croup members
and other community leaders in making initial recruitment contacts
cannot be overemphasized. They should write or call their
associates to introduce the program and pave the wag for program
recruiters. Not only is valuable time thus saved, but program
credibility is established by these person-to-person introductions.

The letter writing technique was very successful for (CE)2
recruiters during initial recruitment. Planning-group
representatives wrote to business associates to introduce the EBCE
concept, underline their support and mention that an employer
relations specialist would follow up by telephone within a week.
The EBS found this procedure saved time and created a receptive
climate for meeting with the contact person. The connection
between the ERB' name and position, the EBCE concept and the
recommending resource person had already been established in the
mind of the contact person before their first telephone
conversation and meei-Lng.

A sample letter from a (CE)2 planning group member to a business
associate is displayed on the following page.

ARRANGING TIME AND PLACE FOR RECRUITMENT INTERVIEW

Because the ERE will be dealing with busy people, the contact
person should be asked what time and place are preferred for. the
recruitment interview. If the budget allows, a luncheon meeting
may be suggested; however, (CE)2 EPSs have found that talking over
a meal sometimes slows up information exchange and interferes with
the use of illustrative materials.

Usually, the recruitment interview should be scheduled during
normal working hours, but perhaps in a quiet spot away from the
telephone. Recruiting is often more productive, and the
atmosphere more relaxed, if the interview is held away from the
contact person's office.

Above all, the ERS should take his or her own time .seriously and
ask for the contact person's time accordingly. The E3CE recruitment
interview is important enough to rate business time and business-
like treatment.
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.SAMPLE LETTER

(name

Our community is planning a unique program called
Experience-Based Career Education (EBCE), an excellent
alternative to traditional secondary education. (number)
students have been selected from approxim4tely lauslmEL_
who volunteered to become part of the program that will
begin in (Fontb) . The enclosed brochure deocribes
briefly the concept of this program.

Key to the success of this program will be the support of
emplo§ers and community representatives like ourselves who
open our doors to these select high school students.

I am working with a small local planning group to help
structure the program, and I feel your company has the
potential of being a learning site for a studedt. 1 have
asked an EBCE staff member, name , to give you a call
,in a few days. With your permission, (be/she) will
call on you at your convenience and descri e how your company
might become a part of EBCE.

Your involvement will certainly be welcomed and appreciated.

Sincerely,



Site Recruitment (Item 7)

VARIATIONS THAT CAN WORK IN YOUR FAVOk

First:

Although early identification of the site contact person can
streamline the recruitment process, circumstances may sometimes
prevent this. Discounting lost ERS time, limited "rial and error"
contacts with a company can have positive results. Each person \to
whom the program is explained may be a potential public relations
contact within the company. They may or may not become employer\
instructors, but their familiarity with EBCE can generate good wi.1
and interest among their fe A:rd employees.

Second:

Discussion to this point has been couched primarily in terms of
how to approach the business or company yoU wish to recruit.
However, persons from community sites will sometimes approach you
and vol xteer their site for recruitment. This may result .from
their conversations with individuals at sites already recruited or
may be a spinoff of presentations to business organizations and
community groups. (CE)2 EESs cite several instances of employers
"recruiting-themselves" on.the basis of program information.
picked up from other sources. This in turn sometimes call- for
certain adjustments in the next step: the recruitment interview.
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Agree an format, content and tone of recruitment
interview

The recruitment interview. provides the framework for substantial
information gathering and exchange between the program's employer
relations specialist and the site contact person. At this time,
each has a chance to discuss the details and realities of the site
and its possible relevance to EBCE program activities. The
recruitment interview is the basis for a-mutual decision that a
site will or will not be me a locus for EBCE student learning.

The first item on the interview agenda, of course, will be
introduction of ERS to contact person and acknowledgment of the
person referring the site. If the approximate time limits for
the interview were not established during earlier contacts, address
that question briefly as you begin. These time limits and what the
contact person already knows about EJCE will help in judcing the
emphasis to be given recruitment interview topics.

(CE)2 employer relations specialists deal generally wj.th five
major topics during their recruitment interview:

1. general explanation of the EBCE programwith emphasis on
insurance coverage and "no work for pay" policy

2. function

what

ration of the site

students could learn ther

4. who might work with students

the mutually acceptable degree of student involvement at
the site

EXPLAINING THE PROGRAM

Overview

To begin, a general overview lays out in a straightforward way what
EBCE is all about--its basic concepts or underlying philosophy and
its broad program goals. Why is EBCE needed as a choice for
students? What can it do for them? This includes some background
regarding career education generally and an informal synopsis of
program features such as the following:
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EBCE activities involve the student in action learning
using real-life situations on sites in the community.

2. EBCE is learner-centered: each student's learning plan
is personalized as well as individualized, with freedom
for the student to negotiate specifics within the scope
of program requirements.

EBCE is people-centered: students are people in a
student role; EEC learning brings people together to
plan and complete tasks.

4. EBCE grants studehts standard high school diplomas as well
as individualized credentials of program achievement
suitable for applications to postsecondary institutions
and employers.=

5. EBCE is a community-based alternative with its own
governance and curricular system within (or outside
structure of the school district.

Above all, the interview Should emphasize EBCE as an attempt to
help students seethe relevance of their education to their future
responsibilities as adults by giving them the opportunity to
"learn while doing" alongside adults going about their daily tasks
in the communi

Learning Activities

A Summary of student learning activities, both onsite and elsewhere,
leads naturally from the overview. Specifically, what students
learn and how they can learn in the community can be explained and
illustrated through materials such as Exploration Packages, skill
building activities forms and sample projects. The process of
extracting site learning possibilities'can!also be explained
briefly as part of the. chronology.

Student, Employer Instructor and Staff Roles

The interlocking roles of student, staff and employer instructor
as partners in the learning endeavor should be made clear: the
three must cooperate and communicate to insure that the needs of
all are met and that EBCE learning does take place.

The emplOyer instructor functions as a major learning resource,
with daily opportunities to guide student onsite learning and
challenge the student to "stretch" his or. her abilities and
aspirations. The student's role is that of an individual learning
to be responsible through interactions with many adults. EBCE
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staff assume overall responsibility for coordinating the student's
academic Program and personal development and giving ongoing
assistance to employers.

Other Program Features

Additional program features of special interest to employers come
up naturally during the conversation, often as the result of
questicns from the contact person, and must be explained to his
or her satisfaction. These features include:

1. insurance coverage freeing employers from liability
related to student onsite learning

regularly scheduled development activities provided to
personnel at all sites joining the program

on-the-spot assistance available to emOloyer instructors
as needed

4. additional legal considerations and --e solutions

ERS Hints For Explaining the Program

In this and every conversation with employer commun ty people,
\

psamaatterminoloqx should be used only as it is really necessary
and helpful to explanation the program. Imagine being
confronted with Life Skills, xploration Package, Learning Sitef\E

Analysis Form,_Career InforMa on System and so on all in the
first hour!

Questions from the contact person should be encouraged throughout
the interview and particularl as a wrapup for the explanation of
the program. This technique helps meet the employer's individual
information needs -and points up areas of special curiosity or
concern.

Sample learning activities and program explanatory materials
contained in the Employer Information Packet may be used as
illustrations during the interview and left with the employer for
review when convenient. After students have arrived onsite,
the employer may want to review general descriptive materials and
provisions under which employers and students participate.-



Site .Recruitment (Item 8)

LEARNING ABOUT THE SITE

At this point, the employer relations specialist will in effect
switch "interviewgr" roles with the contact person to learn about
the site and its operation, including

1. confirmation of the general nature and functions of the
organization (products, services and size of work force)

2. job types and personnel profiles

a brief history of the organization and the relati ship
of its divisions or branches to one another

(CE)2 ERSs not only ask questions of the contact person but also
encourage him or her to show them around the site. Touring the
facilities allows the ERS to make informal observation's and "get
a feel" for what goes on there, as well as to see personnel
rforming their jobs and to note general working conditions.

My available brochures and mater;-.1s should be collected to
supplement the ERSs own notes and e filed for student use at the
learning center (see page '

WHAT STUDENTS CAN LEARN THERE

The ERE information-gathering process now begins to focus on what
the site can offer a student in terms of interesting and challenging
learning experiences. The ERSs observations to that point can help
direct questions to the contact person, whose own attitudes and
willingness to let the student get involved at the site will
influence how educationall?productive a student could be there.
What the site can offer is dirc.ctly proportionate to what the
employer is to rfer.

The (CE)2 employer relations specialist uses the first three pages
of the Learning Site Analysis Form (LSAT') to direct questions to
the employer about

1. physical requirements and 'safety conditions
restrictions

reading materials,availab he student at _ site

Life Skills related performance tasks on which the
employer would be willing to work (or have employees work)
with students
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Responses to these inquiries are recorded directly on the pages,
which, with the other information and materials the ERS collects,

beentered into learning center records to become the information
es on which student site activities will later be built. (A

sample Learning Site Analysis Form is displayed in ADpendix M.)
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FINDING EMPLOYER INSTRUCTORS

c uit n t

In a small organization, the contact person will probably become
the individual working directly with students as an employer
instructor. If so, the ERS will be in a good position to -71oserve
the necessary willingness and suitability for the role (see
pages 42-44).

At larger sites, the contact person will probably appoint
additional people in various departments and jobs; the contact
person may or may not become an El per se.

This determination by the contact person will naturally be done on
the basis of an understanding of the employer instructor role as

ained in the interview. The ERS will therefore have to rely
on the contact person's judgment, site observations and immediate
feedback from the contact person to approve the individuals
designat d.

The-see gly limited EFS, control in this decision is mediated by
. _

opoort 'es for ERS/EI interaction during employer instructor
develo sessions and ERS onsite maintenance, as well as by
feedback from students as they, begin to work with that employer
instru tor. In fact, if the site is Laing recruited to satisfy a
-specif c student request, (CE)2 has found it advantageous to take
the student along for the recruitment interview. The student's
presence allows the ERS to observe the contact person's comfort
as an EI in terns of his or her ability to interact spontaneously
with a student.

AGREEMENT FOR STUDENT USE OF SITE

If all questions have been answered and both parties agree on the
desirability of the site for student learning, all that remains
is to determine the degree of involvement acceptable to the
employer and formalize the agreement in writing. This involves
negotiating two remaining parti 1 ors. :

numbers of students that can be acc dated. (not

necessarily at one time)

2. degree of student learning
site

ArCaVe ---nt acceptable at that

The employer celations specialist will know generally at this point
what resources in time, people and materials are available at the
site and how willing the contact person to allocate them for
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program lose. On the basis of this preliminary understanding,.the
ERS can help the contact person specify how far he or she is
willing to go in supporting student learning there.

Determination of these factors calls for specificity and
forthrightness on the part of the ERE. For example, rather than
inquiring, "How many students do you think you want?", (CE)2 ERSs

stead take the initiative by asking such questions AS, "Can you
take five students, one at a time, for explorations followed by
learning levels?" Is the contact person willing to work with
students for several weeks on learning levels? Would several
students on exploration levels tax time and manpower so that.only
one or two very interested students could return for learning
levels? if the contact person is shy about hosting several
students or committing the site for long-term visits such as skill

---44.

-building levels, would 'c ional special placements for specific
project purposes be acc _le?

Results of the ERS and contact person agreement are recorded on
the Letter of Intent, which the EPS reviews with the contact
person in entirety-- reiterating explanation of the resultant
liability coveragebefore it is signed.

POINTS TO REMEMBER

Match Interview Procedures to SitUation

Again, the way you proceed during the interview will vary
depending on the time available, the type of business being
recruited, the role of the contact person in that business and
the personality and habits of the contact person. For example, if
time is short, less Will be spent on certain topics, and examples
of learning materials may not be displayed. For a top management
person in a large corporation who will not become an employer
instructor, little time may be spent on student learning activities,
with more emphasis on the EBCE concept and program goals, insurance
coverage,' transportation provisions, the issue of learning
productivity versus oommercial productivity, employer instructor
development opportunities end the like. With a person who likes
to be "on the go," the interview may be conducted while moving
through the workplace. The ERS must be prepared to adapt to
conditions at the time of the recruitment interview.

Be Responsive to Contact

At whatever point in the
exhibit either continued
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Site Recrrui amen

the ERS should pick up on the clues d go whichever way is
indicated. If the employer is "sold," don't keep selling;
complete the Letter of Intent and cone e the interview.

Conversely, if the employer is convinced
on that site, attempt briefly to identify
try to pressure or persuade the person to ch
Thank the contact person for the valuable tim
leave a few EBCE reading materials and exit
adage about not burning bridges behind you bear
instance: no good can come from leaving anythin
good impression. Several (CE)2 contact persons ha
long after the first recruitment contact, when they
reconsider what theilhad learned about the program
student schedules could be adjusted to meet demands o

tern

EBCE will not work
reasons, but never
ge his or her mind.

-nt with you,
ously. The old
-epeating in this

ess than a
e "come around"
had time to
d realized
employer's time.

Proceed with Caution When Leaving Materials

Explanabory or illustrative materials are used during the interview
and left with the contact person at the discretion of _he ERS,
depending on the needs of the particular site and the time available.
(CE)2 ERSs have found that if they leave too much reading material
at the time of the recruitment interview, much can be "lost in the
translation" or laid aside alfogether. They therefore rely heavily
on their own use of examples and explanation during the
conversation - -and the opportunity to review major items with newly
recruited employer instructors during orientation.

Maintain a Good Program Image

Program staff visiting a site for recruitment purposes are not
just representing the program - -to site personnel they are the
program, and often the whole school as well. One of the most
important outcomes of the recruitment interview is the feeling the
contact person has about the judgment and dedication of the ERS.
As a result, EIS conduct, speech and manner of dress should be
businesslike, appropriate to the site and in good taste.

Be Available to Repeat Program Explanation

In large firms, the person interviewed may in turn have to go to
someone else for the decision to participate. When possible,
arrange for any subsequent presentations to be made by a program
representative to allow for spontaneous questions and insure
information "straight from the horse's mouth." it is easy for
people to misinterpret EBCE as another dropout or disadvantaged
program.
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Reassure Employers about Orientation

The EBCE concept, program particulars and certain terminology are
complicated, and new to most people. They are therefore difficult
to grasp completely the first time around. The recruitment'

interview does Lot give sufficient-opportunity for the EPS to present
all operational details of the program, nor for the contact person
to retain all of what is explained. Be certain it is understdod,
then, that employer instructors will be supported in F,Irthering
their understanding through employer instructor develo, 11,nt and
onsite coordination activities.

CROSS- PEThi 7NCEE

Employer Liability insurance coverage is treated in "Business
Management," Management & Organization, pages 115-119.

See "Employer Instructor Development " for treatment of orienting
community adults to their responsibilities with EBCE students.

"Site Utilization," the third section of this handbook, explains
techniques for promoting productive relationships among employer
instructors, students and staff.

See "Program Planning & Governance," Nana ement & Organization,
page 28, for treatment of legal issues.

See "Projects," Curriculums Instruction, pages 236-241, for use
of site information in negotiating individualized student projects.

See pages 41-44 for additional consideration of criteria for site
selection.
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Anticipate possible questions and concerns and formulate
appropriate respons for recruitment interview

Reservations about the extent to which students can become
involved with ctivities at their site may have become apparent
gradually dur,_j various stages of the interview; Many come out as
the Letter of Intent is filled out. Solutions appropriate to each
site must be negotiated with the site decision maker.

Labor,COncerns

Labor representatives may fear that introduction of EBCE students
on job sites means competition with regular employees for jobs--or
even possible exploitation for free-labor by unscrupulous employers.
Although this concern has been voiced many times across the nation
in, reference to other career-oriented or work experience programs,
(CE)2 ERSs have encountered only a few instances,10 local union
concern. Most have been satisfied after thorough explanation of
the program's position on student learning productivity rather
than commercial productivity and the formal policy on "no work for
pay" during program hours. If a unionized site remains a problem,
(CE)2 tries to find a similar workplace elsewhere.

Protecting Confidential Information

Agencies or ind:Triduals dealing with confidential or client-
privileged inks, i.tionsuch as doctors, lawyers, psychiatrists,
counselors, minisers, banks, credit unions and the like--may
express concern that client confidentiality cannot be maintained
with a student learning at their site. Again, (CE)2 ERSs negotiate
site usage particulars with the representatives to protect those
areas of their work they cannot make available to student
observation or involvement. ERSs contend that students can learn
about an occupation and be involved in representative activities
without participating in every aspect\of the work. Yet even in
very sensitive areas, like the examples above, (CE)2 students have
been allowed to play significant roles w th marked success.

Maintaining Employer Efficiency

Individuals with high hourly incomes or those compensated on a
straight commission basis may feel they cannot spare several days
or even hours in one-to-one, intensive interaction with a student.
The ERS may suggest they take only minimal time from their schedules
to work with students by using their "down" time--lunch, coffee
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breaks, early mornings--or by identifying a substitute or
additional employer instructors in their firm. Perhaps the
student could be allowed to."shadow" the individual for a
speCified period while he or she goes on with regular activities.
EEICE students know they have plenty of learning activities to
pursue that do not require constant interaction with site
personnel. Students appreciate being told what they can and

should expect--and when. After all, adaptability and flexibility
are important attributes in the workaday world.

For these and any other kinds of limitations, individual
agreements are worked out so that student site experiences are
commensurate with the desires of the contact person and the
availability of time, personnel and resources. Exploration levels,
skill building levels and special placements offer sufficient
flexibility in student site involvement to give sites many
different ways to participate in ESCE. Explorations and special
placements are particularly attractive to sites not wishing long-

term involvement.

Specifics of the agreement are recorded on the letter of Intent
and entered into the recordkeeping system by the EPS (see
pages 47-50).

CROSS-REFERENCES

See Appendix N for policies regarding student learning productivity
and "no work for ply" and Appendix E for other union-related
considerations.

Additional suggestions for involving unions in the EWE program
are discussed in "Community Relaticms," Management ,

pages 186-188.
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Site Recrui nt (Item 10)

Establish criteria for selecting sites and employer
instructors

During the recruitment interview, the employer relations sp,Icialist
will be applying certain preestablished,, criteria in deter.ninina a

site's suitability. Although dependent on EPS on-the-spot
professional judgment- -and that of the employer contact persOn
selection of a learning site should consider some of the following
general issues.

WILLINGNESS TO PARTICIPATE

The first step in selecting sites is actually that the contact
persons select themselves- -they decide they want to involve their
company, its personnel and its resources in the "business" of
Experience-Based Career Education. This willingness will
ultimately be indicated by a signature on the Letter of Intent.

Remember, when seeking employer agreement to participate; honesty
is always the best policy. (CE) 2 EPSs-are quite frank in
admitting to the employer that not all students will have instant
success stories on their sites. The employers' challenge,
actually, is to help students become successful rather than simply
to observe those who already are. An employer's willingness to
participate includes acceptance of this reality--that some students
are more difficult to reach than others.

SITE POTENTIAL FOR STUDENT LEARNING

Given the contact person's general willingness to participate,
determination of the site's ability to offer student learning
opportunities is then made by the ERS on the basis of:

observations during a tour of the site

questions directed to the employer contact pers

data gathered via the first part of the Lemming Site
Analysis Form

4.1 his or her best judgment
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The ERS mu professional judgment and previous experience in
deallnq witn pie to estimate the possibilities for interesting
and eievant learning opportunities that would foster student
growth and promof-r, program learning goals.

Willingness of the contact person to let the student really "get
involved" and learn but site operations and peoples' roles is
an important consideration in determining site learning potential.
Two basic questions summarize the ERS' inquiry into the site and
the employer's attitudes:

1. What do you do on your job?

2. what can a (CE) 2 studentde on your job?

From answers to these questions, th2
whether the site would be a good place
learn.

n discern generally
students to explore

For example, a contact person rho saysa student could "pretty much
try a little of everything I do" understands what MICE is all
about and vorld probably make that site an intriguing place for a
student to learn. On the other hand, a person who doesn't seem to
grasp the ESCE concept and can only suggest menial or repetitive
tasks for the student may be considered a poor risk. Depending on
availability of similar sites and remaining recruiting time, the
ERS may elect to conclude the interview politely and find another
site to recruit. Accepting a site that is "questionable" in te-rms
of contact person understanding will require intensive development
and maintenance efforts--possibly disproportionate to the site's
learning potential.

In actual fact, however, (CE)2 ERSs report that they seldom reject
a site on an initial contact, that is, at the recruitment interview.
They are interested first and foremost in the learning opportunities
at a site- -and what place of business can offer nothing to be
learned? If meaningful work is taking place, no doubt the site
could offer student learning. If a student later finds that he or
she does not care to return there, adjustments can be made.

AVAILABILITY OF SITE PERSONNEL AS EMPLOYER INSTRUCTORS

`'Employer Instructors: How to Find Theme

:Availability of site personnel to work with students is the third
major consideration in determining a site's suitability. The
contact person interviewed by the ERS plays a cey role in this
determination, whether he or she becomes the sole employer
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instructor at the site oz additional persons are appointed to fill
the role. In either case, designation of individual Eis is madam

the contact person on the basis of an initial understanding of
what an EI does and what characteristics are desirable in an EI.

For example, at a smell site, the person contacted initially by
the ERS, the decision maker interviewed and the individual who
will work with students may be one and the samethe owner,
president or general manager. At a larger site, the contact person
may or may not elect to serve as an EI. He or she may choose to
host students only erring short exploration levels and appoint
Ether EIs for lengthier learning levels and project activities.
The contact person may designate several other employer instructors,
each to work, with students choosing their respuctive departments or
specialty areas.

Although the ERE must rely on the contact person's good judgment,
(CE)2 ERSs consider such selection of an El by his or her
supervisorrather than by the ERSs themselves - -to be a low -_ask
activity because of the very short introductory exposure of EI to
student prior to ERS maintenance. Shortly after a student's
arrival at a site, the ERS visits the site and gets the studen%'s
first impressions of the El. As a result, the ERE is soon in a
position to judge the suitability of that individual for the EX
role. In addition, student analysis of the sits and the El is
encouraged throughout student onsite learning,

Employer Instructors: What to Look For

The persons who will be successful employer instructors will need
on-the-job time to devote to instructional activities, without
feeling that they are neglecting their-work. They may well have
had previous experirnce in working with young people or doing
volunteer work in t _e community, but most importantly, they must
have the desire 'take on" a (CE) 2 student in direct interaction.

Beyond these three eneral considerations, describing what will
make a "good" El as difficult as predicting a particular

potenta. .1Zor becoming one. After three years, CE)2
ERSs admit that there is no formula or list of traits that they
can give the employer contact person as selection criteria. The
best they can do is to convey a general description - -a feeling - -of
what being an El is and hope that the contact person knows all
employees,well enough to recognize those who might work well with
young people.

This general description, in the words of a (CE)2 ERS, emphasizes
first of all the fact that an employer instr/ator should enjOy
working with young people and should be enthusiastic about the
possibilitiei in such a relationship.
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People we look for as Els are outgoing and open-minded
about things; they don't have a lot of locked-in
negative concepts. Their attitude is positive. They
tend to be helpful .and willing to 000perate. When you
talk to them, they dOn't get soared off when you ask,
'Wa1 ylot help us evaluate. the students?'

They area self-disciplined: they know what they're doing
and why they're doing i t; they know what has to be done
on what tip schedule and they can stick to it. But they
are still flexible in their attitudes toward students and
have a high degree of patience.

All of this adds up to-what could be called emotional
stability in a person. This stability is capped off by
positive expectations about young people and confidence
in StudenLs' ability to make their own life decisions.

Of course, "perfect employer instructors are rare; each is
different from the next. Such diffeaces, however, are part of
what students should encounter. Getting to know many individual
'nmployer instructors is excellent experience for EIKE students.

CROSS-REFERENCE

".Sites Utilization," pages 105-267, deals in greater depth with the
interactions between employer relations specialists and employer
instructors.
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Site Recr (Item 11)

Assemble appropriate materials for use by recruitment
personnel

During the recruitment process, supportive and illustrative
Materials are used by the employer relations specialist to
facilitate understanding of the program.. (CE), materials include:

1. the basic information packet, which contains

a statement entitled "Provisions Under Which
Employers and Students Participate in the (CE)2
Program" and outlining seral important legal
considerations

b. a general descriptive brochure or handouts on the
(CE)2 program

c. a sample Letter Intent

d. a sample Indemnity Covenant

2. pages 1 through 3 of the Learning Site analysis Form

3. examples of student learning materials such as
Exploration Padkages and projects

Each of these materials is explained by the employer relations
specialist as the interview proceeds. Some items--the first
portion of the Learning Site Analysis Form, the Letter of Intent
and the indemnity Covenant,jthroUgh which employers' freedom from
liability is guaranteed--must be filled out during the interview
for each site joining the program.

Items a and b above are left for reading when convenient. Site
repreWentatives electing to join the program also retain copies of
the signed Letter of intent and Indemnity Covenant for their
records. The first three pages of the LSAF are completed and
retained by the PS; the contact person does not receive copies.
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CROSS- REFERENCES

See Appendix C for samples of the information packet used during
the recrui'ment interview.

Appendix M contains a sample completed Learning Site Analysis
Form.

For a look at the genera/ program descriptive materials used by
(CE)2 employer relations specialists during recrLitment, see the
Frogram_Overview.
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Set up system for recording site information

An up-tothe-minute site inventory and comprehensive re-;ords of
employer instructor involvement in student learning activities
serve many purposes-for ERA students and staff. On the basis
such records.,/ comprehensive liability insurance coverage for
employers ie secured, community relations activities and employer
instructor development sessions are planned and student learning
activities are negotiated.

Since recruitment is the first step in gathering learning-related
site information, it is critical that what is observed about a
site be recorded completely and accurately and entered into the
permanent records housed at the learning center.

OPENING THE RECORDS FOR A RECRUITED SITE

---
On receipt from the employer relations specialist of the signed
Letter of Intent, Inderm!, - Covenant and ERS site notes, a site is
entered into the following' three-part recordkeeping stem.

Card File: Current Site Inventory,

The alphabetical card file is designed to allow easy reference of
brief site information and compilation of a current site inventory.
For each site recruited, a card is added to the file, listing the
site name, address, contact person and employer instructor(s), and
general site requirements or restrictions related to student
learning (see sample on next page). This file is housed in the
learning resources area and supervised by the learning resource
speCialist.

File Folders: Cumulative Site-Related Materials

Intended as a collection point for all materials pertaining to a
site, these folders begin with a brief site description written
by the ERS immediately following the recruitment interview. This
description highlights possible areas for student involvement and
special conditions or restrictions. In the folder also filed
a copy of the signed Letter of Intent, the first section of the
Learning Site Analysis Form, the Indemnity Covenant and any
descriptive brochures or materials gathered by the ERS during
recruitment. AS student learning plans are developed and onsite
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learning activities implemented, all related materials generated
by the site will be added to the folder, thus building a
comprehensive site record of involvement in student learning
activities.

(Side 1)

SAMPLE CARD FROM SITE CARD FILE

Company Name: Walk-In Legal aid Phone: 555-3880
Address: 1941 N.g. Meridian

Contact: Ann vandam

Type of Business: Provide legal assistance to indigent
persons

Learning Sites El

Alternatives

Investigation

Rose Martin

Grant Hi

Activities

Intake interview
Phone research

Investigate alleged
crime, canvas for
witnesses

Write reports

(Side 2)

Comments: Requires that you re able to monitor your own
time, be a good reader and able to write reports

Must ride bus (line 41 & 44 will get you there
from the center)

Scheduling Requirements: Flexible scheduling, however
you may have to spend some full days
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Employer Relations Specialist Notebook: Portable Summery of Site
Activities

The employer cards in the ERS's personal looseleaf notebook are
designed to allOw summarization of information regarding a site
and student learning-related activities. When a site is recruited,
the site name, address, telephone number and contact person are
entered on the card (see page 50), which in turn is entered
alphabetically in the notebook of the recruiting ERS. Suhsequent
entries on the card are made as student learning activities
progress at the site. Each card thus becomes a summarized
cumulative record that the EPS can take along on site visits.

Recording Sites Not Recruited

For purposes of future reference and to avoid repetitive contacts,
a record should also be kept of (a) sites identified earlier as
"potential" learning sites but not interviewed at this time and
(b) sites interviewed but not selected for recruitment.

Sites identified but not interviewed may be utilized later as
necessary to respond to student requests (see page 57). For
those interviewed but not selected for recruitment, the reason
for their rejection and the desirability of reopening the contact
at: some future time should be noted.

Later, as students begin to visit sites, the recordkeeping system
will also have to distinguish sites available but not chosen by
students for exploration - -a possibility if recruitment is not
based directly on student career interest assessment (see
page 20).

CROSS-REFERENCE

"Business Management," Manaerizatimme, page 111, contains
a description of management-related recordkeeping in an EBCE
program. Pages 115-116 describe how the Letter of,Intent and
Indemnity Covenent precipitate employer insurance coverage.
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EMPLOYER/COMMUNITY RESOURCES

EMPLOYER CARD
EMPLOYER RELATIONS SPECIALIST NOTEBOOK

SITE VISIT RECORD;

MAINTENANCE PURPOSE

Phone

Contact Person Phone

LEARNING

CONDITIONS AND COMMENTS:

Clothing Requirement

Letter of Intent

Indemnity _IL

ANECDOTAL COMMENTS

50

NUMBERS OF STUDENTS

Career Explorations



Site Recruitment (Item 13)

Make program known to the community through
presentations to loco). groups and key individuals

One of the primary tasks preparatory to initiation of an EBCE
program and actual site recruitment will be to let people in the
community know what the program has to offer its young people. A
good deal of work during early program planning will be requirE.d to
establish a local communications network that

reaches key persons of influence in the community who can
participate in pros-;em planning and public relations

2. convinces local school district taxpayers, parents and
students that it has educational significance, integrity
and stabilityand is worthy of their consideration as
an alternative for students in their district

3. interests a wide audience of community members and
employers to the extent that they become willing to
volunteer their sites and personnel for EBCE learning

The contacts you make during early program planning lay the
groundwork for the site recruitment that begins in earnest when
the EBCE program is approved by the school board. How these
early presentations and individual contacts help build a site
network is treated in the pages that follow.

CROSS-REFERENCES

The handbook on Manages nt & Organization suggests ways to find
and enlist key community individuals in "Program Planning &
Governance," pages 15-23. How to initiate and maintain good
communications with all audiences is addressed throughout
"Community Relations;" see the checklist onpages 141-142 for
specifics.
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14
Identify first employer and community sites to be
contacted for recruitment

Depending on the number and type of sites needed for the network,
the initial community interest survey may provide sufficient names
for the first round of. recruitment contacts. Should identification
of additions/ sites be.necessary, you may proceed in either (or
both) of two directions.

You may seek additional suggestions from resource persons who were
helpful during planning' group formation and the initial interest
survey. .These may include planning group members and key business
people, students, personnel within the school district, Chamber of
Commerce, °facers and methers of local civic organizations, city
officials and selected community persons.

Another option is to expand your resources, possibly including
school district personnel from other career- or community-related
programs such as work experience who could suggest sites to contact
based on their past.experiences. Another source can be key persons
from other local programs that involve employes in educational
and/or youth activities, such as community colleges, Junior
Achievement and Explorer Scouting. These persons could be the
lead into sites they know are good EB possibilities.

Regardless of which resources are tapped, the employer and community
sites to be contacted now for recruitment will have been recommended
by people familiar with both the sites and EBCE, thereby increasing
the probability of successful recruitment and fruitful student
learning.

CROSS-RE RENCE

_Treatment of the community survey made during planning for an EBCE
program is contained in "Program Planning & Governance,'
Mana$!ement & Organization, pages 21-23.
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Site Recru -int 5)

Conduct initial site recruitment and selection

When ,Ilanning steps have been completed and advance preparations
have been made, the first round of recruitment can be completed in
a few weeks. A well-organized team of employer relations
specialist(s), planning or advisory group members, key businessmen
and program administrator will be able to interview site contact
persons, secure signed Letters of intent and record new sites in
the inventory well before invitations- must go out for a late-August
orientation session. The stage will then be set for commencement
of first-year students' site experiences.

CROSS-REFERENCE

"Employer Instructor Development," pages 63 -102, offers
suggestions and sample agendas for the August orientation session.
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Adding Sites to the Network

Once the program year begins, sites are recruited primer
esponse to identified student needs or requests. This
individualized site recruitment follows the same procedu
used for building thJ original network.

Pete) e need for

Need for a site generally becomes known in one of four ways:

specific student identification of career and /or

interest

2. ERS judgment that a given occupational area or career is
not yet adequately represented in the network

4thdrawal or termination of an existing site

4. design of a student project specifically requiring
employer or community resources not available in the
present network

DETERMINATION OF STUDENT CAREER INTEREST

In conference with the student, the employer relations specialist

uses the results of career interest indicators administered during

the summer to help the student identify specific occupations he

or she would like to explore. Again at various intervals
throughout the year, students repeat the occupational interest
assessments and, with assistance from the ERS, make additional
site selections for exploration and learning.

Student interest in a particular site may arise in ways other than
career interest assessment, as well. For example, the student may

have done business there or received a special service such as
medical aid or counseling. A friend of the student or his family
may be enthusiastic about his or her job or place of employment.

These encounters in turn may spark the student's interest in an
area or site not identified through assessment.
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Site Recruitment (Item 26)

INSUFFICIENT REPRESENTATION AN OCCUPATIONAL AREA

Sometros student encounters with -`twin occupational areas--for
example, the social services--prompt requests for explorations at
other sites in that same interest area Available sites may
become "overloaded," creating a need for aCditional sites of that
type to allow for multiple student requests.

Occasionally, an "active" site or an employer instructor will
withdraw -- perhaps as the result of a layoff or economic downturn- -
or be terminated from participation in the program. This, too,
may leave a gap in the site network.

CE)- ERs have noticed particularly that changes in personnel
over the summer months come to their attention all at once in
August, creating a heavier than usual recruiting need just prior

the beginning of the program year.

STUDENT PROJECT NEEDS

a student works on projects and increasingly refines individual
learning goals, it may happen that project work leads to a site
not present'y in the network-either because the negotiated project
calls for the site or because the student prefers completing the
project there.

CROSS-REFERENCE

Student career interest assessment is discussed in "Career
Explorations," Curriculum & Znstru 'on, pages 145-150.
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17
Atte need with available sites

When the need for a particular type of site becomes known, you
may well be able to locate. what you need by exanining those sites
already available in the "active" network. If so, the next step
will be to contact the site,representative and arrange for student
placement.

CROSS- REFERENCE

See "Site Utilization," Pages 156 -158 for student placement
procedures. .
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Site Recruitment (item 18)

When necessary, possible new sites) to be
recruited

Particularly as student interests expand as a result of early
explorations, sites that are not yet a part of the network may be
needed. First, appropriate new sites must be identified for
recruitment in basically the same way as during initial
recruitment:

1. Review previously identified but not - yet - recruited sites.

2. Contact currently participating site personnel for
suggestions.

Again, utilize community sources to identify potential
sites.

Select several possibilities and prioritize.

The MRS may elect to tap any of the usual resourcesfrom/the school
superintendent or the board of directors to already "successful"
participating site personnel. Many times, students will know of
a site that fits the request.

The ERS may then initiate contact with each potential site as the
suggestion is made or may compile a list and prioritize the
possibilities. This prioritization will be based on both the
recommendations of the resources and the location of the suggested
site. (CE)2 ERSs use the location criteria to determine the order
in which they contact otherwise equally desirable sites: they
beg 1p with the sites closest to the learning center and work their
wafout.

Ii
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Conduct rec interview with site decision maker

The procedures designed for initial site contact and interviewing
ir" are again applied. Eowever, the approach may change based on

experiences with earlier recruitment and the fact that the program
year is now underway.

TWo differences in the ways (CE)2 ERSs conduct the recruitment
imterview after students have begun to visit sites are significant.

First, students themselves are often invited to accompany the ERS
an the recruitment interview. Presence of the student allows the
ERS to observe the contact person's comfort with the situation and
ability to interact spontaneously with the student, thus forming a
basis for preliminary estimation of the contact person as a future
employer instructor and as a source of recommendations for other
Els. Similarly, the student is givsn the opportunity for a
personalized preorientation to the site and to the contact person.
(CE)2 ERSs report that often the employer directs more questions
to the student than to the ERS.

Second, examples of completed student projects, Exploration
Packages and the like replace the sample materials used during
initial network recruitment. Such use lends a personalized note
to the ERS's explanation of the program and makes what students'
do--especially students they know-- re interesting and
understandable to the employer.
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Site Recrui Alt (Item 20)

Invite site representatives to orientation session

the recruited site has been added to the network and employer
instructor(s) have been selected, site personnel are invited to

. attend the next scheduled employer instructor development session.
(CE)2's series is designed so that Els entering at any time during
the year are quickly and comfortably incorporated into student
learning activities and program.

CROSS-REFERENCE

Employer instructor development sessions are described_
_

section of this handbook.
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RESOURCES

student placement procedures

For later placements as well as first ones, ERSs follow a carefully
designed series of steps to ensure smooth acclimation of student to
site. Those procedures are described fn the "Site Utilization"
section of this handbook.





EMPLOYER INSTRUCTOR DEVELOPMENT

Emplo er instructor develo meat provides site personnel with
thi staff support, program information, skill development
and contact with each other needed to guide, negotiate with,
instr12ct and evaluate Students in EBCE.

WHAT EMPLOYER INSTRUCTOR DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES'CAN DO

1. maximize the potentiallof an employer/community site as a
learning setting by focusing employer instructors on their
instructional, supervisory and guidance responsibilities and
developing their ability to help students discover useful and
relevant learning experiences

2. provide a planned, integrated series of employer group
meetings to complement ongoing one-to-one site maintenance by
the employer relations specialist; such a series of meetings

affords employer instructors and contact persons the
opportunity to orient themselves to program changes at
regular intervals as they work with students

b. responds to employer instructor needs for training in

program-related functions

c. serves as a means for employer instructors to express
their concerns and exchange suggestions for working with
students, with each other-and with program staff

enhance employer understanding of aspects of their role
related to program design, evaluation and refinement

4. promote and maintain employer /community interest and

support of the program'

ASSUMPTIONS:ABOUT EMPLOYER INSTRUCTOR DEVELOPMENT

While employer instructors may be highly interested in the
possibilities of working with young people, they generally
need and want Support from professional educators.

Support of employer instructors cannot be a simple preservice
activity followed by a year-end banquet to express appreciation;
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needed rather is an ongoing process o
functions expected by :BCE.

n ation to roles and

Materials, procedures and approaches used in development
activities should be straightforward and concise, geared to easy
understanding by lay persons, avoiding if possible the jargon
typical of educators.

THE PEOPLE INVOLVED

Planning of the employer instructor development component as a
whole draws on suggestions from all staff and the program
administrator, who in turn may use additional resource persons--
particularly employer instructors themselves, as appropriate.

Planning ard conducting each development session is shared by all
staff members and varies according to the specific design and
purpose of each sessioa. The employer relations specialist, due
to his or her unique role in working daily with employer
instructors, must provide specific suggestions. Student
participation in the sessions is sought as appropriate.

RELATIONSHIP TO OTHER PROGRAM ELEMENTS

Employer instructor development activities are occurring at the
same time and involve basically the sane people as several other
program functions: site recruitment, student onsite learning
(site utilization) and progiam planning and governance. The
format and content of employer development activities will reflect
and be shaped by the involvement of employers, community members,
students and staff in these other simultaneous functions.

Of particular significance is the complementary nature of
employer instructor development sessions and individualized site
maintenance by the employer relatic specialist (described in
"Bite Utilization"). Site maintenance, intended to respond to
individlial questions, needs, concerns and suggestions that arise as
the employer instructor works with students, shares with
development activities the underlying purpose of bringing out in
each employer instructor the best that he or she has to offer EBCM
studercs. However, site maintenance relies primarily on one-to-one
interactions between an employer relations specialist and employer
instructor at the site, rather than on group sessions at the
learning center. I,/
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Employer Instructor Development

Steps to Follow

PLANNING FOR DEVELOPMENT

Agree on purposes of employer instructor
development

Pssign staff roles

Determine employer instructor training needs

Plan development sessions to meat identified
needs

Consider implications of s audience for
development activities

Expand racoraeeping system to incorporate
development materials

Provide for revising development sessions and-
other program features based on feedback from
participants

CONDUCTING EACH SESS 'm

m

Allocate staff responsibilities in planning
and presenting session

Determine training needs in that area

Prepare and finalize session agenda

Schedule program

invite employer instructors and contact persons

Arrange fur facilities and equipment

Prepare materials

Hold session as planned

Seek participant evaluation and share feedback
with all employer instructors

page
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File materials for later use 102
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Employer I structor Develop

Planning for Deveopment

Agree on purposes of employer instructor development

Although the professional EBCE staff may be limited in number, its
size is increased many times over by the dozens of other people
serving as "teachers": employer instructors (EI) who work
directly with EBCE students on a daily basis, helping them
understand important processes, facts and attitudes related to
individual EBCE student outcomes. Without employer instructors,
EBCE could not take place.

The general purposes of employer instructor development at (CE)2
(see page 63 ) spring from the realization that the potential, of
a location as a learning site hinges directly on the capabilities
of EIs to interact effectively with students. These men and
women may never before hame thought of themselves as "teachers".
The EBCE notion of people from the community getting clOsely
involved with students as instructors, counselori and partners in
experiential learning may be new to them. Further, no two
individuals will come to the teaching/learning situation with the
same set of skills, standards and expectations.

Finally, the EBCE program is complicated and consists of many
interlocking concepts and strategies. EIs, like all program
participants, need time and repeated exposureto program
complexities before they can grasp EBCE in totality and apply
techniques comfortably with individual students. The original
recruitment interview and one orientation session at the beginning
of the year can neither anticipate nor respond to all EI needs for
information and support as they interact with young people at their
plares of work.

Rather, it is important to provide Els with regular opportunities
throughout the program year to' exchange with program itac5 and
each other a multitude of opinions, suggestions and anecdotes
based on experiences with students. Development of employers as
instructors can be likened to the inservice training for teachers
often provided by school districts. While employers are learning
frcm their experiences with students, program staff try to pass
along to them what they know about working with young people and
to help EIs learn from each other how to be more t.ffective.
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THE HISTORY OF El DEVELOPMENT AT (CE)2

During the summer and into (CE)2's first program year, staff held
several meetings to familiarize site representatives with program
features and onsite learning activities. As the series progressed,
staff perceived a recurring theme: people attending the meetings
wanted help in becoming effective employer instructors. They also
welcomed opportunities to get together to share questions and
exchange ideas.

This feedback was reinfo _

research findings from other programs using onsite
community resources which show that additional training
of supervisors working with trainees is desirable

employer relations specialist (ERS) reports of questions
resulting from student /El first encounters onsite

suggestions from employer and community membe
planning group

Armed with this information, (CE) 2 staff ,:reated what are now
called El development sessions to follow summer orientation and
to supplement onsite ERS /El interaction (see "SiteUtilization").
A questionnaire administered to all individuals involved in
student onsite learning resulted in unanimous endorsement of
periodic El development gatherings during each program year
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Employer -ructor velopnent 2)

Assign staff roles

ROLES BASED ON THE (CE) MODEL

Program Administrator

Given the importance of employer and community sites to the
program and the need for coordination of employer instructor
"training" with other program functions, the progr adminiFtrator
should retain primary responsibility for EI develo ent. 7a

addition, he or she should participate directly w h othei, staff

in planning and implementing individual develop sessions. The

program administrator's general administrative d management
expertise, understanding of the program as a e and visibility
in the community should be continual assets to1EI development.

.
Employer Relations Specialist

The employer relations specialist should take charge of design
implementation of each session because (a) the ERS is uniquely
involved with all other program participants and (b) the ERS is
most familiar with the employer community because of work on site
recruitment, utilization and maintenance.

Other Program. Staff

The ERS can in turn draw substantially on other staff as
appropriate. Learning managers can contribute perspectives
regarding student learning strategies and recommend straightforward
techniques for presenting (explaining) them to employers. The

learning resource specialist' knows the potential of employers as
learning resources and how students can access those resources. In

addition, the L would probably be the staff expert on media and
techniques appropriate to various training activities and
presentations. The student coordinator can marshall guidance-
related considerations and possibly make suggestions regarding
group processes, presentation techniques and coordination of all
activities. Staff will contribute individual talents and
strengths in addition to skills and knowledge related to their
roles.
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Other individuals from the comity or within the district could
be called on for certain special types of input, such as
interpersonal relations techniques and specialized discussion of
such processes as use of resources, dealing with "problem cases"
and so on In short, anyone who'can and is willing to help
should be used. EBCE is, after all, education in and by the
community.

----- CROSS-REFERENCES

"Personnel, Mana ement & Organization, contains role
descriptions for all EWE staff, pages 4857.

addition, ERS tasks and responsibilities during site
recruitment and site utilization are discussed in other sections
Of this handbook.
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Emoloyer Instructor Development (Item 3)

Determine errloyer instructor training needs

(CE)2 staff have found employer instructor training needs fall
into four general knowledge or skill areas:

1. thorough u-derstanding of the EBCE program and the unique
role of EI

,2. ability to orient students effectively to the site
its operations

ability to communicate and give feedback to students

understanding of the procedures for implementing learning
strategies

These needs were identified by site personnel and program staff as
students visited sites for learning purposes.

FEEDBACK FROM SITE PERSONNEL

Site personnel themselves are ideal resources for determining EI
training needs. Site contact persons and Eis. will have many
questions regard,ing what they are to do and how they are to deal
with students. arriving at their site. These questions and concerns
are a logical starting point for planning El development.

_INPUT FROM STAFF

Just as site personnel have op,pions and questions not answered
during recruitment, so program staff will have ideas of what
information they consider crucial to El efficiency aid
effectiveness in dealing with EIKE students. The employer
relations specialist, as the designated channel through which
information Tows directly between site and staff, has a feel for
si personnel needs from talking to contact persons during
recruitment. Other staff familiar with the EBCE cur-nium
offer suggestions from that perspective.

For 'exam .1e, the student coordinator may emphasiz4-topics des ing
with student orsite behaviors and efficient utilization o
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assessment data. The learning resource specialist-will probably
want to insure understanding of the notion ci people as resources.
Learning managers will be especially concerned that employer
instructors feel comfortable with the inStructional strategies and
materials they will.use in working with students.

Staff opinions should be gathered, perhaps through an informal rap
session, and added to those of site personnel.

COMPILING SUGGESTIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

For (CE)2 developMent planning, two individuals trained in
interpersonal relations techniques coordinated staff and employer
suggestions and drafted the design of the El development component.
The basis for their design was a combined list of employer/
community responses, including planning group feedback and staff
suggestions. That list is displayed on the following page.

C1OSS REFERENCE

Some actiactivities in the following list of suggested El' training
needs are now part of the one -to -one site maintenance conducted by
(CE)2 employer relations specialists during utilization. See
"Site Utilization" for details.
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SUGGESTED TRAINING NEEDS FOR (CE)2 PLOYER ASTRUCTORS

G leral Information Needs

1. the place of EBCE in society and education

2. objectives and basic concepts of the (CE)2 program

3. background information on students (skill levels,
experience, aptitu.es and so forth)

4. reports of student progress

5. student: activities on job sites

Ways to Assure that Students are Learning Onsite

1. ° make sure students know how to question

2. clarify student dual responsibilities as learner and
"worker"

3. prepare employer instructors for student arrival onsite

4. clarify and enforce student attendance requirements

5. specify time, schedulir Tectations

6. develop specific leurnin and behavior ectations for
students

provide "report cards" measuring student progress

allow student critique of Els

design a reporting system for staff, students, Eis

Ways to Prorote EI/Student/Staff Communication

1. hold student/staff conferences and provide feedback to El

2. find out what "preview" job site information the student
needs or wants

3. encourage student participation in regular employee
orientation onsite, if available

4. secure st-,ient and El agreement on responsibilities

5. clarify a.. share -roles

6. hold three-way conferences_ among the student, staff
member and FT
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74

Plan development sessions to meet identified needs

Employer instructor development sessions should be planned to
supplement onsite maintenance support by the employer relations
specialist, without duplicating that support. Site maintenance
can respond to individual questions, needs, concerns and suggestions
that arise as the EI works with students at the site. EI
development should promote interaction among all participants in
student learning and discussion of shared needs.

A (CE)2 EPS recently summed up the important complementary nature'
of EI development and site maintenance:

e notice it's much easier to run a maintenance visit
after a development session because the employer is
more aware of the program terms you use. You don't
have to turn the maintenance visit into a reorientation
session, and you can zero right in on talking about the
student who's at the site.

FREQUENCY, NUM ER AND OSE OF ACTIVITIES\

Eased on first-year experiences, (CE)2 staff conduct four group
sessions, one every eight to ten weeks during the program year,
to punctuate and tie together ongoing emOloyer maintenance and
student onsite learning. Each session focuses on one of the
following purposes:

1. orient new employers to their role as instructors before
they receive students at th sites

2. answer questiOns from experienced EIs and allow all EIs
to exchange ideas

build skills EIs feel they need to better serve both the
students and the goals of the program

4. obtain feedback from EIs on the success of program
\

strategies, including development activities themselves'



over rnstr or De- 1oprt n t (Item 4)

Session i. Orientation

Employer instructor orientation, held the week before school begins:
brings those site persons who have volunteered to work with
students together with program staff and students for introduction
to specifics of their role in student learning. This first
session is intended to

. supplement and reinforce the program overview conveyed
during the recruitment interview by

helping employer site personnel understand their
role as instructors and their authority in dealing

th students at their sites

responding to employer questions about the program

covering in greater detail certain concepts and
learning strategies introduced only briefly during
recruitment (for example, projects, Exploration

_ackages, student accountability and attendance)

acquaint employers with one another and-with-theEI-
development component as a series of "training" sessions
to be held throughout the year

lay the groundwork for the continuing evolution of
staff/s udent/community esprit de corps and cooperation

Session I_ Problem Solving Clinic

The second employer instructor development gathering occurs
shortly after students have begun visiting sites and-addresses
EI questions and concerns arising from initial experiences with
-Idents. Session II is designed to

1. respond to pregathered EI questions regarding areas of
general o-ncern and

a. emphasize the employer's role not only as instructor
but also as a central figure in program design

b. review important points of contact among EIs,_staff,
students and instructional materials and strategies

c. encourage Els to interact and exchange ideas with
each other, as well as with staff and studen

d. provide guidance by program personnel for dealing
with student behavior issues introduced by site
personnel
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involve employers program design and evaluation by

soliciting suggestions for dea. ling with recurring
issues at sites, based on experiences with students
to date

requesting emplDye critiques of the instructional
strategies 3cussed during the clinic

orient employers who may not have attendi-d the initial
session

Session III: Training Session

Session III taps the expertise of experienced employer instructors
to help all EIs develop skills in dealing with students on their
sites. Furt4r, it is planned to

provide continuing emphasis of the SI _ role in student
learning and program operations by

b.

rdviewing the roles and responsibilities of EIs and
program staff through each stage of a student's
academic program

ncouraging EIs to shaLe solutions to co
xperienced oroblems

lv

o. gatheriAg El .,. stiens for hanaing major issues
affecting eLtleat 7ogress onsite

2. again, provide for crienting novice Els to key
iAformation covered in precedil,g sessions

Session IV: Feedback Session

The final employer instructor development session, held after tne
close of the program year, gathers SI responz,es to taff-initiated
questions regarding program ope 'ation and design. It is

strixtured to

I. capitalize cn the significant role Els ha a a

throughout the program year by

a. analyzing experience _a_ had with
during competancy certification, explorat
learning levels
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Employer Instructor cevelopmrnt (Item 4)

collecting and recording EI evaluation /analysis of
program operational issues as input to program
refinement

encourage continuing employer participation in .-achieving
program goals by stimulating interaction while encouraging
analysis of program procedures

3. once again, orient those Is who may have been recruited
since the preceding development session

ANOTHER POINT TO CONSIDER

As the (C2)2 program administrator noted, site personnel working
th students onsite must "juggle" their reeponsibility to EBCFW

students with their regular work 12sponsibilities.

ft is therefore very important that we think about
employers' total needs, not sim-ly needs created because
we place students at their sitc, The students probably
take only A fraction of their tic- ahl energy. Employers
are probably having problems with their employees, too:
motivational problems, con nu: ration problems and the

We should be smart encuoa to t:q the two together,
because they are transfer le s. Teenagers are not
that Mach different from adults 1- .1 you're talking about
how you deal with them. They'l% . little less mature,
but outside of that, there are a t of tJle same problems
that you get with employees.

CROSS-REFERENCES -

Synop s of (CE)2 employer instructor development Eessi are
contained in Appendices F, J, K and t.

to utilization," pages 119-12, for complete treatment of
int6ance activities by the employer relations dpecialist.
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5

Consider implications of diverse audience for
development activities

EMPLOYER INS7JCTORS

Development activities address all employer instructors from
every currently .7t site. This includes:

Els at sites that have Just joined the orogram

2. Els at sites that have been with the program from the
beginning

ZIs who have attended
several students

er sessions and have worked

4. EIs who have not yet worked with a student but who are
"ready"

This broad definition takes in a large number of people with
wideLy varyilig knowl tge of the program. People who are "veterans"
are grouped together with some who know practically nothing about
being an EI.

Such a large and diverse audie..ce demands very careful planning.
For example, new EIs must be able to join the series at any time
and readily "catch up" on information presented at earlier
sessions without diminishing 0-chers' interest. Howe,:er, (CE)2 has
found that a heterogeneous grouping promotes a sense of community
by allowing for continuity and reinforcement of information among
all Els.

.OTHER nARTICIPANTS

optional - -but recommended palticipants are higher management
karsonnel and ucontat persons", if rd.- the same as the empl, -sr

instructors at a site. :.'artj.lularly at larcj: site:,- the contact

person may not be the YX and may not work directly w-.. `i students.

In these ca es, the cehtact person--Ivea tough just coordinatLng
site visitationshould be kept up to date on program information
and provide the same training opporounities as EIs.

other higher management person-.el nor acting es EIs
may nevertheless serve importdnt functions in velation to the
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programhosting visitors, participating in employer seminarsf
representing the site on the board of directors or deciding if
the company will participateand should also be included in
employer instructor development activities.
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Expand rec
materialr,

eeping system to incorporate development

The recordkeeping system set up during site recruitment may yet be
in its infancy, but already it serves as a resource for employer
instructor development planning. Any one of the three sets of
site records suggested--the reference card file, cumulative
folders or employer relations specialist notebook- -can be tapped
to identify currently "active" sites, poll personnel regarding
their training needs and invite Els to development sessions.

This three-part rer;ordkeeping system should now be expanded to
acrlommodate materials from El development sessions.

qECORDKEFPING FOR EACH SESSION

Attendance

Keeping track of who comes to each employer inscructor "trainin
session is imperative for later use in site maintenance and
student placement at
the ERS can

On the basis of attendance records,

1. guarantee that each El receiving a student has first had
a general orientation to the program

2. ascertain either that the Ei understands the learning
activities to be ilplemer4 or '-as indicated a further
need for information

If Els are to be offered a stipend for their attendance at
velopment sessions, the system for processing payment will

require a voucher or payment request of some kind, which would be
sufficient verification of attendance. Such a voucher or an
attendance card could be added directly to each employer cumulat
re.:xrd folder.

Agenda, Materials and Evaluation

Records of each sesEion's agenda, materials, summary : id evaluation
by participants are useful for giving feedback to Els and in
planning later presentation-J.
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Employer tru tor Development 6)

At (CE)2, for each developmental session a E7_1e folder is set up
to collect the following items- agenda, ptesentVH.on materials/

aids, minutes or summary, evaluation questio4aaii. This file is
reviewed from year to year as staff plan employer instructor
development presentations.

CROSS-REFERENCE ---

Site records established at the time of recruitment are described
in "Site Recruitment," pages 47-50.
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Provide for revising development sessions and other
program features based on feedback from participants

FEEDBACK FROM EMPLOYERS

At ;CE)2, evaluation by employers is sought regularly on every
program aspect and activity. One of the most straightforward
techniques for gaining such evaluation is through questionnaires
that focus e,;-)loser comments on particular program features and
encourage additional observations. After each session,
questionnaires (see sample, page 83) and return envelopes are
given to each employer instructor. Questionnaire responses are
compiled and recorded for staff to use in analyzing development
sessions and other program features and activities.

Employer relations ;ialist site maintenance activities offer an
indirect but equally reliable avc ue of feedback from employers.
For example, it was through requests to the ERS from many employer
instructors for more frequent news of students after they left
their sites that the (CE)2 newsletter was designed for monthly
di- tribution.
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Employer Instructor it-elopsrnt (Item 7)

SAMPLE EMPLOYER INSTRUCTOR DEVELOPMENT QUESTIONNAIRE

This questionnaire is intended to find out your reactions to the employer instructor
neeting you nave paticipated in tonight. Your opinions wil1 he se5 ,i1 for improvin;
our relationships with employer instructors and for possible revisions to program
procedures.

Part I

Based on your personal judgment of the employer instructor meeting tonight, please
rate the following areas.

RATING

1. How effective do you feel tonight's meoting (please circle on)

was in helping you to understand your role
in working with students on Basic Skills? Excellent food Fair Poor

3. How relevant were the problems discussed
tonight regarding student behavior at
employer sites? Excellent aood Fair Poor

3. HOW realistic do you feel most of the
suggestions were that were proposed tonight
regarding student guidance at employer sites? Excellent GOGa .Fair Poor

4. How interesting to you were the videotapes
that were shown tonight? Exc._ _ good Fair door

How useful to you -..all group
discussions following the ideotapes? Ex7ell nt Good Fair Poor

Part 11

i. Did you learn tonight any new ways of working with students at your Site to
involve them more or to make their experiences more valuable? yes No
if yes, what were some of these ways that you would like to try at your site?

Co you feel you are receiving adequate help this year from the employer relations
specialists to allow you to work well with students? i'es NO If no,
what help would you like to receive?

3. For (CE) students at your site, do you feel you are getting adequate inf= ta','_n

bout what they are dotag in other areas of their study in iM),7 -es
No It no, what help would you like to receive?

Your nete (o_ r l)

0 'ration (no ti . ____ .. _
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STAFF ANALYSIS

(CE)2 staff as a group systematically evaluate each session. They
disc.7ss various presentation techniques and the apparent response
to each. If a particular session has been schedulrA on several
successive evenings to accommldate large numbers of employer
instructors (as is often the case with orientation at the
beginning of the year), staff may adjust subsequent "editions" of
a session based on their analysis of a certain technique.

Staff observatiu-1 continue long after a particular developmental
session.has bee old. More general or lono_range effects must
also be picked up and noted for possible tuture entry into system
design, particularly by the EELS during site vis

An EPS described one long-range effect of p
in this w--

sic

Employers become easier to work with and ven if it (an
employer instructor development session) doesn't
increase their knowledge, it thcreases their enthusiasm
and confidence. Employers always say how much they get
out of it, and students often comment on the change in
attitude in their employer instructor.

-- CROSS-REFERENCE

'P

Another example of the use of guestionnaire for evaluating
employer iasteuctor develop:Tent sessions is displayed in
Appendix I.



Emnloyer Instructor DevelOpment (Item 8)

Conducting Each Session

Allocate staff responsibilities in planning
presenting session

Responsibility for planning and conducting each employer instructor
development session is shared by all staff members. Staff
consensus on materials to cover and procedures to be employed is
considered desirable for several reasons:

1. All staff officially share responsibility for program
development and implementation; the same diffusion of
responsibility should apply here.

2. Each member will have opinions based on his or her
position on the team; collectively they can better cover
all the bases.

If all staff are to share in ma the presentation,
they should have a voice in deciding how that presentation
should be made so.they will feel comfortable with their
roles as "players."

Although overall responsibility for each session is shared,
allocation of tasks varies according to the specific design and
purpose of each session. For the sake of efficiency,
responsibilities for certain preparatory tasks are allocated to
individuals rather than shared by the group. For example, one
erson draws up an agenda based on group discussion, another
afts'the letter of invitation and a third may reserve necessary

equipment. Each submits his or her drafts or preliminary
arrangements to the others for approval before finalizing them.

SOME (CE)2 EXAMPLES OF TASK ALLOCATION

How responsibilities are distributed depends on the design oL the
particular session. FOur employer instructor development sessions
held by illustrate a few combinations of staff roles.
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Session I: Orientation

Program staff together plan the orientation session,- with the
employer relations specialist providing input based on contacts
with employers during recruitment. Presentations are made
cooperatively by the employer the program
administrator, the learning mana-er and other staff, each of whom
presents discusses his or her area of expertise.

Session II: Question/Answer Clinic

All staff members work with students and employers as necessary to
finalize agenda and delivery techniques for the clinic. Appropriate
staff members assume responsibility for planning and leading
portions of the presentation relating to their roles: student

- a or--student support system (guidance); program
a program provisions; learning manager, learning
resource specialist, employer relations s ecialist--learning
system.

Session III: Training Session

The entire staff contributes to planning the program by selecting
those major topics employers indicated as concerns. The employer
relations specialist's contributions, based on dealings with
employers since Session II, supplement the data gathering of other
staff. All staff participate in the presentation and small group
discussion.

Session IV. Feedback. Session

All staff contribute input to planning the session. The small
groups into which EIS are divided for the presentation are chaired
by a staff member appropriate to the topic area: employer
relations specialist -- exploration level; learning resource
specialist -- competency certification; employer relations
ecialist--learning level.
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Determine training needs in that area

Identification of training needs for a given session will be
influenced by employer instructor and staff familiarity with EBCE,
as well as by the intended purpose of the session. Processes
will change gradually as people settle into their roles, gain
self-confidence and increasingly apply their initiative and
creativity.

Following are some examples of techniques (CE)2 staff use to
researci training needs for each of the four employer instructor
development sessions.

Session I: Orientation

The primary purpose of orientation is to prepare all employer
instructors for student arrival by instructing them in the use
of updated learning materials and techniques_

For three reasons, (CE)2 staff feel confident in selecting
orientation topics witht)ut convening a group of Eis for direct
input:

An employer task force had been instrumental in the
.original design of the El development component as a
whole.

2 Employer relations specialists interview a contact
person from each site during recruitment and accumulate
records of questions and concerns.

3. Highly individualized El needs are met on a one-to one
basis during ERS followup site visits.

In effect, determination of EI training needs for orientation is
made indirectly--through staff review of employer task force data
gathered earlier, examination of ERS recruitment records and
feedback from each ERZ.

Session II: roblern Sol

Ey the time of the sr 1-==loyer instructor devel

session, Els and stu eve been learning together_ _le

over two months. As EBSs place students on sites and sites
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for maintenance purposes, EIs indicate their need for support in
dealing with the responsibilities of the'- unique relationships
with studentsparticularly how to cope en certain common and
recurring situations and issues.

Employer consensus regarding common problems with which they
would like program help is sought by meeting directly with three
groups:

1. ( Board of Directors (which includes several
employer members)

2. a selected group of representative employers and
tudents

3. staff

Their responses are compiled by group and topic for easy use in
Session II planning.

Session III: Training

Employer input to the third session is obtained through employer
instructor analysis of the "success" of the precr ling session
on a staff-initiated evaluation questionnaire (se Appendix 1)
and through day-to-day feedback resulting from ERS/ti
interactions onsite. All staff gather to brainstorm resultant
information.

(CE)2 employer instructors agree they need even more specialized
instruction dealing with some of the common problem situations
that occur when high school age students visit businesses and
public agencies. In particular, they want to know what policy or
position the program has on some of these matters, as well as
some "proven" tips on how to deal effectively with students in
certain situations. Finally, EIs want more direct contact with
each other and a chance to exchange experiences and ideas.

Session IV: Feedback

Because this year-end session is intended to elicit employer
instructor evaluation of major program processes and activities,
no El input is sought during initial lessibn planning.
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CROSS-REFERENCE

(I tem 9)

Responses of and members selected empl e students and staff
regarding appropriate tovics for the (CE)2 p blem solving clinic
are displayed in Appendix G.
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10
Prepare and finalize session agenda

FORMAT

In formulating plans for a given development session, consider
fome general techniques for conducting the planned activities.
Weigh the pros and cons of various presentation techniques so
that interesting combinations make each session "alive" and
appropriate to its purpose.

Discussion Versus Lecture

(CE)2 has found that the one-way flow of information typified by
a lecture or speech conveys a lot of information quickly but puts
considerable burden on the speaker. Conversely, discussion groups
invite contributions from all participants. New-ideas pop up,
everyone gets involved and no one must "carry" the rest of the
group as leader. Panel discussions are a good middle ground.

Large Group or Small?

90

(CE)2 has used both large and small groups in various sessions,
depending on their puxpose. Large groups work beFt for
introductions or summaries, while small groups stimulate
discussion. For example, the orientation session works with a
large group because it is important that the program be explained
in the time allotted. Session III (training), however, focuses
on promoting interaction between experienced employer instructors
and "novices" and relies on small-group discussion.

Viso 1, Play and Examples

Helping each participant "picture" the facts can be done several
ways: through use of visual airlq suc' As videotapes and overhead
pro actors; through libc_ L use c exuizipiary materials or samples

that can be held in hand Frid tal-'qn away for later review; and by
means of role play, whicl va_lous individuals to put
themselves in others' she and act out situations.



Emplo ac _or Development

PLAdNING THE AGENDA

(C)9 has adopted the following basic pattern for employer
tor development session agendas:

Pre - orientation for Els new to the program since
the previcis session (except for Session I, which
is entirely orientation)

Second: Greetings and introduction of staff by the program
administrator

Third: Explanation of the purpose of e evening' s
gathering

Fourth: List of the evening's activities by topic

Fifth: Wrap-up and evaluation

Following are reproductions of agendas for each of four (CE)2
development sessions illustrating the pattern described. How
these agendas were implemented during each session is
illustrated in the session synopses in Appendices F, J, K and L.

Session I: Employer Orientation Agenda

Greetings, and introduction of staff: purposes of the session

overview of the (CE) gram

Employer site utilization levels and employer instructor roles

Exploration Package

Learning Site Analysis Form use of learning site information

Question and answer panel

Session II: Prohlei Solving Agenda

Greet s and introduction of staff

Objectives of the meeting

Break inta two groups

Group A: learning system.
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Group B: program provisionss_dent behavior support

Switch groups

Group A: program provisions -- student behavior support

Group B: learning system

Wrap-up and evaluation

Session III: Training Agenda

Greetings and orientation to the session's purposes /procedures

Small group discussions:

Ways of helping and encouraging students e7-loye

Judging performance on employer sites

Helping students learn more about the world of work and
training needt.d for specific jobs

Large group wrap-up and questions

cession IV:' clad Agenda

Introductions; purpose of the session

Small groups:

Exploratinns

Learning level /skill building

Competencies

Large group info_ "Ion sharing

P2
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Schedule crogram

smployer Instructor Develoument (Item

Planning a program for which individuals will be drawn from the
community requires coordination of two important scheduling
considerations: date and time of day. (CE), employer
development sessions are usually scheduled in the evening on
Tuesday, Wednesday or Thursday nights, beginning at 7:00 or 7:30.

DATE

Date scheduling must take into account not only such obvious
things as holidays and popular vacation periods, but
additional items that could complicate attendance by
people who are also family members with avocations' in ,sts.

Mese _iditional items range flan.' sports and community e.ants,
_zWil.; seasons, elections and school schedules Lo monthly

ousiness cycles.

Granted, it is impossible to coordinate pF7fectly the many
demands on 100-plus employers that might interfere with
scheduling development sessions, Jilt attention should be paid
to those factors that could cause problems for a considerable
portion of the audience.

For example, CE)2 staff noticed over time that certain days of
the week were preferred over others. ,Mondays and Fridays were
the least popular, so they were consistently avoided in
scheduling.

The first session--employer orienta
arrival of new students on sites at
that necessary information is fresh
(CE)2 employer relations specialist

Ionshould immediately precede
the beginning of the year so
in everyone's mind. As a
reports,

The 'crunch! of many exilorations happening on new
sites all at once can be eased if each employer is
ready for the student and knows what to expect.
The ERSs would then feel that they didn't have to
'deliver' each student individually to his or her
first site as explorations got underway. When you
multiply such personal delivery by 50 or 60 students,
you can imagine it's just mayhem.

CE)2 schedules orientation the week before school.
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Similarly, the fourth and final session should conclude the
program year so participants can review and analyze the year's
activities.

Keep in mind as the date is set for a development session that
the number of invitees in relation to the size of the facility
will influence the number of sessions of each type needed. (CE)2
limits the size of each evening's group so that staff do not have
an audience so much as a group of participants. About 40
participants per session is considered comfortable. In several
cases, the number of EIs planning to attend necessitated holding
the session on two or three consecutive rights.

TIME OF DAY

Certain times of day also seem to work better with groups of
employers than do other times. It has been difficult to engage
employers for long periods of time during the working day.
Asking them to attend two to three hour developmental sessions
puts a heavy demand do their time. Similarly, luncheon or
breakfast meetings are inefficient for conveying a large amount
of information to a relatively large group or for stimulating
interaction among participants. (In addition, meetings during
the day. tie up program staff when they could be working with
students.)

(
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Emv foyer' Ins truc 7 nt (Item 12)

Invite employer instructors and contact persons

Every contact person and employer instructor at "active" employer
sites is invited to each (C)2 employer instructor development
session as a result of the following assumptions regarding EI
development:

1. An individual usually needs several exposures to program
information before mastering all the details.

The development comoo nt is composed of several
sequential sessions, each of which, although an
independent unit, builds on what came before.

This policy makes issuing invitations a very straightforward
process: names of active employer sites and their respective
contact persons and Els are drawn from the recordkeeping system's
site inventory, and an invitation is addressed to each individual.

For the invitation itself, CE)2 prefers a letter to a telephone
call, although the telephone may be used by the employer
relations specialist as followup or confirmation. A letter is
businesslike and efficient, and people can refer to a letter as a
reminder as they go about their daily work. Invitational letters
should be sent out at least a week in'advance.

Traditionally, (C)2's program administrator has drafted and
personally signed the letter of invitation. ERSs supervise
mailing the letters and insure that carbons are filed in employer
cumulative folders. For sites where program-related information
is channeled through a contact person, carbon copies are sent
by the ERS to the EIs involved.

Following is an example of (CE)2's way of inviting site personnel
to development sessions.
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SAMPLE LETTER OF INVITATION TO SESSION IV: FEEDBACK

As we come to the end of another everifful-ear with students
at (CE)2, we find that one of the most important Parts of
our work is yet to be done. We need comments and suggestions
from our employer instructors and comoetency certifiers who
have worked so intensively and well with students so that
we can redesign, strengthen and improve all aspects of our
progr7.m. We would like to invite you to a very important
meeting on (date) , at 7:30 p.m. at the (CE)2
center. To help any of you who have not been here before,
we are enclosing a map.

In the past Els and certifiers have indicated an interest
in working in small groups so that opportunity for input
from everyone will be available. We will establish several
Small task .fcrces that night to consider everything we do
in the areas of

1. exploration
2. learning level activities
3. competency certification
4. counseling
5. ,evaluation of student performance
6. information exchange among Els, certifiers and

(CE)2

7. student motivation and direction on employer sites
8. safeguards for Els so that (CE)2 activities do

not unduly interfere
9. general feedback aimed at improving our program so

that next year will be the best yet

We look forward to seeing you on (daq of week)

We will be contacting you soon to discuss any questions
you might have.
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Employer Instructor velopment 13)

Arrange for facilities and equip--

Since (CE)2 has its own learning center, arranging for facilities
and equipment simply means checking to see that no conflicting
uses are planned for-the scheduled dates and that thdequipment
works. The assistant to the program administrator usually takes
care of the former, the learning resource specialist the latter.

When sharing large group facilities and equipment with others,
guarantee their availability for the dates desired before sending
out invitations. Chasing down an overhead projector at the last
minute is a hassle-.---
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98

URGES

14
Prepare materials

Materials appropriate to each presentation should be available in
sufficient nuMber for the audience. If transparencies or display
boards are needed, each staff member will probably wish to
prepare those relating to his or her portion of the presentation.
If examples of student learning materials are needed for each
employer representative to take home, or just to refer to during
the evening, arrange well in advance to have them duplicated.

As the program rages," files of such illustrative erial will
build and Mali simply be checked for currency.

CROSS-RE HENCE

See Appendix H for display of materials prepared by (CE)2 staff
for Session 11: Question/Answer Session.
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Employer Instructor De veloprrent (Item 15

Hold session as planned

Although each development session should be designed to match the
program's employers and staff, the four sessions (CE) 2 holds may
be of interest as examples. Brief synopses of each session
appear in Appendices F, K and L.

USE AF
RESOuRaSS
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100

Seek participant evaluation and share feedback with all
employer instructors

EMPLOYER INSTRUCTOR EVALUAT ION

Each session should be concluded by soliciting employer instructor
evaluation. (CE)2 Eis are asked several predesigned questions
pertaining to the session itself and the instructional strategies
dealt with therein--in effect, "Did this 'training' session work
in helping you be better EIs?" and "How effective are the various
student learning activities you have observed at your site?"

Format for these questions-is a one -page questionnaire,
example of which is displayed on page 83. A completed
questionnaire from another session is contained in Appendix I.

STAFF EVALUATION

(CE)2 staff usually gather after an evening development session
in the center's conference room to review one another's feelings,
observations and recommendations. Their analysis of the evening's
activities is an important supplement to employer instructor
feedback and in ,fact encompasses that feedback. In effect, staff
must ask themselves, "How was this session useful to,EIs? _What
techniques worked and did not work? How can we use the results
to improve the program?" Analysis of the presentation as a
vehicle, of its content and of the reaction of all participants
allows endorsement or redesign not only of presentation
techniques -which can then be used again--but also of broader
program aspects as well.

Evaluation of a progiam activity by staff members is also
considered to contribute to their deelopment as professional
persons specializing in experience-ed career education.

SHARING FEEDBACK

Both attendees and nonattendees should be informed of the re ults
of each session. This could be a summary of activities and
results. of the evaluation questionnaire or a packet especially
designed as a substitute for attendance.



Employer Instructor Development (1_

(C )2 employers have indicated again and again their interest in
the "results" of a get-together, whatever its main or original
purpose. In acknowledging this desire to "find out what happened,
(CE)2 mails a summary of minutes and questionnaire results to
each El within a few days following each session. Staff and
students have also written special articles about employer
instructor development sessions in the (CE)j newsletter, mailed
to all participating site personnel.

How EIs,are appraised of the "results" of a development session
is not as important as the guarantee that they will be. (tom)

learned from employers themselves that wrapping up their
involvement in a given activity by letting them know "how it
turned out" was as important to their feeling of having contributed
something as getting them involved in the first place.

6
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11

172

File materials for later use

All materials used in an employer instructor development session
should be filed for use in planning later sessions. Agendas,

illustrative materials, sta summaries and evaluation results
will save time and steps the next time around.
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SITE UTILIZATION

Site utilization is the process for bringing together
employer and community site resources with EBCE learning
strategies to provide individual students with personalized
opportunities for (a) exploring and refining career options,
(b) exercising basic skills and (c) achieving life skill
objectives in realistic situations.

1 YOU NEED A SITE UTILIZATION SYSTEM

1. match students and sites to permit kinds and degrees of
studezt involvement to vary in relation to individual
differences in student goals

2. provide for early analysis of the learning potential of EBB
sites prior to the prescription of student onsite activities

maintain ongoing liaison between site personnel and program
staff to insure that site activities

a. are appropriate to the site and the student

b. meet performance expectations negotiated by
students, staff and employer instructors

c. are supervised and recorded

OUR ASSUMPTIONS

At each siteany place in the community where
students'oan learn from working adults. -- several learningsitesand
employer instructors may be availabletfor student investigatitin of
particular jobs.

Individuals who become employer' instructors may never have
considered themselves "teachers" and may welcome frequent
assistance and reinforcement.

Inservice develOpment of eMployers as instructors must be/ continuous:
is begun during their initial recruitment, formalized through

riodic development sessions and maintained through ongoing
supportive contacts by program staff while students learn onsite.
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It is possible for students to be educationally productive (that
is, to learn) by working alongside adults without conflicting with
legal restrictions or-employee concerns regarding commercial
productivity.

WHO'S INVOLVED

Two key individuals share major responsibility for what happens
students on employer sites: the eArlplaele-L,ationss.eciist
assumes responsibility for placing 'students, monitoring their
activities and supporting the employer instructor; the employer
instructor works directly with students during all aspects of
their onsite learning activities.

At the learning center, the learning manager works closely with the
employer relatic4- specialist to design site-specific learning
activities, and the learning resource s-ecialist coordinates
acquisition of learning resources.

Learning center records of all site-related activities are
maintained by the learning aide and the clerical assistant.

fi

RELATIONSHIP TO CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTION

"Site Utilization" brings together the many overlapping EBCE
activities and roles that comprise the total syStem for using
employer/community sites for student' learning. However, rather
than review all student learning activities and staff
responsibilities, this section is purposely streamlined to serve
as a framework/for EBCE's instructional system described in
the Curriculum' & instruction handbook.

Here we limit Our discussion'to key events and actions that an
employer relations specialist must understand and/or implement
to facilitate student onsite learning. Student learning
strategies and all-staff-planninqand monitoring tasks are
discussed at greater length in the curriculum handbook, as are
student and learning center staff roles. These procedures are
noted here only as necessary to set the context for description
of employer relations specialist functions in coordinating site
use.
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Steps to Folio--

PLANNING USE OF SITES FOR STUDENT LEARNING

Agree on how sites will be used for learning

Designate staff responsibilities for site

Adopt learning site analysis procedures

Plan for the training and support needs
employer instructors

Establish recordkeeping system for site
maintenance and student onsite activities

Site Uti1i ration

page.

109

110

112

119

125

Provide for information sharing among staff 134

Prepare necessary supportive materials 137

Provide for periodic review of site use process 138

Finalize logical sequence for site- related events 140

SUPPORTING STUDENT USE. OF SITES

Orient students to site-related learn
responsibilities

Support student site selection

10

mi Conduct learning site analysis for sites selected.
by students

Arrange with employer inst
student on site

150

151

154

for placing
156

Mak e e employer instructor undekstands role

Monitor and record student site activities

Provide maintenance and feedback to employer
.instructor during student site visits

Share info

J,59

164

165

tion with learning center based staff- 167
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Planning Use o

1

Site Ut 'zation (_ em 1)

Sites for Student Learning

Agree on how sites will be used for learning

Although the logical first step is getting EFICB students into the
community, the basic design for how sites will be used in student
learning will already be determined by the ti1T you begin
preparations to utilize sites.

To refresh your memory about EBCE curriculum design, see Item 1
in the "Site Recruitment" section of this handbook, which
summarizes the several ways in which employer/community sites may
be used for student learning. For more detailed treatment of
learning strategies, refer to the Curriculum & Instruction
handbook.
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Designate staff responsibilities site use

(CE)2 differentiates staff roles for site utilization according
to whether a staff member supports students at the learning center
or in the community. The learning managers and the learning
resource specialist work with students at the center while the
employer relationS specialists have primary responsibility for
student site involvement.

The employer relations specialist (EF
following site utilization functions:

is responsible for the

1. arranging for and placingstudents on desired sites

a. assisting students during career interest
assessment and site selection

briefing employer instructors before student
arrival at the site

2= analyzing site learning potential for use in
developing student learning objectives and
activities

enhancing the relationship between employer
instructor and student and resolving any
misunderstandings or differences between them

'4. monitoring student onsite learning, supervising
each student's site work and attending to day-by-day
learning needs through frequent site contacts

supporting employer7instructors' special needs as
they work with students

providing the student with career and personal
counseling when needed and encouraging the employer
instructor. to do so as well

7. accurately and promptly entering site dat and
student progress into the recordElee'ng stem

,communicating regularly with learning center
based staff

9. seeing that a 1:program polio es are adhered to
on site
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Site te za ti on (Item. 2)

These tasks follow naturally on the emoloyer relations specialists'
involvement in site recruitment and development, and should
guarantee consistency and continuity in all program contacts with
site personnel.

SHARING THE LOAD

To adequately support 60 students in the community, the Tigard
(CE)2 program employs two employer relations_ specialists. Their
workload is divided by roughly splitting the total number'of
"employer /community sitesrather than by separatihg functions or
dividing the student body between them. Sites recruited by an
employer relations specialist are also utilized and maintained by
that individual. Each student Arks with the EFS responsible for
the particular site he or she w fixes to use.

Allocating tasks inthis waY builds a sense of continuity and
identity between site personnel and one particular staff person
they can know well. It also gives students contact with two
employer relations specialists rather than just one--another
chance to interact with more than one adult in a given role.

C SS-REFERENCES

"Employer ReAptions Specialist Guide to Site Utilization," page
141, puts EAS responsibilities into general chronological order,
from late summer preparations through the four types of site use
provided for by the (CE)2 curriculum design.

mists of each staff member's tasks and responsibilities, including
the of the empiod'er relations ,specialist, are contained in
"Personnel," Management & Or anization, pages 48-57.

IoW staff responsibilities are applied to specific student
learning is discussed for each learning strategy in Curriculum &
Instruction.
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Adopt learning site analysis procedures

(CE)2 staff use a Learnino Site Analysis Form (LSAF) to pinpoint
specific information essential to planning student activities at
a particular learning site. Learning sites are identifiable
lea=ning situations rather than physical locations. If an

organization or business has several occupations or jobs about
which a student might learn, each is considered a learning site
and an LSAF is completed for each.

The learning site analy_,is process has been specifically designed
to be comple ed by the employer relations specialist and employer
instructor together to identify job_tasks in a descriptive format
usable by EBCE learning managers and students. EPS knowledge of
the;program can combine with EI familiarity with the learning
site to yie-d task information that can then be applied in an
individualized way to the design of Basic Skills, Life Skills and
Career Development activities for any student call° wishes to learn

there. Having an interview rather than simply asking the El to
fill out a questionnaire also allows the ERS to insure that the
learning potential of all sites is calculated on the same
consistent basis.

NO STAGES

Use of the Learning Site Analysis ForM occurs in two stages. Each
stage is implemented during an interview between the employer
relations specialist and the site employer instructor and
corresponds roughly to the different purposes. of the exploration

level or learning level. In response to ERS questions, the
employer instructor describes job Characteristics and potential
learning resources which the ERE in turn records on the Learning
Site Analysis Form. _(See AppendiX,M on page 243 for completed

.sample of the LSAF.)

Part One: General Site Information

Whenever possiple, the first ERG,EI interview for learning site
analysis purposes is held in conjunction with the site recruitment
interview. At that time the !RS seeks :general information about
the site and the employer's desired degree of involvement in
instructing EBCE studentA.



Sito Utilization (Item 3)

1

In section one of the form (first three pages) the employer
relations specialist records the employer instructor's responses
to questions about

1. special site Conditions or requirements related to
the student's physical comfort, health or safety

reading materials available to the student at the
site

ways in which the employer instructor might support
student work in the Life Skills

formation can be used by students in selecting sites to
ore or when negotiating onsite project activities.
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Part Two_ Task Analysis

The second portioh of the LSAF is usually completed during a
second, ERS/EI interview as soon after the first as time can be
scheduledand definitely before student use of the site for
learning level project activities.

This section provides a format for the ER5 to question the employer
instructor in order to

1. divide the employer instructor's job responsibilities
into "major tasks" and "subtasks" that can be
learned by the student

2. identify math, communications and reading skills
associated with each subtask

note possible Life Skills applications the EBCE
learning manager may use in designing project
activities
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Site Utilization (Item 3)

After explaining what is meant by the terms "major tasks" and
"subtasks" and generally describing how the learning site
analysis works, the ERS begins to ask questions about the tasks
and subtasks inherent in the EI's job. As the: Et talks, the EIS
lists a major task at the top of each page .of the LSAT. All
subtasks the Ei identifies as falling under the major task are
listed down the left side of each page. Each subtask is then
further delineated across the page according to whether it
involves-reading, mathematics, communications, job skills or any
of the Life Skill: -and to what extent or how well each must be
done. For reading, mathematics and communicatiOns, the EPS
distinguishes "fundamental" skills (needed before beginning -`a
task) from "applied" skills (needed to actually perform the task).

USE OF LSAF INFORMATION

After completing the Learning Site Analysis Form the EIS returns
it to the learning manager for use in writing learning objectives
and project activities for individual students to complete at
that site. This process is illustrated below.

ERS conducts
LsAr interview
with EI

student goes to
site and begins
skill
development
activities
related to a
specific job

USE OF LEARNING SITE ANALYSIS FORM
FOR STUDENT LEARNING

ivers

LM gives learning objectives to E

EI and ERS confer to verify and prioritize
a g objectives

ERS delivers certified objectives to

_ and student negotiate project activities
based on learning objectives

Student begins project activities and
continues skill development tasks

AF filed for
future uses:

1 developing
other
projects

2. considering
sites
access to
site
resources

rearnzng
objectives
filed with
LSAT for use
in designing
future

projects at
the site
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SOME ADDITIONAL CONSIDERATIONS

LSAF Prepares Ei For Student

In addition to its primary function of yielding site-specific data
for student learning purposes, the learning site analysis process
helps promote a productive relationship between employer instructor
and student. An employer instructor who has worked at defining
his job responsibilities for an LSAF is better primed to help a
student learn about that occupation and understands more fully how
much a student can learn there.

Possible Variations in LSAF Procedures

"Learning site" as it is used in learning site analysis means a
particular,learning situation rather than entire employer or
community site. Theremay be several learning,. sites at any one
employer or community site. The distinction between the employer
contact person the ERS interviews for recruitment purposes and
each learning station's employer ictor is critical to the
learning site analysis process:

1. The ERS completes the LSAF's job task analysis
portion with the individual who will work
directly with the student as employer instructor
at a given learning site.

2. When the employer instructor is someone other than
the contact person, the ERS must make arrangements
after the recruitment interview (and completion of
the first section of the LSAF) to get together
with the employer instructor for part two of the
form.

_ the contact person and employer instructor are
the same, the ERS may suggest that both parts of
the 'ZAP be completed in one sitting to save
time, although this can be fatiguing for both
ERS and El.

4. If several learning sites and employer instructors
are desigAated for various departments or jobs at
an employer site, aMISAF must be conducted for
each one requested by a student for a learning
level.
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EIM1S Info=matiOn Sharing

The learning site analysis interview is a time consuming process
that brings together the sitespecific knowledge of the employer
instructor with the program-related knowledge of the employer
relations specialist Neither must know a lot about the other's
area of expertise to complete the transaction efficiently.
Strictly speaking, the LSAF simply extracts possible learning
activities from the Job; it does not provide an explanation of
the program nor Of the employer instructor's, role with students.
Ideally it should remain an analysis of the El's job in terms of
tasks performed and skills required rather than lapsing into a
reorientation session for the El. The HI will become familiar
with his or her role in the program through HI development
sessions at the learning center and ongoing EPS support.

However, if both EBS and EI so choose, the interview can be an
information sharing as well as data-gathering session. This may
be nocessary when the employer instructor is someone other than
the site contact person who was oriented to the program during
the recruitment interview.

(CE)2 employer relations specialists try when possible to avoid
combining the two functions because of the drain on both
participantstime and energy which may result from such a
lengthy conference.

Revising an LSAF

Normally LSAF information remains viable no matter how many
students elect to visit a site. However, learning objectives
written from the LSAF are always reprioritized as new projects
are written for each student.

On the other hand, responsibilities of the employer instructor
for whom the LSAT was completed may change, in which case the
learning site analysis interview may be reconducted or the LSAF
revised. The employer relations specialist determines whether an
LSAF is outdated on the basis of whether learning tasks have
changed since it was filled out.

CROSS-REFERENCE

A simulated learning site analysis, interview between a (CE)2
employer relations specialist and an-employer instructor at a
site is offered in Appendix M.
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See Appendices M and P of this handbook and Appendix C of
Curriculum _& Instruction for completed samples of Learninq'Site

Analysis Forms.

Details of how LSAF information is used by learning managers in
negotiating student projects are discussed in "Learning` Plan
Negotiation,"
"Projects," pages 213 and 240 Of the same handbook.

rlum instruction, pages 72-75 and in

1



Plan for the
instructors

site Utilization 4)

support needs of employer

COMMON TRAINING NEEDS

During their three years of helping employer instructors help
students, (CE)2 staff have observed that Els have many common
needs for information and advance preparation as instructors that
can be addressed efficiently in groups on a planned basis. As a
result, EI development activities -- discussed in the preceding
section of this handbookare held four times a year at the
learning center to orient employer instructors in a general way
and to provide information and support necessary to their basic
understanding of the program.

These periodic opportunities for employers to learn about the
program and interact with one another should complement highly
individualized, on-the-spot treatment of immediate needs for
assistance provided onsite by the employer relations specialist.

INDIVIDUALIZED EMPLOYER INSTRUCTOR SUPPORT

The employer instructor and student both need staff assistance in
meeting the many challenges of adjusting to their relationship and
to the unknowns of onsite learning. Much of this support occurs
naturally in the course of developing students' individualized
learning plans. In addition, special orientation and training'
activities at the learning center have attempted generally to
prepare both student and EI for the nuances of EI E learning.

However, employer instructors have found that as they confront
specific situations involving a particular student, general
information about EECE is not enough. Suddenly they have questions
they did not know to ask before actually working with a student--
questions about how to coordinate site activities, how best to
provide personalized guidance, how to help the student use the
site: to its full potential. (CE)2 employer relations specialists
must deal individually at the site with employer needs and concerns
as they work with students.

Such "site maintenance" as a planned prcgrAm activity springs from
the sa" conviction, that motivates much of what (CE)2 staff do:
success of student learning on sites depends considerably on the
ability of the employer instructor to interact comfortably with
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the student as an individual. ERS support of employer instructors
should thus encompass informal hints and tips to help them help
students as well as formal, program-related issues- Although
spontaneous, highly individualized and seemingly informal in some
ways, site maintenance-should function as a blanket insurance
policy to help guarantee the progress of each student in the
program.

Because of its very z_zsonalized nature, maintenance can be
planned for only in a rather general way. (CE)2 staff agree
this planning should logically

1. map out possible occasions for FRS-initiated visits
and telephone calls and agree on the appropriate
nature and frequency of such communications

2 anticipate how best to apply program policy and
philosophy to situations.in which employers are
likely to,call for help--such as student behavior,
attendance and learning productivity

3. specify the ERS's role as staff liaison lbetween
sites and learning center people and events--
particularly in view of the influence the EFS may
have on both employer instructors and students

For CE)2, this translates into three basic employer relations
specialist activities:

120

once-a-week site maintenance visits telephone
calls by the EPS to discuss, observe and record

student status in relation to project
activities, including progress in Basic
Skills work and job skills practice as well
as any special needs arising from performance
of thre tasks

b. employer concerns related to attendance,
scheduling, attitude and overall adjustment
of the student

2. immediate on-the-spot response to expressed
employer need for assistance or advice as a
result of student site activities

regular feedback to employer instructors
regarding general student progress
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SITE MAINTENANCE CONTACTS

Once a student has been placed on an employer site and learning
activities have been negotiated, the employer relations specialist
follows up to insure that.student and employer instructor are
working together satisfactorily. This ERS maintenance varies
according to the needs of student and ET and the nature of site
use within the following general framework.

-Career Explorations

The ERS telephones the EI at the end of student's first day on
exploration and again after two or three days if possible to
inquire generally (a) how studen' on the exploration is
progressing, (b), if any probitz.'s :1:Ave arisen in terms of
attendance, tardiness, grooming or the like, (c) ,if the El has
any questions.

Except for "delivering" a new student on the first day ERSs
usually do not visit a site during an exploration due to its
short-term, low-risk nature and the p:7essures of coordinating

!rge number of explorations simultaneouslY.;

The EPS talks with the student back at the learning center to get
his or her point of view regarding the exploration and the employer
instruct-or. This informal ERS /student interaction is summarized
by a small group gathering of students as they finish'their
explorations. Information generated in this discussion--which
includes sharelg perspectives, feelings about the site and El and
recommendations or cautions to-another student- -may in turn
prompt more intensive employer instructor maintenance.

Learning and Skill Building Levels

The ERS makes_reular visits to the site (usually once a week)
to record student learning progress and field questions regarding
student behavior and general adjustment.

For each visit the ERS completes a Maintenance Visit Record form
and distributes copies to the learning manager and student
coordinator, discussing items wit1 them as appropriate.

The EPS responds to indications from employer instructor or
student of special needs--which in turn may prompt a special
"troubleshooting" visit to the site for more intensive interaction
with the EI and/or student.
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Special Placement

URGE.

The short term, project-specific nature of special placements
minimizes the need far ERS maintenance. Depending on the particular
activities negotiated, either the learning manager or the learnina
resource specialist may take charge of monitoring project
activities and meeting the resource person's needs.

FEEDBACK TO EMPLOYERS

Employer instructors receive feedback in addition to ERS
maintenance both while the student is on a particular site and
after specified activities have been completed. This feedback is
provided through the following activities.

Career Explorations

1. joint review of completed Exploration Package by
employer instructor and student to verity student
understanding of jcb/business

student thank-you letter at completion of
exploration

receipt by employer ins tructor of general program
newsletter containing news about student
placements,_ special events and other program
activities

Learning and Skill Building Levels

information exchange among employer instructor,
employer relations speciali L and student during
negotiation and monitoring of project and skill
building activities

2. completion by employer instructor of Student
Performance Review regarding student learning
progress, attitudes and behavior

receipt by employer instructor of Student
Evaluation of Learning Site' form completed by
the student
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4. cooperative review by , oployer instructor, student
and employer relations specialist of student
project results, skill building activities and
performance reviews

5. student thank-you let_

6. receipt

Special Placements

on completion (optional)

a_ program news le

1. information exchange among employer instructor,
staff member (usually learning manager and/or
learning resource specialist) and student during
negotiation and monitoring of project activities

sharing of Completed project or special activities
results with employer instructor

student thank-you letter to the employer
instructor

pt of regular program newsletter

COMBINING TRAINING, MAINTENANCE AND FEEDBACK

For all employer instructors site maintenance and feedback happens
before, in between and after more formal El development sessions
at the learning center. Within a few days after an employer/
community site joins the program or an employer instructor, agrees
to work with a student, site personnel will either attend an
orientation session or be contacted by an employer relations
specialist for some highly intensive special orientation.
Thereafter, development sessions, ERS site maintenance visits
and feedback to the employer instructor will alternate to keep the
EI informed about the program and the student. The employer
instructor is always encouraged to ask questions and indicate
needs for information or assistance.

CROSS-REFERENCES

"Employer Instructor Developoent," the preceding section of
this handbook, treats the four group sessions held each year at
(CE)2 learning center for training purposes.
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See "Learning Plan Negotiation," Curriculum & Instruction, for
staff roles during student learning plan development.

The regular program newsletter, which provide; general infor
about students and the program to employers, is discussed in
"Community Relations," ,14.211AIfErsA_A_g_EarliaLLa
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Site Utilization 5)

Establish recordk eeping system -inten- ce
and student onsite activities

As with all other aspects of the (C2), program, use of employer
and community sites for student learning requires an efficient
recordkeeping system that captures comprehensive student aid site
information and makes it accessible to designated staff and
students. These records must collect information from all
participants in student learning activities- -activities that
require individual student movement about the community, are
unlike those of other students, and are geared to different time
frames.

Below is a summary of site utilization recordkeeping.nrocesses,
many of which are also treated in other handbooks (see cross-
references on pages 132-133).

SITE MAINTENANCE

Employer Card, ERS Notebook

Entered into the ERB notebook at the time of site recruitmpnt
(see page 126), the employer card serves as the cumulative surmnar

of employer relations specialist visits to the site. Visits for
site maintenance purposes are entered chronologically with
student learning-related entries, as illustrated on the next page.

L
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EMPLOYER CARD

EMPLOYER RELATIONS SPECIALIST NOTEBOOK

s- 'c- /
Phone

CONDI

126

Employer Card 'de

SITE VISIT RECORD:

DATE MAINTENANCE PURPOSE
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Site Utilization (Item 5)

Maintenance Visit Record

For each employer relations specialist visit to a site a
Maintenance Visit Record is also completed. One copy is retained
by the ERS, the other.is forwarded to the student'sjearning
manager or other staff for use in monitoring student learning
activites.

Site*jeintpd21_

MAINTENANCE VISIT RECORD FORM

Date

.Employer Instructor Student**

IMMEDIATE CONCERNS

-d le 0 Attendance Attitude Other (specify)

LEARNING PROGRESS/NEEDS

Basic Skills: 01

Project StatUS:

Number remaining

Job Skills: Ok

Site stags -_ EfLSAF Learning Project
completed Objectives Written

,

prieritized

"Type of site use: Career explorations 0 Learning level

Skill building level Special placement
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SITE PLACEMENTS AND ATTEKANCE

Student and EI Contract Form

When arrangements have been made for student use of a site for
exploration, learning or skill building, the employer relations
specialist notes the time arranged for the student on the "First
Appointment" blank of the three part, no-carbon-required Student
and Employer Instructor Contract form (see following page).

The first sheet of the contract form is posted immediately on the
Status Board to indicate that student use of the site is pending.

The ERS gives sheets two and three of the form,-with the Employer
Instructor Report postcard attached, to the student. Once at the
site, the student records the number of hours to be spent there
on the contract form. After both student and employer instructor
sign the form, the El keeps one copy as a record and also retains
the "Employer Instructor Report" postcard.

The student returns the_remaining sheet of the contract form to the
ERS, who mounts it on the Status Board to indicate the site is
currently being used by that student. The original form placed
on the board at the time of the student's first appointment is
discarded.

When the site experience has been completed to the employer
instructoes,satisfaction, the EI sip s tie "Em -10lo e- Instructor
Report" postcard, verifying the student's attendance and performance,
and mails it to the EBS.
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STUDENT A144! Ei. CONTRACT

Three fit form tried to note th student's first ap in nt and
to schedule times the student ' be at the site

STUDENT AND EMPLOYER INSTRUCTOR CONTRACT

$ I NA

SIT

EMI

FIR

EI

If
EMI

If t

STUDENT AND EMPLOYiR INSTRUCTOR CONTRACT

STUDENT AND EMPLOYER INSTRUCTOR CONTRACT

NAME VC. _ L

SITE DEPT.

EMPLOYER INSTRUCTOR

FIRST AFPOI ThfleNT AREER EXPLORATION
II LEARNING LEVELDa - Thine

WEEK OF
=

M= T W Th

Z
Rh) 6 trtivvor

EMPLOYER IN CTOR SIGNATURE UDENT SIGNATURE
If there are any negotiated changes in thil cc?neract. notify your ERS

Postcard used to verify student attendance..

EMPLOYER INSTRUCTOR REPORT

Did the student meet the hours and appointments involved in this
contract (was the attendante satisfactory)?

Student Name

If not, what day(s) did the student miss?

Yes

m m en ts: I

J

Emplo Instruct
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Student Information Card, CRS Notebook

At the sane time that the Student and Employer Instructor Contract
form is being initiated, the student's,Card for the employer
relations specialist notebook is filed -lust behind the employer
card for the site being visited. The student card provides the

ERS with a current and complete record of each student's site
placements and site-related learning activities, and the card
can be carried along o%site visits.

Studen Home Phone 3.0-42/0

Address

Phone 34-3-(otro New Er Returning 0

TRANSPORTATION AGREEMENTS

Erbriver's License

Eitersonal Auto
aStudent Car Pool

:ffEmployer Vehicle
COMMENTS:

aMetropolitan am
Ei--Progr&m Vehicle

Er-Volunteer Adult
a Other IF Loa/ etc_

130,

Site
.- Package

Cram feted

Employer
Instructor

effl
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udent Card, side 2)

1.

2.

'J,
4.

LEARNING LEVEL

Site Start End' Student Skill
Dev. project

444

COMMENTS:

232
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(MITE ACTIVITIES

P riodic maintenance visits allow the employer relations
specialist to observe student learning progress and general
adjustment. They are recorded on the employer card in the ERS
notebook and on the Maintenance Visit Record form.

Each completed learning activity is recorded by the staff member
certifying_satisfactory completion--the ERS in the case of
exploration Packages and learning level skill building activities,
the learning manager in the case of projects. For Exploration
Packages the ERS notes the date the packet is "completed or
received" in the appropriate column of the student card in the E
notebook (see preceding page) . For learning or skill building
levels, each skill a student masters is recorded on a Learning Site
Utilization form kept in the Career Development section of the
student's individual record book.

Approximately every three weeks during learning and skillbuilding
levels, the student is reviewed by the employer instructor in
terns of general site performance and adjustment. This Studen
Performance Review is recorded on a form, which is filed in the
indiVidual student. rr-ord book at the learning center. At the
same time, a Student :;valuation of Learning Site form is completed
by the student, with emphasis on rating the employer instructor.
.This two-way exchange between student and El is passed through the
ERS for recording anc is shared with other staff as need be

Making Site Data A1.4ilable to Students

At the learning center, the enEloyer card file provides students
with an easyreference inventory of all currently active sites.
During orientation week and periodically thereafter, students are
also given printed copies of an up-to-the-minute list of active
employer/community sites from which they select sites for
exploration or learning.

Lefore deciding on a specific site students review Exploration
Packages completed by other students visiting the site before them.
They also confer with the ERS regarding more detailed information
contained in the cumulative site folders set up at the time of
site recruitment.

CROSS-REFERENCES

Form that the employer relations specialist fills out personally
have been displayed in this item. Those that the ERS simply
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-vises are sho and des-ribed in CI-

Learning Site Utilization Form -p.age 304
Student Performance Review - page 292
Student Evaluatioh of Learning Site - page 294

zation e-

Ihstruction:

For additional non FRS- related- recordkeeping, see each learning
strategy in Curricullim & Instruction.

Examples and a summary of all student-related recordkeeping
functions is contained in "Student Records," Student Services,
Items 9-14.

Initiation of the employe relations specialist notebook, the
siie card file and cumulative site folders is treated in "Site
Recruitment."
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\

SOURCES

Provide for information sharing ng sta

As is often noted in these handbooks, EBCE is primArily an
individualized program in which many students interact with many
adults as they move about the Oonainity. Although students are
generally aided and supported by all adults in the program,
individual staff members are given major responsibility for
various aspects of a student's development. For exempla,-learning
=lagers are responsible for negotiatiOn of student learning plans;
the learning resources specialist, supplying required learning
aids and materials and coordinating competency certification;
the employer relations specialists, using employer sites for
student learning.

Such specialization of roles necessitates continual information
sharing among staff to insure delivery of a unifiedSs well as
individualizedlearning program for each student.

As part of the day-to-day effort to coordinate each student's
onsite and learning center activities, employer relations
specialists share their observations with other staff on a regular
basis. Each week ERSs report student onsite learning progress and
behavior--as well as any information "spinoffs" of ERS/student
interaction during career interest counseling or negotiation of
site placements- -to various other staff in the following ways.

(CE)2 STAFF MEETINGS

Learning\Manager/EmPloyer Relations Specialist Meetings

Meetings held weekly between the learning manager and the ERS are
a major information sharing technique for supporting student
project work. \\illey were initiated specifically to insure regul
exchange of student-specific information and coordination of
project developme4 negotiations among employer instructor, learning
manager, student an ERS.

summarized at these meetings are all cbservat ons and data gathered
and recorded by either learning manager-or ERS during daily informal
contacts with students and various participating adults. Any snaga
that have surfaded during the week are resolved.

, These might be
anything from an ERS delay in completing a Learning Site Analysis
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Site Utilization (Item 6)

Form to a learning manager's difficul in drafting, learning
objectives,, froi employer instructor f estions to student problems
in completing project activities as neg tiated.

Zone Progress Meetings and Zone Debriefing

For eaC school year action zone two all -staf meetings are held
to review student status:

1. a zone progress meeting midway into ea zone

2. a zone debriefing at the end of each zone

All students learning Progress and general adjustmen in that
time period is summarized and becomes the basis'fords equent
negotiations with the student and commUnications with parents.

Thete meetings give each staff member a good sense of how other
staff are dealing with each student and hew the student is-doing
in all phases of his or her program work. They encourage
consistent and equitable staff treatment of all students, whet
at the learning center or traveling about the community.

Accountability Write -Ups

Each staff memb r completes an Accountability Write -Upr form on any
student he or sloe observes to be "slipping" in performance of
expected important behaviors or learning tasks. In addition to
their recordkeeping function,-these write-ups are shared as
needed with other staff through distribution of copies and
discussion at staff meetings.

Daily Informal Interaction

As a matter of course the employer relations specialists check in
with other staff on a day-to-day basis. They may stop by to
deliver a completed LEAF to a learning manager or chat with the
learning resource specialist about.a student's request for a special
placement. Sometimes the.conversation goes beyond matters
relating to the orderly progression of a student's learning plan;
for instance,.a special problem situation might arise or al
misunderstanding might require resolution right away.

Whatever the situation, matters calling for collaboration between
EPS and other staff are taken care of as they come up so that
weekly meetings becone primarily a_review of recent events and
communications.
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-ROSE- REFERENCE

Zone progress meetings zone debrAef: ngs and Accountability
Write-Ups are further discussed,in "Guidance," Student Services
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Sit Utl li za tion (Item 7)

Prepare necessary supportive materials

Remember to have available before students arrive a sufficient
supply of the supportive ' aterials you will need as you work with
students. Materials and t:orms that an ERS should stockpile.
in quantity include:

1. up-to-date lists of employer/community sites

2. Learning Site Analysis Forms

Exploration Package

4. Student Performance Review foams

Student Evaluation of Learning Site forms

employer annd Student cards for ERS notebook

7. Maintenance Visit Record forms

S. Student and Employer Instructor Contract forte

9. Accountability Write -Ups

FERENCES

All forme and materials used by the (C )2 program are listed on
page 114-of "Business Management," Management & Organization.
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Provide for periodic review of site use process

Mere is no single point in the site utilization process when all
staff, students and employer instructors pause to consider what
they like and dislike about the tools and procedures they are
using. However, ongoing evaluation by all !B participants

is sought repeatedly in a variety of ways.

EVALUATION TECHNIQUES

First, each student learning activity, from an Exploration Package
to an interdisciplinary project, has built into it--usually as
part of the wrap-up--evaluation of its effectiveness and pertinence
by all who have participated in its use

Second, students, employer instructors and staff alike participate
in periodic group activities planned to encourage frank expression
of opinions among group members and analysis of program features.
For.example, student retreats and noon meetings, employer instructor
development sessions and staff "after school" work sessions are
periodically design/review oriented.

Third, evaluation is sometimes addressed in a more formal or
structured way thik2gh the use of predesigned instruments such as
the Student Evaluation of Learning Site form, Student Performance
RevieW and questionnaires distributed at employer instructor
development sessions.

Finally, and perhaps most importantly, day-to-day interactions
among students, EIs and staff result in continual consideration
of the efficiency of program features. Patterns and trends
observed over' time may in turn be brought up in a group session
or--in the case of employers and students onsite--discussion with
the ERS, who then relays them back to staff work sessions.

Two Examples of Chagge

Using these mechanisms for ongoing etv fmation of all program
features, (C2)2 participants have gradually refined many aspec
of the site utilization process.

For example, during the first program year little information about
the student was communicated to the employer instructor before
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arrival of the student onsite. Staff felt that to tell. the
employer instructor "too mudh" about'a student, particularly about
his or her problems, would chance biasing the- El and 'interfere
with optimum adjustment of both parties.

By the middle of the second program year, however, some employer
instructors_ were con inced that they could better accommodate
student needs and help with special areas of interest or concern
if they knew about them in advance. They had tried discovering
everything about a student through trial and error in a few weeks
and were dissatisfied with the results. During the final "feedback
session" in the employer development series several Els requested
that ERSs brief them forehand, on several prearranged items
critical to students progress. Individual Els may elect not
to receive this information but it is made available to those who
wish it,

The employer card file is another example of revision based on
experience and evaluation. In addition to site name and address
each card now includes data regarding activities, criteria,
requirements and special conditions pertinent a given location.
This makes the file useful to students in selecting sites for
exploration and learning, whereas before it was simply a name and
address directory for-mailing purposes.

Still another instance of change based on experience and evaluation
is the Student and Employer Instructor Contract form. This form
(see page 129) was carefully designed to replace weekly time
cards and earlier student status board cards and to give each
employer instructor a record of the schedule negotiated for a
particular student. It insures that a student's site use schedule
is known by student, employer instructor and learning center
staff alike, so that student attendance can be more easily
monitored.
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Finalize 7-7' :a" sequence for site-related events

To wrap up your planning for student use of sites for learning,
all staff must agree on how the many separate tasks, responsibilities
and events will come together in a logical order to form a "pathway"
to student site learning. Following is the outline of chronological
steps taken by (CE)2 students, staff and employer instructor\

As a reference aid, this outline brings together topical items
all three sections of this handbook into a sequential "how we do
summary of site use.

To help the Ex6 use this' guide, items related to recordkeeping
functions and minor logistical tasks are indented under the
numbered steps.

Remember, the chronology is intended only as a guide and cannot
substitute,for indepth reading--not only of items within this
handbook, such as tir: 3RS role description on pages 110 -111,
but also of other han.lbooks, particularly Curriculum & lnstructio
To keep the chronology as succinct as possible, we use program
terminology freely with the assumption that your additional
reading will define those terms.
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EMPLOYER RELATIONS SPECIALIST'S
GUIDE TO SITE UTILIZATION

SPRING/SUMMER STAGESETTINO

Student coordinator conducts` student recruitment and selected
students are accepted into program.

Student information card with address, emergency
telephone number and tr.isportation agreement data
made for employer relations specie4ist (FRS)
notebook.

Individual Student Book and section of Master
Record Book set up for each student.

Student coordinator supervises student c ion of initial
career interest assessment instruments.

EPS recruits sites on basis of assessed or projected student
career interests, obtains signed Letter of Intent and completes
initial site survey section of Learning Site Analysis Form
(LSAF) for each learning site at every employer/community site.

For each site recruited the ERS files in his or her
notebook a site information card with name of
business, address and contact person.

Site information card made for site card file
(includes names of contact person, employer
instructor and available learning situations).

Manila folder set up for site; ERS writes up brief
description of organization, including possible
areas for involvement and special conditions/
restrictions; site survey section of LSAF, Letter
of Intent and Indemnity Covenant are also filed
in the folder.

Stzff conduct firs Moyer instructor (LI) development
session (ok:ientati n) at learning center.

5. EPS arranges with site contact persons for first student site
visits, during student orientation week activities.
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AFTER PROGRAM BEGINS

142

Career E.41_ tion

Student receives general introduction to career development
and site activities during student orJ_entation.

7. ERS and student meet during orientation week to discuss,
results of career assessment and available employer /comri
sites.

Student given list of available sites compiled
from card file.

FRS assists student in making ten'zative site choices for
exploration and finding site-specific information gathered
trom:

Site cumulative folder (descriptions made at time
of site recruitment and first section of :JAF)

Completed Exploration Packages in learning center
resource files (if site has been visited by other
students before)

S. Student narrows Site choices on basis of initial research and
selects first exploration sites.

Student gains Computer Information System (CIS) information
on job or occupational area to be explored at first site(s).

10. Student discusses CIS information with ERS to receive
Exploration Package and requests that ERS make arrangements
fcr him or her to visit site.

11. Student discusses with ERS and learning manager possibilities
for designed projezt activities at, that site.

12. ERS meets with ()r telephones) site contact person to arrange
for exploration.

ERS notes agreed time on "First Appointment" blank
of Student and Employer Instructor Contract form,
posts one copy of form on Student Status Board and
gives remaining copies to student to take to side.

ERS enters site name, starting date and projected
ending date on student card in ERS notebook a.:1
moves card to just behind site card in notebook.
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ERS notes on site card under "anecdotal comments"
occurrence of and reason for this (and subsequent)
meetings with site contact person.

Student arranges for ransportation to site; ERRS may acL "mpany
student for first exploration or if site has not yet hosted
a student.

14. Student finalizes schedule with EI and begins exploration
activities outlined in Exploration Package and any project
activities appropriate to the site.

Student records negotiated schedule on Student/EZ
Contract form, has El" sign it, leaves one copy
plus El' Report postcard with ET and returns one
copy to ERS for posting on Student Status Board.

15. EPS visits or telephones, site at least once during _iloration
to check student progress and adjustment.

ERS notes visit t'not necessarily i elephone call) on
site card in ERS notebook.

Student completes any project activities and Exploration
Package, has package certified by employer instructor and
presents it to ERS; student writes thank-you letter to EI.

El" mails Er Report postcard to ERS, who forwards
it to clerical assistant for recording attendance.

17. EPS checks that package is satisfactorily completed ( et
to student for corrections if necessary).

Package filed in Career Development resource files
(for use by other students in researching sites
they would like to explore).

Completion of exploration noted in Master Record
Book.

18. EP meets with s_tudent to discuss and evaluate the
explorations.

19. Student selects next site to explore
for learning level.

selects a site

For a student's remaining career explorations steps 9 through 18
are repeated. If the type of site requested by the student is
not available in the current site inventory, the EPS attempts to
recruit a new site and the above chronology repeats from step 3.
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Learning Level

20. From sites explored the student Chooses one to return to for
a learning level, and-makes decision known to ERS.

21. ERB arranges student site visit with emplc!er contact person
or subsequently designated employer instructor.

ERS notes agreed time on "First Appointment" blank
of Student and Employer Instructor Contract form,
posts one copy of form on Student Status Board
And gives remaining copies to student to take to
the site.

ERS enters site name on student card in ERS notebook
and moves card to just behind site card in notebook.

ERS notes On site card in his or her notebook if
contact has been Made in person.

Learning Site Utilization Form is set up for t-tia
student and filed in Individual Student Book.

22. ERS confers with student and ET regarding student schedule,
initial skill development activities and possible performance
of project activities.

.Conference recorded on site card in ERS notebook.

23. Student begins visits to site for learning level activities.

24. ERS makes appointment with El and conducts task analysis
portion of LSAF.

Task analysis completion recorded on site card and
student card in ERS notebook and on student's
Learning Site Utilization' Form.

ERS sends task analysis to learning manager for writing of
learning objectives.

26. Student continues work on skill development activities at Ete.
At end of second week, El mails El Report to ERB. Thereafter
student turns in time card signed by El at end of each week.

Attendance credit recorded in time accounting book
and El Report and time cards iled in cumulative

time card boxes.

Clerical assistant informs ERS when time cards not
received; ERS follows up ,with student.
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27. Learning manager
learning objecti

_Les and ret
o E1.

to Utilizat on

Lis - specific .

28. E meets with El to have learning objectives ratified and
prioritized; EPS advises use of objectives as interim guide
for skill development activities that the student can do
until the learning level 12cJject is designed that site.

ERS notes meeting on site card in ERS notebook.

29. ERS returns prioritized learning objectives to learning
manager with any additional learning activity suggestions.

Completion of objectives
Site Utilization Form.

reed on Learning

Task analysis portion of CAF and learning
objectives filed in site cumulative folder.

Copy of learning objectives filed in Individual
Student Book.

Two copies of learning objectives given to ERS.

30. Interim performance reviews conducted by student and employer
instructor.

Reviews noted on Learning Site Utilization Form in
Individual Student Book.

Copy of each entered in Individual Student Book.

original filed in Master Record Book.

ERS receives project design from learning manager and
schedules meeting with student and El to look over the
project and gain the El's comments/approval concerning its
appropriateness to that site.

32. ERS, EI and student establish target dates for various project
objectives.

Project ratification conference recorded on site
card in ERS notebook and on Learning Site
Utilization Form.

Copy of project is left with El.

Student completes skill development activities, receives El
certification, and returns skill development sheet to ERS.
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ERS enters completion on student card for ERS
notebook.

ERS gives completed skill development sheet to
learning aide who records activities in Master
Record Book with learning level days on site.

Learning aide records completion of skill
development activities on Learning Site
Utilization Form.

Aide passes skill development activities to learning
manager for evaluation.

34. ERS cads or visits the site weekly to check student progress
on skill development and project activities.

Each visit recorded on site card, in ERS
notebook.

. For each visit, a Maintenance Visit Record form
is completed and distrThuted as needed,t0 other
Staff.

ERS, El and student meet for e _ interview when skill
development and project activities are completed; total
project and products are re-examined and signed by EI, final
student and employer performance reviews are completed,
studen' ..ink -you letter is delivered.

Interview recorded on site card in ERS notebook.

EI/student evaluation and project completion
are noted on student card in ERS notebook.

Completed project is returned to the learning
manager, who certifies its completion for program
credit.

Last entries are made cn morning Site Utilization
Form.

Student Perform
Record Book.

Review is filed in Master

Copy of Student Evaluation of Learning Site
is filed in Master Record Book. (original
retained by EI) .

orm

For a student's subsequent learning levels, steps 20 through 35
are repeated. If it is not the first learning level visit at a
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particular site, both portions of the Learning Site Ana- rsis Form
would have already been completed, in. case step 4 is not
repeated.

Skill Building (Optional)

Student indicates to EIS that skill building level is desired
at a site, always one he or she has visited fora career
exploration and perhaps learning level as well.

2. Student and,ERS negotiate with learning manager for permission
to initiate skill building level.

ERS contacts ET at site to arrange for student learning,
including nature of learning experiences, starting date,
duration, hours per day,

ERS notes agreed tine on "First Appointment" blank
of ..ltudent and Employer Instructor Contract form,
pots one copy of form on Student Status Board and
gims remaining copies to student to take to the
site.

ERS enters site name, on student card in ERS notebook
and moves card to just behind site card in notebook.

ERS notes on site card in his or her notebook if
contact has been made in person.

Learning Site Utilization Form is set up for that
student and filed in Individual,Student Book.

4. Student arrives on site and begins agreed-on skill building
activities.

5. At end of second week, EI mails 71 Report to ERS. Thereafter'
student turns in weekly time card- signed by employer instructor.

Attendance credit recorded in time accounting
book and time card filed in cumulative time
card boxes.

Clerical assistant informs ERE when tine cards
are not received; ERE follows up with student.

6. Student and El conduct periodic performance evaluations.

Reviews are noted on Learning_ Site Utilization
Form.
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Copy of each is entered in Individual Student
Book and Master Record Book.

EPS visits or calls site once a week to insure smooth progress
and answer EI questions.

Each visit is recorded on site card in ERS notebook.

ERS completes Maintenance Visit Record and
distributes copies as needed to other staff.

EPS, El and student meet for exit interview when agreed-on
skill building activities are completed, and final student
and employer instructor performance !s reviewed.

Intervie
a

--ded on site card in ERS notebook.

Employer instructor and student evaluations and
Completion of learning activities are noted on

`student card in ERS notebook.

Final entries are -",7 on Learning Site Uti/ization

Form.

Student Performance Review is filed in Master
Record Book.

Copy of Student Evaluation of Learning Site form
is filed in Master Record Book (original retained
by E.1")

Special Placement (Optional)

1. Student and learning manager or learning resources specialist
agree that special placement is desirable for completion of
certain noncareer-related project activities.

2 Student, learning manager or learning resources speciali
notifies ERS (if employer related) or learning resource
specialist (if other than employer site-related) of student
need for special placement in the community.

ERS and student identify site at which these activities could
be completed.

4. EPS or other staff arranges with site's employer instructor
for-Student use of site for special placement purposes and

\ negotiates specific times and length of visit.
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5. Student completes negotiated project ac and leaves
site

Completed project activities returned to learninz manager, who
records them for program credit.
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Supporting Student Use of Sites

10
Orient students to site - related leaning responsibilities

During student orientation week at the beginning of the program
year, staff walk new and returning students through the Program's
many options and requirements for individualized learning. Staff

plain and illustrate career exploration, learning levels, projects
and the several alternative ways in which students may use sites
for completing learning activities. Students are helped to
understand how site activities fit into their individualized
learning plans, and every student actually visits a site for the
first time during orientation activities.

This general orientation is reinforced by studan E interaction

as the student is getting ready to go to sites.

CROSS-REFERENCES

"Program Entry/Exit," Student Services, instructs staff on how to
plan and conduct orientation week activities and displays narrative
descriptions of (CE)2's approach.

Further comments pertinent to orientation for individual Darning_
strategies are iAcluded in Curriculum & Instruction ; se,,
particularly "Career Explorations," pages 137 -144 and "Learning &
Skill Building Levels," pages 307-312.

The "EECE Student Learning Path" on page 9 illustrates 12Cw site
activities fit into individualized learning plans and can serve cs
a useful orienc:ation tool.
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Site Utilization 11)

TO implement this step you will want to read some portions of
CurriculuutHs intruction, particularly those concerning career
assessment and counseling in "Career Exploratin," pages 125-11S
and 145-150. Below,we summarize key events the ERS is responsible
for supporting.

SELECTING SITES FOR DIFFERENT USES

Career Explorations

After incoming students have completed their career interest
assessment before the program, year begins, each meets with an
employer relations specialist to select the first few sites to
explore from those available. This cooperative matching of students
to appropriate site makes use of three sources of information in
addition to the student's stated and indicated career interests:

1- up-to -date list of currently active sites

2. site cumulative folder contents, especially the
cite description mad_e by the FES at the time of
recruitment and the first section of the Learning
Site Analysis Form

3. completed Exploration Packages for sites visited
by other students

The ERS's knowledge of various sites is particularly helpful to
new students selecting their first sites. Second year students
and new students, too, after the year gets underway--are encouraged
to r-'a the materials about various sites for themselves before

ERS.

Lng several sites for possible explorations, the
student uses the Career Information System (CIS) to gain detailed
information on the job (occupational area) to be explored at each
site With help from the ERS the student makes final selection of
sites for exploration and receives an Exploration Package for
completion at the first site.

It is important to note that when students first enter the program
and -ERSs are faced with plr:ing them all on exploration sites
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during the ri
to available sites

ceks of the year, their s are matt=ed
As soon as cossible after this first

crnch or site clacome the ERSs recruit additional sites in
-onse to student recuests and interests it cAnnot be

accommodated with the present site inventory.

Learning Levels

Selection of learning level sites is made by each student on the
basis of continued interest in th e site after completing an
exploration there. If the student is undecided or would like ERS
help in making the decisions the two get together. If the student
is comfortable making the decision alone, the EMS is simply
notified of the desired learning level so arrangements wan ae made
with the appropriate employer instructor.

Skill Building Levels

A skill building level may follow a student's learning level at a
site if (a) the student wishes a long-term experience at the site
similar to preapprenticeshio training and (b) the student is
considered by staff to be progressing satisfactorily in other
program work. Once student and staff decide a skill building
level can be incorporated into the student's learning plan,
selection of a site is automatic to the extent that the student
must already have had a learning level there.

Special Placements

Students use employer and community sites for special placement
purposes when they have a project activity requiring a site in
which they have no specific career interest. All aspects of a
special placement, including choice of appropriate site, are
individually negotiated between student and starrusually t=he
learning manager and either the employer relations specialist or
the learning resource Specialistdepending on the student's
specific learning goals and general status in program work.

Similarly, the actual contacting of a special placement site may
be done by the staff person primarily involved in planning. the
placement with-the student.
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STUDENT CHOICE: A POINT TO REMEMBER

Underlying all student/staff interactioil f.s t .7nvic:ion that
students should choose their own learning exinxences. Program
adults should counsel and assist to the degree zppropriate to the
individual student and qituation; they should not make choices for
students.

Only when a student doesn't know what to do or simply doesn't
have a preference as to which sites to explore should E8( staff
take a more assertive role in getting the student started. As one
employer relations specialist put it

Sometimes you have to encourage students to go out on
sites they haven't actrially requested because it's
either that or nothing at all Some students--
especially first year onesdon't know yet what they
are interested in and actually appear not to be
interested in much of anything. So yea just about
have to 'make some suggestions and get them going so
they can get some experience on which to base further
decisions. We try always not to impose our judgments
on them; we just help them try south3nz.

CROSS-REFERENCES

For career interest assessment procedures see "Care-- Explorations,
Curriculum & Instruction, pages 145-150.

See Curriculum & Instruction for full treatment of all four site
utilization levels; for career explorations see pages 105 -186; for
learning and skill building levels see pages 277-327; for special
placement, see its treatment as a resource for projects on
pages 211 and 260.

1
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12
Conduct learning site analysis for sites selected by
Students

,To implement this step you should review Item 3 (page 212) in
which the Learning Site Analysis Form is described. You may
also want to read through Appendix-M,-which-CCh-tains an example
of how one ERS might have approached the LSAF process at an
employer/community si te.

Below we review 'a few issues that may arise as you begin
analyzing sites. .

Now Important Is The Process?

14

skiExactly. how an ERS conducts learninga leaing site analysis interview_
and completes an LSAF will depend conelderably on personal style
as well as time factors and the physical setting of the interview
Each ERS will develop a unique approach.

However, the efficiency, completeness and clarity with whiCh the
ERS fills out the LSAF will directly influence-the ease with
which the learning manager can later draft objectives and design
projects that reflect accurately the particulars of the learning
site. This places a special responsibility on the EFS to make
the LSAF a truly useful instrument when completed, no matter
what the circumstances surrounding the information gathering
process. Occasionally, the ERS may have to put the finishing
touches on an LSAF back at the learning center, filling in some
information from memory before handing it to the learning manager.

Two Sittings Or One?

i(CE)2 employer relations specialists try during'the recruitment
interview to record general site information called for on pages
one through three of the LSAF. The task analyFi.s portion is
usually completed at a later time when a student chooses a learning
level at the site.

Obviously, circumstances sometimes dictate that the two parts of
the forth be completed in one longer sitting. This can be tiring
for both employer instructor and employer relations specialist
but is necessary before a student may visit a site,for learning
level project activities.
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Row -Much To Record?

What the student can do on a job site will not always include all
of what the Er does. For example, some tasks might be considered
too dangerous or confidential for student involvement. A student
learning at a telephone company under tutelage of a lineman would
not-be permitted to repair live wires; at a counselor's office
Some sessions might be declared off limits;

Employer relations s _ecialists must agree beforehand if all job
tasks should. be captured on the LSAT or only those in which
student can reasonably be expected to participate. A total
perspective of the job can be gained by recording all tasks\,/but
student-spec ones must then be indicated in a way undestandab e
to theleanling manager.
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1

Arrange with employer instructor for placing student
on site

When scheduling student placements, the employer relations
specialist takes into account time commitments and other, time
constraints Of both student and employer instructor. For example,
activities or'businessryoles at the site/might compete with the
student for employer time or might be so illustrative of site
operations that they should definitely be experienced by the
student. On other occasions a student's experiendes at'a site
might warrant moving imediately to a similar site to better follow
through on learning in particular skill area. Or a student's
target,dates-for other project activities might cause postponement
of new explorations pending completion of a project underway.

SCHEDULING VARIOUS TYPES OF SITE PLACEMENTS

Career Explorations

When final selection of an exploration level site has been made by
the student, the ERS contacts the appropriate individual onsite to
arrange for student a _ 1 This person may be the original
employer contact person or designated employer instructor,
depending on the specific site communication channels established
during renruitment.

ERS procedures for scheduling students on explorations are as
follows:

If the EI has not hosted a student before, the ERS
may visit the site to make date and time arrangements.
The ERS can then answer last minute questions, make
sure that the El feels,ready and give background
information on the student as necessary.

2 For an El who has already hosted students, the ER
may choose to negotiate time schedules over the
telephone.

3. In the case,-of a student's first exploration, the
ERS may take the student along when visiting the
site to make arrangements. This will break the
ice for everyone and will supplement any advance
information the ERS has provided the EI about the
student.
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Whatever approach seems appropriate for both the employer instructor
and student, the ERS should insure that specific arrangements are
made several days before student arrival onsite. The agreed time
is recorded on the Student and Employer Instructor Contract (e
page 129). //

Learning Levels

Scheduling learning level placements is simplified by the fact
that both student and employer instructor are now experienced.
They know each other and are familiar with site use far learning.
The EPS or student simply agrees with the El on a re4ular schedule
which is noted on the contract form, and the ERS insures that the
second section of the Learning Site Analysis Form has been completed.
If the LSAF was not filled out previously in response to another
student's request for a Learning Level, the ERS conducts an LSAT -----
interview with the El at this time (see Item 3, pages 112-11161-

Skill Building Levels

Because skill building levels occur after a student has had an
exploration or learning level at a site, the EI will usually
already know the student and be familiar with the program. He or
she must simply be willing to be responsible for the 3tudent for
a longer period of time.

At (CE)2,. skill building experiences are often coMbined wits
company training or preapprenticeship program, thereby, reducing
scheduling/and monitoring demands on the ET,

Special Placements

Specific arrangements with an employer instructor (or other
"`.resource person) for a student's special placement varies with
the nature of planned student activities. A special placement
need not follow. another experience on that site and need not be
of a certain length. Therefore date and time arrangements are
limited only by the convenience of student and employer instructor
and by the design of the particular learning activity to be
performed there.

Moreover, students may initiate special placements not only
through an ERS but also via a learning manager or a learning
resource ipecialist. The ERS plays an optional role in
facilitating such placements and usually commits only modest
amounts of time to them.
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TELLING THE EMPLOYER INSTRUCTOR AD OUT THE STUDENT

One aspect of making necessary site arrangements is providing the
employer instructor with advance information about the student.
Deciding what and how much to tell the El is an important issue
and should be dealt with thoughtfully by the ERS.

Some employer instructors -- particularly, those who work with
students on learning levels7-express,a need for advance information
about:thestudent'S learning abilities-and disabilities, personal
traits that might affect onsite adjustment or learning productivity,
and individual red and skills. Other Els prefer not to know
anything about students because they want to be open-minded. They
feel 4lat th' diP,tovery process of two people meeting for the
first time j5 an important experience in itself and perhaps should
not be "contaminated" with advance information about the student.

As a result,'the ERS should "play it by ear.", If experience with
a particular El suggests a need for "pregame" information about
the student, the ERS tries to oblige. Such information is always
a difficult thing to'deal with because it tempts statement of
personal opinions and value judgments about a student who might
come on quite differently to the personalities and situations at
the site.
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Make sure employer instruc

S e Utilization _a- 14)

understands r_

Employer instructor understanding of EBCE will vary according to

previous experiences with

1, explanations given during site recruitment interview

2. participation in an LEAF irate

3. attendance at employer development sessions

4. use of site by previous students and related site
maintenance activities by an ERS

The employer relations specialist must determine general readiness
to receive students and insurer El understanding of his or het role
during onsite learning activities. Except perhaps for truly
seasoned employer instructors, the ERS should review the basics of
what the El can do to help a student learn as much as possible at
the site.

EI RESPONSIBILITIES

Career Explorations

CE)2 staff have developed an El checklist for explorations that
the student hand delivers during the first day onsite. The El

retains the checklist, which summarizes the tasks explained by the
ERS during employer instructor orientation (see following page)
for referral as necessary during the student's exploration.

The checklist was developed on [the basis of ERS observations
and employer instructor feedback concerning the, generally minimal
need fdr ERS support during a short-term exploration.( It w's
agreed that most Els could get along on their own by follow ng
such a list because respongibilities would not vary much fr m
student to student. For special needs El telephones th

ERS for assistance.
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EXPLORATION GUIDE FOR
EMPLOYER INSTRUCTORS

Thank you 1for accepting _ for an
e: 'oration. In order for this experience to be successfk!!, the
following steps are importsnt. Please initial each as the exploration
progresses.

WELCOME student and reach agreement on schedule for full
exploration experience.

- -- establish attendance contract with student
-- record hours and days on contract form
-- be sure both you and student sign the form

retain yellow copy and postcard

ORIENT student to your site.
-- give student a tour 1

-- introduce student to people, places, and things
--- cover the mission of your company - its products and services,

its policies and .Standards

INFORM student of career opportunities:,

discuss Career Information System printout (ask student
it if nor offered)

-- help student with Exploration Packer (picture taking, inter
view)

-- discuss how you got your job and opportunities in your field -
the big picture

CERTIFY the experience.

-- debrief student on the last. day
- -- enter comments in Exploration Packet

discuss student's interest in returning for a longer experience
(Learning Level)

VERIFY student attendance by signing and mailing contract
postcard. We must have this postcard to credit the student's ex
perience.
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Learning Level

Due to the highly individualized nature of student experiences
during, leafning levels, the checklist for employer instructors is
somewhat less specific than that for explorations. Learning level
activities are individually negotiated with each student. HoWever,
every learning level has certain general activities and parameters
in common with others; these have been combined in a checklist for
review by employer relations specialist and employer instructor.

Looking over the checklist (see following page) together allows the
ERS to prepare the El - -who probably has worked with the student
during his or her exploration of the site--for projected learning
needs and the El role during student learning. At the same time,
the EES explains to the El how this general prebriefing will be
followed naturally by periodic arrangement of specifics between
EI and ERE as the student progresses with specifiC learning
activities.

Skill Building And Special Placement

Although skill building and special placements are different in
nature and intent, they both require highly individualized
arrangements with the employer instructor. The particular
activities negotiated for either option will directly impact
dates, times.'len of placement and day-to-day student and El
responsibilities.

Consequently, the employer instructor's role cannot be limited to
a ckecklist but should include these general considerations:

schedule and provide for student learning
experiences--that is, when and what the student
,will do

2. share information and materials with student
and ERS--in effect, how the student I do

things

luate student perforance as agreed with E_ -

well the student did things

certif7i student time at site

certify student completion of specific skills
and learnjihg activities
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EMPLOYER INSTRUCTOR CHECKLIST FOR LEARNING LEVELS

TO FACILITATE _ STUDENT'S LEARNING PROGRAM

1. Hold interview at your site with an EBCE employer relations specialist to
complete a Learning Site-Analy4s Form (LSAF) and suggest learning
activities and job skills students may do at your site.

2 eceive the student at your site and decide job skills he or she can begin
practicing.

3. Review learning objectives the learning manager writes from the LSAF and
prioritize them in the order in which they might be done at your site.

4. Review and approve the student project desighed from the learning objectives.

5. Help establish target/completion dates for learning activities on project.

6. Help the student with project - related research at your site, as specified in
learning objectives.

Provide the student with a place to study=

8. Evaluate the student's performance Of Some project activities and certify
their satisfactory completion when called for on the project form (see
Criteria" column),

9. Record on the Skill Development Sheet any skills the student acquires at your
site, verifying that they were Performed according to your standards.

Help the student complete any Basic Skills assessments in reading and
--mathematics that might be planned for on the project and show relationship
between job tasks and Basic needs wherever Possible.

11. Help the student work with Basic Skills materials.

Complete Student Performance reviews and discuss the student's evaluation of
his or her site experiences.

13. Counsel regularly with students career plans, site experiences and
So forth.

14. Help,the ERS maintain weekly contact (personal or telephone) you.

TO MONMONITOR STUDENT ATTENDANCE

1. Establish a regular weekly schedule with the etudent.

2= Be sure that the student reports his or her time schedule and any changes
in it to the ERS.

.sfbN STUDENT WEEKLY TIME SLIPS to validate their' accuracy.

4. Deal with student attendance problems as you would those of an employee.

S. Maintain weekly contact with the E.
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Site Utilization (Item 14)

LEARNING VERSUS WORKING

Whatever the learning purpose for student use of a site, the
employer-instructor must understand two critical program policies:

1.

1

"Student Learning and Work For Pay"

2. "Student Onsite Productivity"

These policies were formalized as written statements by th
2

board of directors and program staff and reflect a basic EBCE
conviction: that EBCE students are in the program to learn, not
to work. That they learn through experience on employer and
community sites does not mean (a) that they should provide the
employer with goods or services of financial benefit nor (b) that
they should be paid for their learning tasks or activities.

TO provide educationally productive experiences for the student,
employer instructors must fully understand these program policies.
As a result, they are important topics in the ERS prebriefing of
-1 employer inetructor,for any type of site usage.

CACSS-REFERENCES

For one employer's point of view on productivity and othe
issues, see Appendix 0.

See "Career Explorations," Curricul truction, for more
ideas on how to brief employer instructors before student arrival
onsite.

Appendix N contains 1 reproduction of both policy state
regarding learning versus financial productivity.
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Monitor record student site aotivities

The many tasks and responsibilities of the employer relations
specialists in supporting, "watching over" and recording student
learning are outlined in the chronology On pages 141-148. Before
site use begins, an ERS should review that task summary, together
with sections of the Curriculum & Instruction handbook that
offer detailed treatment of the ERS role as directly related to
each learning activ' ty and planning and monitoring technique.

As students go about their learning activities alongside adults
working in the community, Ergs must help both students and Els
prevent students' hands on participation in site activities
from becoming non - productive educationally and productive
financially. (CE)2 Ens have found this relatively easy to do
because of employer instructors' sincere desire to help students
learn. The very few questions raised about employers getting
"free labor" from students were simply the result of employer
misunderstanding of which activities were worthwhile in a learning
sense. Once reexamined, the activities were restructured to
provide appropriate challenge to the student.

Explaining the program's success in implementing the "no work"
policies, (cg)2's program administrator has observed,

Employers are fully briefed on what students are
Supposed to be doing at their sites and the ERS
Maintains constant contact with them while students
are there. Also students' time at the site is
really quite 'structured' - -their learning activities
have been negotiated in detail before they ever get
to the site. Students have a lot of specific learning
tasks to yet done while they are there, all written
around the instructional purposes of the site visit.

So you see we make it pretty difficult for employers
to inadvertently slip and invol a students in
commercially productive work. There are a very few
who might try to get what they can frcm the student's
participation but this happens very rarely and we
can spot it right away.

Remember that each employer instructor commits a lot
of time and energy --6o planning learing objectives and
activities with the student and ERS. So the employer
instructor has a vested interest in the _instructional
value and purposes of the student's site experience.
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Site Utilization (Item 16)

Provide maintenance and feedback to employer
instructor during student site visits

To implement this step you will want to review ma±ntenance and
feedback techniques described earlier in this section (see Item
4, page 129). Below we offer some points to keep in mind when
working with students and employer instructors.

POINTS TO . REMEM ER

Tree EIs As Professionals

Specifically haw an ERS interacts with an EI to support student
site learning will vary with the situation and personalities
involved. (CE)2 employer relations specialists try to use good
common sense in all their negotiations, with individual MI,
responding to their requests and needs in a personally appropriate
way.

Remind EIs They're Important,

During all ERS site contacts, employer instructors should ba
continually reminded how vital they are to the success of the -
program and the personal development of students with whom they
work. Remember, everyone likes to know they are needed and
appreciated.

Even Smart Students Aren't ERSs

Some-students can maintain the site themselveS between ERS visits
by explaining program details and letting the EI know what is
needed.- This is desirable to a certain extent but should not
replace regular site contort by the employer relations specialist.

Be Considerate When Scheduling

ERS arrangements for Maintenance visits should take into account
the employer instructor's job responsibilities. The EPS should
find out beforehand if an employer instructor prefers drop-in
visits or pies-heduled ones, and time set for the visit should be
at the employer's convenience.
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What Do You Do When An EI Leaves?

An employerjnstructor, at an active site may leave the program for
various reasons--job termination or transfer, increase in workload
and so forth. When this happens, the ERS's broad "site maintenance"
responsibilities will expand to include recruiting and training a
new El for that particular learning site.

Hopefully, the recruiting will be simplified by the former EI or
site contact person suggesting a co-worker who might be willing to
take his or her place. In such cases the new EI may already be
familiar with EBCE through his or her job relationship with the
original El.

In any event, the ERA m t make certain new employer,
instructor

1. understands the program generally and the reasons
for this student's visit specifically

2. knows how he-or she can help the stude t with
_-

specific learning activities to be copleted
at-the site

3. feels generally ready for the new experience and
is available when the student arrives

If the student is on an exploration at the site when an El leaves,
the nature of explorations is low-keyed enough that there will be
little problem--so long as the new person is formally identified
to verify the student's activities and Exploration Package. On
the other hand, learning levels run for several weeks, allowing
time for the ERS (and the student, too, when appropriate) to ,

orient the new-EI to the role.
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Si e Utilization 17)

on with learning center based staff

To implement this step you should review Items 4 and 5 of this
section in which recordkeeping forms and information sharing
techniques are discussed.

Always it is important-that the employer relations specialist
be alert to the subtle nuances of student behavior and interactions
with adults and promote sharing of insights among all staff. In
this way, the EPS can truly serve as the bridge between site
personnel and learning center staff.
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APPENDIX A

Occupational Clustering Systems: A Few Examples

Some system for grouping sites offering student exploration in
similar occupations nay be advantageous for descriptive purposes
during site recruitment (see Item 5, pages 29 -22). At that time,
the emplcyer relations specialist may wish to be able to draw on
some method for clustering similar learning sites together fo.:
purpose of assisting a student to choose among them before visit7.nv
a site. This clustering system may be completely informal,
consisting simply of grouping 'together jobs that fall in simi ar
interest areas, or it may be based on one or more of the more formal
clustering systems suggested below.

Standard Industrial Classification's
Occupational Clusters

Agriculture, Forestry and Fishing
Mining
Construction
Manufacturing
TranSportationi Communications,
Electric, GaS and Sanitary Services

Wholesale Trade
Retail Trade
Finance, Insurance and Real Estate
Services
Public AdMin 9;Tation
Nonclassifiable Establishments

Oregon Occupational Clusters

AcCoUnting and Bookkeeping
Agriculture
Clerical Ocdupati
Construction
Electricity-Ele _ onics
Food Services
Forest Products
Health Occupations
Industrial Mechanics
Marketing
Metals
Public Servi Occupa
Steno-Secretarial

U.S. Office of Education
Occupational Clusters

Agri-business and Natural Resources
Business and Office
Communication and Media
Construction
Constar and Homemaking Education
Environment
Fine Arts and Humanities
Health
Hospitality and Recreation.

Manufacturing and Distributt
Marine Service
Marketing and Distribution
Personal Services
Publi:J Services '

Transportation

Dictionary of Occupational Title
Occupational Clusters

Professional, Technical and
Managerial Occupations

Clerical and Sales Occupations
Service Occupations
Farming, Fishing, Fo7estry and
Rg1atd Occupations

Processing Occupations
Machines Trades Occupations
Benchwork Occupations,
Structural Work Occupations
Miscellaneous Occupations
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ST'JDENT COORD R ,'ocntonced)

:;orklc.ed :67

STZCENT DISCIPLINE, see Ascountar:l IV,/

STUCENT FORMS 3:55-7'j, 69-131

Accountability Writa-Vp 5:116-119i
Basic Skills Prescription Pad C:635'
Competencies Record S:100-101"
Employer Instructor Report 5:94'
Individual Student Books, 5:105-106
Learning Site ;:tiliratinn 5:106-107'
Learning Style Self-Assessment S:121-
13*
_\

LizeSkills Pro:;ect Record S:96-97'
Master Record Book 5:95
Pro3ect Evaluation 5:124-126'
Recci of Student perso mance -66.

265-201'
_ Cut Sheet S:88-99"

Skil; Development Record 5:108 -109
Student and Employer Instructor

Contract 5:92-)30
Student Appli.7ation S:69-75*
Studert Evaluation of Learning Site

SzlIC-111'

0

StMden: Experience Record 5 :102-104'
Student Information Card 5:121-129"
Student Performance Review 5:112-113'
tudent.Rrofile s:98-99.

Student Status Board S:114-115'
Student Tranaportation Agreement S:76-

79.

Student Transportation Options S:80-31*
Student TrIf:sportation Route S:64-95'
Transportation Reimbursement Request
6:66-67'

Transportation. Request S;i2-63'
weekly Time Report 5:90-91*
Zone Debriefing 51116-117'

see also fnstruvticna/',Vater

STUDENT GOvERNMENT M:184, 179

STUDENT MANI:BOCKSIM 30, 197-241

37;:DE:;T .r:DENTIFICATICN 91-4CARD L.135

STUDENT JOURNALS C:411-452

Basic Skills C:416 N,
Defined C:411, 415 -411
Responding to jou-male C:420 -424, 4

Role summary C:4I4
Student Journal Guide C:435-452

DENT MEETINGS

EmplOyer semi _ C:455-474
Monthly` atalT/ tgdent M:160
Small group S:166-167

C instruction
E - Emelower/Community_Resources

STUDENT RECORDS 3:41 -135

(CE)2 system 5:53 -58, 65-66
Confidentiality S:67-68
For descriptions 5:69-131
Information needs 5:45-49
Information sources Z:50-51
Reporting 5 :132-135

Staff roles S:59-62
.Storage 5:55 -58

See also Credential, Student Forms

STUDENT SELSOTICN 5:23-26

Eligibility criteria S:7-10, 23-24
Mid-year additions 5:26
Notification 5:25-26
Staff roles 5:11
Timetable 5:14

SUPPORT STAFF

(CE)2 position descriptions M:56 -57
Orientation to program M:82 -83
1:11ifications M164
Responsibilities M:133: S 6 -62,
269-270

see also Personnel

TASK FORGES m:166-169"

TRANSCRIPTS, see Credential

TRANSFER students) 5:5-36

TRAN512 Mt129-135

Insurance M:115-116, 132
Learning purposes C:134
Parent approval M:131
Planning E:16 -17; M:97, 12
sample forma M:131-135; S:76-0
Student options M., :2-135
Van driver M:57, 1-. 134

see also .90imbursements

TUTORS C:256, 506-510

Tutor Service Agreement

UNIONS

Concerns e:39; M:144- 145, 166-166'

Productivity (EBCE policy) e,10, 1
273-276

Recruiting E:191-194

ZONE DEBRIEFINGS C:67 -65'; 6:177, 160-161 a*

ZONE PROGRESS MEETINGS C:66: 5:177-1791

Zone Progress Planning Sheet 5:176* -

ZONES (school year), see Action Zones

BCE handb page numb -rs are preceded by

M rItlammsec_k Oreani.ratien
5eudene5ervices

"lfolloWng a number) indicates gamble form, illuvtrationo display or fl_ chart



SCHOOL ACTIVITIES

SCHOOL BOARD

M :192 SITE UTILIZATION 5:105-167

Information needs 0 172-173
Initial contact
Program approvil M:33 -34

Sae also Governance

SCHOOL DISTRICT COORERATICN

Graduation 5:37-38
Program adoption M:7-9
Program Operation M:38-39, 173-174,

235-242
Student rec_ Ltment S:I5-16
.Student transfer 5:35-36

see also School Board

SCIENCE (Life Skills area)

EBCE approach C:573-575
Learning objectives C:573
Project (samples) C:577-586, 621-627

'.ELF-DIRECTED SEARCH C:116, 145, 640-641

SITE FORMS

Card file E :47 -48'

Certificate of participation
Cumulative folders E:47-48
Employer Card E:50, 126
Employer Information Packet E :175-

Employer Instructor Report (post card)
5:129'; 5 :94*

Employer relations specialist notebook
E:49, 125-126, 130-131

Indemnity Covenant E :45, 47, 181';
M:115-116, 1.19*

Learning Site Analysis
E:249-26,)'*, 283-296'

Learning Site Utilization S:106-107*
Letter of Intent 5:35-36, 45, 47, 179":'

M:113 116, 118*
Maintenance Visit Record E:127*:

5:130-131*
Student and Employer Instructor'

Contract E:128-129'; 5:92-93'
Student Evaluation of Learning Site
5:110-111*

Student Identification Placard C:1
Student Information Card 5 :130-131*;
S:127-129'

C:595-616*:

Index

Defined C:105-109
ERS chronology 5:140-149
Employer instructor role 5:119-120,

159-163
Evaluation E:139 9
Forms 5:126-131
Information sharing E1117, 122-123,
134-136, 167

Learning productivity E:140, 163 -164,
273-276

Learning Site Analysis Form E :112 -118,

154-155, 243-271', 281 -296
Materials E:137
Pathway to Employer Site Learning
E:206-207'

Recordkeeping E:125-133, 141-149, 164
Staff roles 5:110-111
Student placement 5:150- 156-158
Student progress 5:164
Support to employer instructors E:119-

124, 165-166

see also Career Explorations. Employer
Instructor. Learning Levels. Warning
Site Analysis Form, Sits Forms, Site
Placement ProcedureS, Skill Building
Levels, Special Placements

SKILL BUILDING LEVELS C:277-278/ 285

Staff roles C:280

see Also Employer Instru orr, Site

Utilizaton

SPECIAL PLACEMENTS C:2

STAFF ROLES, see administrator. Employer
ations Specialist, Learning

Manager, Learning Raa011iC0
Specialist, Student Coordinator

see else Personnel, Support Staff

DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

Approval M:34
Information needs 91 5148
Requirements M:27-28

SITE PLACEMENT PROCEDURES (Studer:

Career ekPloratiOns C:122-125
5:142-143

Learning/Skill building
313-315; E:144-148-

Special placements' C:211 260: E:1413
149

levels C:j02;

lee also Sire Vt.;

STUDENT ACCOUNTAB 1TY SYSTF.:

Accountability

STUDENT COORDINATOR

Assessment role C:54, 62-64
(CE)2 position description
Guidance 5:150-151, 178-179

Recordkeeping sieJ,
Student orientation 5:27
Student recruitment/selection

L8, 22

Transfer /graduation 5 ::5-38

(conti7.ued)

The index includes references to all four EECE handbooks; page numbers are preceded by
the folloung code:

C e Curriculum s mnstruction
E EMploger/COMMUnit ReSeitrces

lowing a numbkir) indicates sample

M Mane sment S Oreanizarion
Student Services

farm, Illustration, display or flow eh
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PRODUCTIVITY (student ons a ) ( n d)

see also Reimbursements

PROGRAM COMPLETION REQUIREME1NT:1 C :52 -53:

5:46, 272-273,

5e.t:, also Graduation

PROGRAM DAY, sew Schedules

PROGRAM CNTRY/EXIT 511-38

Rectoil=ti of Student Parfa=ance 5:63-66,
265-299

Student Application S:70-75

see also/Graduation. Orientation
(student), Recruitment (student),
studeht Selection, Transfer

"=1; C:150-274

Annotated form C:227-228
3as:4-Skills C:246, 251-255
Oeffncd C:189, 195-198
TMployer/community sites C:210-212, 245
evaluation C:248-250, 266-270
tndividuelly. negotiated projects C:197
Learning manager sole C:205-206
Life Skills C:242, 519-586
Negotiation guidelines C :234

?redesigned projects C:I96
Project Writing Guide- --C:12§-
Student steps to follow 4i222-*-26

see also Creative Development, Critical
Thinking, Functional CitizeeNhipo
Learning Site Anelysis Form, Lifw
Skills, Personal/5001AI Developtvnt,
Science

ECQRD OF STUDENT ir
Credential

RECORDKEVRIWI

see

Career explorations C :131 -132

Community contacts M:153
Competencies C:349
Employer instr,,tor development

RECRUITMENT (site) (cOntinned,

Concerns/questions E.39-40
Defined F:3-6
Distance/time restrictio.I._ 5:16-18*
Employer Information Packet 5;175-181
Identi6Ying 'Sites E :52.57
Incentives 5:23-25, 173-174
Itdemnity Covenant E:45, 47,
Initial contact Z:26-29
Interview E:30-38, 58
Letter of Intent 5:35-36, 45, 47, 1790
Materials E:37, 45-46, 175-179
Recordkasping 5:47-50
Sample recruiting latter 5:28'
Selection criteria )4:41..44

Staft vales 5:13-15
Student site needs E:1922-i 54 -55

RECRUITMENT (staff) M:65-69

RECRUITMENT (student) 5:7-22, 160

Application forms S:12-13, 70-75
Parents M:16131 5 s20-72
Presentations M:183: Ss17-19,
School district approval S:15-16
Selection criteria S:7--8

Staff roles S111, 160
Target audience 5:9
Timetables 5:14

see also Student Selection, -

REIMBURSEMENTS

Board stipend M:99
Business expenses M:109-110
Employer instructor development 5:23-

25, 80; Ms99
mileago, students M:134135
Staff salaries M:72-73
Student learner vs. earner 5:16 275-

276

Tutors Mt77

REPORTS -, _----

Financial M :103, 106
5:80- Parent C:69-70; M:1811821 5t133-134

.3eidence S:177-181
Learning sites. C:302-304: £247-50,

125-113. 141-149, 164
Project$, C:215
Student journals C:425

see also Business name Siit

Foams, Student forms, Seudent
Records

RECRUITMENT (site) 5:3-60

Adding sites to,neewerk E:6 *, 54-60
(CE)2 site list 5:183-190

(cOntinued),"

see also information (student)

RETREAT, STUDENT/STAFF S:162-165

SC, see Student Coordinator

SOS, see Seif-Directad Search

SCHEDULES

Daily pr ray hours M;76
Progra0 year M:75-76
Staff (sample *msks) N:261 -2f =7

Year-round school M:75

The .indas includes references to a
the following code:

C Curriculum A instruction
S.* Emplciler/Communitu Resources

r EWE handbooks; pa ['Umbers are preceded by

ani ratio
S Studs Se

YrIllowing a number) indicates sample Coro, illustration, dis:Plag
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YEMTIATION (at' dents)
,rontinua4)

Projects, C:ZOS, 234, 270
te choices C :148 -150. 16'

Staff guidelines C:101-102

see also Accountability, Learning Plan
Negor act

OBJECTIVES, ,IOGRAM (program out
goals) C.14-16

-7ICZ PROCEDURES M:107-114

...)RIENTATION (staff) M:81-86 269-273

ORIENTATION (student) C :92; S:27-35,
160-161

Career explorations C:137-138
Competencies C:350-351
Content 5:28-3U
Employer seminars C:470
General program introduction 5:27-33
Learning levels C:307-311
Learning resources C:489-490
Mid -year orientation S:34
Project, C:220-232'
Reorientation workShoPs 6:34
Simple agendas 5 :31-32, 243-263
Skill building 'revels C:307-311
Staff roles S:27, 160-161
Student HaAdboot S:28, 197-241,
Student journolS 0:426-428

PARENT INVOLVEMENT

AdvisorY group M:35,-168
Cidance 5:174, 183-186
Parent Night M:161
Program planning M:I7-20. 22,
Social activities M:160-lK
Student accountability C:85. 90
5:173-174

Student learning plans C:90
Student recruitment 5:20-
Task forces M:168

also Parent Reporri.ng

Index

PESSONNTL (continued)

Cost considerations 9697
Crireria for selection M61-64
NumLer needed M:58-60
Verformante ,

Planning M:47-49, 253-260
Recruitment M:65-69
Selarles M:72-73
3teff development M:81-96, 269-273
Staf ':olec M:48-57
St4ffing patterns M.47 -49. 253-260
Teamwork M:79-81
TutOt Service Agree nt MOS
Working conditions M:75-76

Pee also AdminiStratorp E,aF _jai
Relations Specialist. Learning
manager, Le.1.-eing Resource

Specialist. Student Coordinator,
Support Seaff

PLANNING (program) M:3 -40

Approval M:33-34
Budget M:29, 31, 95-102
ChronolOgY M:10-11', 15-16
Community support M:15-23
Coordinator M:13-14
Funding M:29-30
Governance M:25-1, 15-39, 197-201
Planning groue, M:15, 17 -20

Policymaking M:40, 243-251
246 SChool district cooperation M:7-9

State requirements M:27-28 203-221
Suitability to district M:7-6

see also Corunity RelatiOnS, Facility,
Personnel, :renspOrtation

PIANNINC AND MONITORING (student lea_
125 see F:an Negotiatjon

ICING M: -1 ,

124

PAY, see Reim araemen is

PERSONAL SOCIAL DEVELOP!8
area)

T (Life Skills

ESC! appro&rh C:556-558
r,eirl-,1,114 objectives C:555
Project (sempla) C :200 -205. 559 -572

PERSONNEL M:43-98

Contr,Icts M:75-77
(continued)

1.; WrNa MOW preadoption)

:15, 17. 14
p M:17-19

POLICY AKIN(

Advisory group M:35-36
(CE)2 board of directors M:36
(CE)2 bylaws 4::23-233
(CE)2 policies summary M:243-251
Legal issues 7t:277',13. 203-221

Operating procedures /4:"15-40, 235-712

Organizational altern M:25-26,
197-201

lee Planning

PFTECRIPTION, see Learning ilen
Learning Plan Negotlatin

PRODUCTIVITY (st
25-276

the index includes refere!ces tc dui ,four ESCEh
Lhe following ofiln:

Curri.rulom i Instruction
E EmployertCommunitg Resources

(laving 4 nulber) indicates sample (am,

ndbook pacte.numbers are preceded by

M - Kaneyemen': 4 Organ ration

5 m Student Services

11w4Cration, d4sPlay or fl ,:hart
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EMPLOYER/CO Ir ITY RESOU

LEAKNING 07 ECTI

S

Career Development C:587-594
Creative devmlopmmnt C:521
Critical thinking C:531
Defined C:9
Functional Citizenship C:543
Learning Site Analysis Form 0:236 -241,
655-660

PersooalIsocial development ::555
Projects C:236-241
Science C:571

LEARNING PAIN, ESCE C:6: E:9°

LEARNING PLAN CYCLE C:44-48, 264; 5:1
156

LEARNING PLAN NE,,,ur_ATICN C:39-102

Accountability_ C:77-91
Action zones 0:81-84
Assessment/evaluation C:45-46
Conferences C:56-59, 233-234
Defined C:39-40, 93
Graduation roduiremenns C:52-53
Information shailng C:66-7I
Integration C:4/
Key Steps C:9c-100
teaming plus cycle C:44
Learning Site Analysis Form C:72-75
Prestription C.46

see also Career Exploratiera,
Competenclea, En Lover Semintrs,
Learning Loyale. MecatieElon, Pro
Skill Building Levels, Special
Placements, Student Journals

LEARNING RESOURCE SPECIALIST

Assessment role %:63-64

(=)7 position dna-!ription M: 34

Competent C: 338
Guidances

Learning resources 0:484
Prmjeo= 0.205, 258-259
Qualifications M:61 -63

P.heor.3 tepiliq 5 :60
Workload 8:60 266

Jae else Personnel

LEARNTA,3 RESOURCES C:477 -515

Sasic materials C:491-4Si
Bibliography C:643-553
Cormoraty C:499502
Defined C1477, 481-482
Espieyor Sites C:494-499
Equipment f.505-507.
Facility requirements M:121,
Student resource uses C1482-4

23

.see also =eases, L'inplegef Inatrurto.r,
Special Placements. Tutors

MARRING SITE (defined) C:19

LEARNING SITE ANALYSIS FORMA

Employer instructor rule E 12-115
Employer relations specialist e

E:112-115
Learning levels C:300-301, 320-.7.21

Learning objectives C:236-241, 655-
660

Procedures C:72-750, 213-214: t:33 -30,
' 112-118, 154-155
Sample form/learning objectives/
projects C:595-627: E:281 -305

mple iterview E:243-271

LEARNING STRATEGIES, see Caree
Explorations, Competencies, Employer
Seadnars, Learning Levels, Projects,
3U11 Building Levels, Student
Journals

LEGAL ISSUE'S M:27-28, 203-221

see also 'rsurance, Transportation

LETTER OF INTEIT E:35-36, 45, 47; m:115-

Samples E:

LLASII6117, see 4 ra-ce Legal issues..

Transportamon

LIFE SiaLLS

Assessoent/evalvatio' C:d0-22, 266-270
Defir.

Delivery C -;

EACE appToac*.'

Integration
Prescription 21-22

Projec,. focus C:242

see al1,0 Competencies, Creative
Eevelopment, Critical Thinklny,
Functional Citizenship, Personel/
Social Devel6pmenC, Projects,
Science

.LIFC SKILLS OBJECTIVES, see Competencies,
Creative Development, Critical
Thinking, Functional Citizenehiy,
Personal/Socle. Development, Sclence

MANAGEMENT, see'AdMinistratcr, Cosiness
PM-Mgt:m.1n C GOVerrna707

TERZALS 5uffiness Forme,

Ralations, InstruCtAonal Ma
Learning PassioUrcaS, Sits For: e,

Student Forms

NEGOTIATION (students) 0:43; 5:154
(continued]

The index incliadss refit

the following code:

C Cuvrici.tlumS Inatzvction
r Emplouer/Comr-iWty Resources

(following a number) indicates sample to

four "CZ handbooks; page numae:s are P.

314

M anaqement_B orSehiZefion
S - Student Scrvicus

illustration. display or flow

deCh,f



=DANCE (continued)

Referrals 5:187
Retreat, student/staff 51162-165*
Smell group meetings 5:166-167*
Staff discussion' 5:177-181
Eons debriefing 5:180-181

sae also AccountatIllitu, Career
Development, Negotiation, Orientation
(student) , Recruitment (student) ,

Student Journals

ILA, see indleld 11 -d Learning for
Adults

LSEPANIIT COVENANT E:45, 47; M:1

Samples E:181; M:119

LNurflrUaLMED LEAW.MG FDA ADULTS (Basic
Skills materials) C:30, 253

INPOrMATION (student)

Audience needs 5:47-49
Program needs 5:45-46
Reporting prOcedixes S:l31-1

see also Parent Re :sting, Student
Ponca, Student Records

EKTNOCTICES (content areas) , see

CurricUlue

INSTRUCT1 08AL Ey

Basic Skills s nt exercis
C:629-631

Ceepetencies Workbook C:359-406
Exploracia4 Package C:169-186
Individualized Learnino for Adults

(Basic Skills) C:30, 253
Predesigned project samples C:525-530,

535-541, 547-553, 559-572, 577 -5R
Project Writing Guide C:229-232
Student MuldbOok S:197-241
Student Jooxnal Guide C:435-452

Learning Resources

INSTRUCTICHAL STAFF, see Administrator,
Employer AelaniOns Specialist,
Learning Manager, Lte,:ming Resource
Speals.Usr, Studert Caoreltnstor,

se also Personnel

INETRUCTICNAL STRATEGIEJ, zee Career
CzpleratIons, Competencies Employer
Seminars, Learnt/ 1g Levels, ProjeMs,
Sk111 Prildioq revels, Spaclel
Placements, Secelent JOUXnals

INSTRUCTORS, see CoepetanO4 Card ier.
Vaployer re :strutter, EmplOye Rolati

(continued)

nil

3peciaList, Le&mins: Manager,
Learning Resource Specialist,
Student coordinator, ru0ors

umpace m :115-119

Basic requirements M1115
(CE)2 Coverage X1116-117
!Employer proton M:115116
Iadeity COvw.rxt E:45, 47, In':
M:115-116, 1L3*

Stith Accident 7.nsursncc Bred _

116

J08 ENTRY 5X-1LL

Skill Building Levels

J001maL, s

LM,

Seed:int Journal*

4 Manager

of), see

LIES, see Learning Resource Specialist

LEUNING Zn4TER, see Facility

IZAMNING LEVELS C:277-327

Defined C:277-278, 283 -285

Employer instructor checklist
Frojette CJ291-292
Site selection C :313 -314

Skill develop:Sant C:290
Staff roles C:280, 296-297
Studen( Evaluation of Learning Sitt

C:294
Student Performance Review C:292-293
Student Steps to follow C;310 -311,

316-3',7*

Index

Cz312

see alsa Copious: Instructor, Site
Utilization

LEARNING WAGER

Assessment role C:56-570 63-64
(CE)2 potation description M:52

Career explorations C:127
Employer seminars C:460
Guidance 5:150.

Learninj levels C=29-
Projects :::205-20C

Qualif!,cstions M:61-63
RecordkeePIng 5:54, 270
Skill tA14ing level' C:797
Otudopit jeurncis C:420--;21

WorklOad M:59, 264

see also Persoonal

rho index rncluckts re feret:.?*s to all four

the eoLlowirg code,

C a Curricultzt a rnstece:1
S a E-IcerCounit-Res tmcas

( folloarAng a number) Indicators sampler fo

ocr han page ni6bers ere preceded by

:-Ig000nr SliTELLMWT
S a Student S.L-rvices

_llustratioa, dlspie or flow chart
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EMPLOYER/COMMUNITY RESOURCES

EMPLYER SEMINARS

Agendas Z1466--1
Community involvement
lefined C:455, 459
Projects C :472473
Staff roles C
Topics C2462-05

FORMS (continued)

see also 3Qs.ines-4 For:- Instructional
C :461. 466 macerialS, 51te Forms, Student Forms

EmPLCYER SITE (defined) £:19

E'L LIVER 'MINING. See Employe- I cructor
Leyelopment

NTRY,'EXIT, see Proyram Entry/Eric

7" UATOR (program)

Community relations effectiveness
4;193

Employer feedback E:470-84, 100 -101
138-139, 215-221

Employer Instructor effectiv
E:43-44

Questionnaire participant
feedback 41.7(4,:71

Staff effectiveness M:87-88

EVALUATION (student)

Basic Skills C:3C
Career Development C:34
Exploration Package C:165
Iearning/skill building levels C:292=
293, 325126

Life Ski/Is/projects C:22, 266-270
Student Performance Review G:292-293

see also Assessment, LearnIn Plan
Cycle

E Pt.QRATIGN PACKAOt !sample) ,C:169-186

Explained C:119121
-Sample Ca69-136

See also GWeer XxploratiOns

EXTRACI;RRIcut a a AL" I'T EE,S M:192; 5 -130

FAcICITY

(CE12 -r 'an C:487*: 4:115-128'
GOSlrma i 4t124-12., 1.50.

eealtm/sa_ 0

Insurance
'21-123

Puiposes it121-11-

FtM3

Snstru tjonal materiali 4

Cffice records M:111 111
St-udent records 5: 54-58

FORql: (summry of (CE) 2) M:114

(con:r4nutd)

The der tnOl,.des :=fez -aces to ill 20c1
followir.g :olef

t6rrlCvlumS Instruction
emole4sirLagaunitY Resources

foZlowinq a number; indicates sample form,

312

FUNCTIONAL C2TIZENSHIP (Life Skills areal
E8CE approach -545
Learning W.,ectIves C:543
Project (sample, C:547-553

FUNDING 4:29-30

GOALS (program outromes) C:14-16

see also Learning Objectives, 7.4arning
Plan egotiation

GOVERNANCE 4:25-40

Advisory group
lylaws 4:223-233
Consortium ;",:36

Corporation 4 :36-37

Relationship to district 4t38-39,
235-242

School board N
Separate board of directors M:36

sae also Planning, ki

GRADES/CREDITS, see Creaential

GRADUATION

ng

Diploma 5:37-38
Early completion 5:37-38
Late completion 5:38
Record of Student Perfortance J:37-38

,nADUATICN REQUIREMENTS C:52 -53: 5 :272-

273

GROUP ACTIVITIES

EmPloYer seminars C:455-474
Meetings, student/staff M :180; 5:166-

167

Retreat stude a 4:180: S!162-
16

Soci. so ivitlee m _

GUIDANCE 5 :139 194

mot,on zones S:171-172
Adult: roles 5:146-152, 1

2 exampl-s S:148-149, a, 175-
176. 186, .90-194

Community expic-,ations
158

Cosferrencel. .S.172-174, 18',-le<

Defined 5:139-140, 143
Lesarn'.ng plan cycle 5 :153 -156

Negotiation 5:154, 157
Parent reft S:74. 183-'1 6
Recordke-... n=1 *)82

hanebooks; naa. nimbers are p -wder! fs

H

Student Services

ustration, display or flow chart



COMPETENCIES (co, ! tt n Lied)

Defined C:331. 335-337
Developing competencies C=339-341*
Listed C:346*
Resources C:147. 401-403. 512-513
Staff roles C:334, 338
Student steps to fol104 C:151-352*
Student Workbook C:359-407

COMPETENCY CERTIFIER C:345-348, 511-512

COMPREHENSIVE TEST OF BA-FIC SKILLS C:27,

CORPORATION, see Governance

COSTS, sei.Sudeet

COUNSELING, see Car&er Development,
Juidance, Negotiation

CREATIVE DEVELOPMENT (Life Skills area)

EBCE approach C:521-522
Learning objectives C:521
Project (staple) C :52$.530

CREDENTIAL (Student)

(CE)2 Reclrd of Student Per
(sample) S:265-297

FormC! 5:65-66
Grades/credits S:63-64, 92-293*
Program completion S:37, 269
Purposes 5:63, 134-135
Ra- 5:65,'303-307
SCA _ roles 3 :36-38, 269-271
StUdent instructions 3 :133. 298-301

sea also Graduatim, Transfer

CRITICAL THINKING (Life Skills area)

Career explottion process C:113*
LICE approach 0:531-532
Learning objectives C:531*
Project (ample) C:535-541
Project writing C:229
'-4p-up activities C:271-272*

CURA/CULUM C:3-36

Basic deflairio'ns C:7 -l3

FACE Learn:ng Path C:6';
Outcome goals C:14-L6
Purposes C:3 4

Fee alio Sasit;- Career
Oevelooment, Career Explorations.
Compeesncies, employs.! Seminars,
rearninu Lecls, Life Skills,
Projects, Skill Suildly
Student ournals

:IAr2 OST1C TESTING (54-56

.idux incoe. 1
,Aoloiny code

Cucricuiam
LEaccer/Communitu Resources

rig a number) indicates sample

Index

DIPLOMA 5:37-3P

DISCIPLINE. -ee A tabilitv

EI, sea EMployer Instructor

ERS, see Employer Relations Specialist

KXPLOYER. see EmP2nYer Instructor,
Recruirmant (alto)

EMPLOYER INSTRUCTOR

Career exPlOration C:139, 152 -154:

E:160'
Defined L:12, 31-32. 35, 42-44
Learning and skill building levels

C:308, 312, 318-319, 322 -326: E:162*
Project evaluation C:266

Qualifications E:43=44
Responsibilities E:159 -162. 5:62

see also EmploYer TrIstruCect
Oeviopment, Recruitment (site),
Site utilization

EMPLOYER LNSTROCTOR DEVELOPMZNT E:63-102

Audience E:78-79
Conducting sessions E:66', 99'
Defined E:63-66
Evaluation E:43-44
Feedback from employers E ;,2' -84, 100-

101, 215-221
feedback session E:76-77, 92, 235-242

Invitations E:9596'
Materials E:98, 205-211
orientation session E:75, 91, 195-200
ZAtastions s answers 8:75-76, 91-92,

223-228
Recordkeeping E:80-41
Reimbursement E:23-25, 80
Sample agendas E:91-92*
Scheduling F.:93-94

Staff roles E:64, 6970, 85-86
Training tmds E!71-73, 37-89, 201-
.-'204

Traipin 92, 229234

EMPLOYER RELATIONS

Assessment role CI33,
(et)2 position description M:53

Career explorations C:126
Employer instructor dovelopment , E :69

Cildance 3 :150

Learning_ and akill building levels

C.296
,'.tilifications M:6/.63

Recordkeepinq S:59..60

Sits recruitment 5.13 -15
Site utilization E:110- 141 -149

workload Y:51-4. 265

see also Perstmnol

nlegranceb to all :ear SBCE han, ocks: paue numbers are preceded by

M - mana ement 6 Orpnizatioc
S ' Student Services

Core, illustration., display orlocr chart



ttP YER /CON.. vI OURCES

'121,2:,=7MENT "t;31-125

11.01/1- C M=10-
. 4

441get Mv:.5-13S

nincial reports 3-106
Fiscal agent m:1;7
Fiscal prone:hires mt107-109

$4.004=7 4;1:4*
4ealtn/safety requArtments M:120
:ndemnitv Zovenant M:115-116, LI
Witter of Intent 4:115-116, 118*
7ecordlceepirr MC-1I-112
Isx-xempc status 4:114-105

Ada al$0 iL154;1c$..1 Ejtcs, FIC1

Insurance, Reimbursements,
7raneOortv-!i-n

1.ze Career Intormatign syste

COMprenens;..,

LAUER OE%SLOPmINT

Test Cl` 3asic

Assessment 'evaluation ,2z30, 34
Zartier counseling Z:148-150 166-168,
421-42Z

:steer Informs n System C 145,
637-839*

Defined C:11
DeliYery
ESC: approach Z%31

Zntegration
:morning oc'ectives/,lelivery tz. niques
C:587-594

Prescription C:31-34
Self-Directed iwarun C:116' 145, 640-

641

see also Career Explorations, Employer
Seminars, ;edrn.-pq Levels, Site
Vtilizacion, Skill Buildimg Levels

ZAREER EXPLORATICOS 0:105 -186

Zareet counseliag C:146-150, 166-168
Oeftned C1105, 111-115
Employer instructor checklist C;139
EXploration Package (sample) C:163166
Learning tojeotives 1 141
Prolect actiVities C:I55
Site selection 0.145, 148
Staff rciles C:108*0 126-127; E:142-143
StuJent ateps co follow C:141-142, 1448
Time requirements C:129

sea also Employer Instruct
7ti

_e

.-LFEER INFORZATI SYSTEM C:116, 145,
7.7-639

sZFZ"'ICATICG r 5-taffy M:61

C:ASES C=261-263

USTERE :00)

coLuGe ENTRANC (student q,u41

5:65, 292-293*, 304

see a!so Credential, UradnanInn
1-:equirements

tions)

COMMUNICATIONS (program)
Aoard of directors -173
Community groups M:16a, .196, 169
0latr1ct teachers M:1761770 279
En9loyets S:I44- 164-186: 5:134
Other edu.:atiori programs M:146, 190--

192

Parents M:146-147, 180-133; 5:133-134
Sehecl district M:173 -174; 6:134
Staff M1175: 5 :1J2
State department of education M;

340 191
State regulatory boards M :186, 19
Students M:169, 179-1800 193; 5.:132133
Unions M:144-145, 186-188
Visitors m:166

see also rnformatio (student),
Orieatation (staff) , arientamion
(Student), Parent Reporting,
Recruitment (site), Recruitment
(student)

COMMUNITY RELATIONS -193

Community input M:168-171
Describing program

177; E;198-200, 22:=-147' 176-
Evaluation of M:170-1.71, 193
Oenerating support M:21-23, 151 -152,

Parent M:181
Presentations M:164, 165-166
Press relations M:155-156
Program nem= M :149

-rogram representatives M:148
Publications M:156-164
Recordkeeping M:153
Surveys M:170-17I
Visual materials M;1F

see also Advisor's Group, a." mic
(program), ar0!_!!- Activit_,
information Planning
latoyraM)

ZCMMUNETY SURVEY (pr adopt on survey of
interest) M :21-23

ID9jETENCIES (Life Skills area C:331-408

Certifiers C:345-347', 5-11-512
Community participation C:332, 339,

357-358: m:!c9=
(cvne;nued)

.7J:e includos re
followimy code:

arr:. instruct ion
Emphillf c/Commeuni

to all ur SLICE handbooks; paue numbers are orsce.ied by

M A MiAnArieMen Or7,1nzz zc411

S 0 Student Berri

p lumber) indicates sample form, illustration, diJslaY



INDEX TO EBCE

Ac CNTAS C:77-9I; 5 :168-176

Accountability write-Up C:88-89*;
4:118-119', 173 -174

Attendance (onsite) C:159
Career explorations C:328-129, 159-161
Community expectations S:168-169*
Competencies C;342 -343

Consequences C:80, 85-07*; 5t172-174
Defined C:77
EMployer seminars C:46I
Guidance 6:170
Learning levels C :298 -299

Negotiation/conferences C177,

85-07; S:172-174
Parent involvement L ;90-91; 5:173-174
Projucts C:208-209, 256
Reparting C:86-89
Skill building levels C :299 -299

Staff discussions 5:177-101
Standards C:70"; S:169'
Student journals C410-419, 433
Time management C:88-90, 256

79, 30,

see also Action Zones, Guidance

ACTION ZONES (school year)

Debriefings C:67-68*; 5:180-181
Defined C:81; 5:171
Guidance framework S:171-172
Negotiation C:02

Samples S:211-229

ADMINISTRATION, see Administrator,
Business Management, Covernalce,
Pollovmaking

ADMMISTRATOR

Accountability C:55, 173-174

Board relations M:172-173
Budget M:95, 102
Business management M:106-114

(CE)2 Positioa description M:51
Curriculum C:18
Employer/community relations M:151-

171, 184 -188
Guidance C:150
Personnel management M :68, 71, 79,

81, 87
Record of Student Perform S :272-

274
School district relations M:173-174,

190-192
Student recruitment 5:15-16

Workload IM:561, 263

see also Personnel

ADVISORY CROUP (postadop ion) M:35-36

ASSESSMENT (learning sites), sec Learning
Site Analysis Form

Index

HANDBOOKS

ASSESSMENT (students) C:54-65

Basic Skills C:27-28, 54
Behavior C:61; 5:177-180
Career Development C:33, 56, 116, 145
Diagnostic testing C:54 -56

Evaluating progress C160-61
Life Skills C:21, 60
Learning plan cycle C:44-45
Staff roles C:62-65
Student Behavior Record S:179*
Student Profile C:55*-56; 5:98-99'
Student self-analysis C:56-58'

see alSo Evaluation

BASIC SMILLS C:24-30

Advanced/remedial work C:29, 251-252
ASsessment/evaluation C:27-30
Basic Skills Prescription Pad C:635
Career explorations 0:114
Defined C:24

Delivery C:26 *-30
EBCE approach C:24-25
General program work C:29
Individualized Learning for Adults

(prograMmed materials) C:30, 253
Integration C:30
Prescription C:;:15-29

Profiles (assessment) C:27-28
Projects C:246, 251-255
Self-at ssment exercises (onsite)

C:255, 629 -635
Odent journals 0:415

see also Classes, TutorS

BOARD OF DIRECTORS, s Governance

BOARD OF EDUCATION, see School Board

BUDGET M:95-102

Approval 0:31, 102
EBCE costs 0:96-99
Format M:100-101*
Planning M:29-30, 95

BUSINESS FORDS

Budget format 0:101'
Monthly Financial Statement M:105*
Student Transportation Agreement

0:131"; S:78-79*
Student Transportation Options

Y:132'; S:80-81'
Student Transports Route 0:134*;

S:84-85*
Transportation Reimburse Request

H:135*) 5:86-87*
Transportation Request

5:62-63*
Tutor Service Agreement M ;78*

he. Index includes references to all four EBCE handbooks; page numbers are preced'd by
following code:

Curriculum a tnstruc4ion M = .Management s Oreanizaion
= ra:710yeriCoMmunity Roseqrces S Student SexwiceS_

ng a number) indicates saMple form, ill :ration, cl;W2lay or flow chart
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APPENDIX G

Why Employers Participate In (CE

The L ejaivatior team recently surveyed employers connected
with (CE)2 to determine their reasons for working with-EBCE. On

a questionnaire, employers were asked to rate in numerical order
the relative importance of several possible reasons for
participation. Their list of priorities appeara'below ire order
from most to least important.

2 can provide preLessional help in working with young
employees and the experience to deal with a problem rather
than eliminate it.

Involvement with (CE)2 provides an al opportunity
for helping other people.

-The employer instructor is provided a chance to interest
young people in a career area that is of vital concern to
hia or her.

Teaching can be rewarding. Many people take great pleasure
in instructing someone who is interested in, their job skills.

Some employers gain satisfaction by helping previoisly
uncommitted students achieve academic success for=the
first tine.

6 everyone has a social obligation to help better to
community.

Participation with (CE)--) can provide introductory training
for future employees.

8. Working with (CE)2 1,students can , ride a boost to employea
morale. New faces and new personalities help provide a
renewed interest in the environment.

Participating with students in a commuait- prograFn is good
public relations.

10. Production may be increased due to the desire to show
someone new how well you can handle your job.

Many companies require participation in cc:-
organization:-

173





EMPLOYER/COMMUNITY RESOURCES

174

12. The newsletter and brochures circulated by () provide low-
cost advertising.

13. Time goes faster when someone is sharing the ups and downs
of an everyday job.

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS

"We must spend time and money on potential dropouts when young--
it will be less costly to society in the long run."

"Obviously the experience of an employer relating the particulars
of his/her tasks to a learner gives that employer an opportunity
to evaluate his/her own tasks and gain a more accurate insight
into their careers."

"It is of great importance that the (CE)2 students have interest
in the work at the job site - -they really must want to explore
their interest in the job site and in themselves."'

"Very satisfying to me to start these young people on their
career path."

"Find employers that have youth or have worked with
young people age 14-18."

(CE) 2 is

learning;
excellent early introduction to awareness of lifelong
gives students relevant learning opportunities."

"(CE)2 acts as an alternative to high school education; mo
career oriented than academic."

"Provides opportunities for employees to demonstrate true
tivation talents; have the opportunity for the employees

express true leadership in dealing with students."

"The alternative to the present educational system is welcomed."



APPENDIX C

Employer Information Packet

The Employer Information Packet is a portfolio of materials
explained by the employer relations specialist to the site contact
person during the recruitment interview (see pages 30°38) . These
materials are arranged together in the Prooram_Overview folder,
allowing additional items to be included when desired.

Materials contained in the packet and displayed in this appendix
include

1. provisions for employer and student participation
(retained by contact person)

2. Letter of Intent
(signed by the employer and retained by the ERA')

Indemnity Covenant
(signed by the employer and retained by the ERE)

Included in the packet but not illustrated or displayed here are
-general program descriptive materials, also left for the employer's
use (see Yrooram-Oveintiew), and pages one through three of the
Learning Site Analysis Form (see Appendix M) .
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TO Employers and Heads of Agencies
Providing Learning Settings for
Community Experiences for Career
Education (CE)e Students

FROM Jerry Beier
(CE)2 Project Director

Proiriqions Under Which Employers and
Stude.ya Participate in the ,C.`E), Prograrn

Jut'iors and Seniors from Tigard High School are currently enrolled in a pilot program
known as Community Experiences for Career Education, (CE).,. to test the extent to
which their total high school education can be derived from employer and other
community settings. Provisions under which employers and students participate in the
pruglaim are as follows:

State and Local Education Authority

(CE),, has been approved under the pilot program provisions of the Oregon Board
of Education at the request of Tigard School District 23.J.

2. Status of the Students

The students are not paid and are not " _ployees" within the me- ng of the Fair
Labor Standards Act because the following six conditions apply:

A. "The training, even though it includes actual operation of the facilities of
the employer, is similar to 0.iat which would be given in a vocational school;

B. The training is for the benefit of the trainees or students:

The trainees or students do not displace regular employees but work under
their close observation;

D. The employer who provides the training derives no immediate advantage from
the activities of the trainees or students, and on occasion his operations may
actually be impeded;

E. The trainees or students are not necessarily entitled to a job at the conclusion
of the training period; and

The en-
stu,'

he rainees or students tifider
tied to wages for the arm.

3. Insura:'. lability for partici at,

The (CE)." Corporation carries a general liabili .cy that covers liability
exposure to the Corporation's officers, directors, employees and students.
Participating employers have relief from liability through execution of an
indemnity covenant.
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Each CE)-, student is covere,_, era $1,000 nondeductible student ,iied
policy.

The (CE)., Corporation carries primary liability insurance cl the rCE1, vehicle
to cover bodily infir.y and property damage; secondary insurance is
carried by the Corporation to cover bodily injury and property damage that
may be incurred by students transported or driving in other vehicles.

(CE),'s insurer in Specific inquiries relative to insurance
and liability exposure may be directed to

Hazard Occupa-

Students may be assigned in occupations invoking hazardous work if the conditions
set forth sr, "A Guide to Child Labor Provisions of the Fair Labor Standards Act,
are properly met. Following is an excerpt from the -Hazardous Occupations,
Exemption II.- page 9:

Student-Learners:

The student-learner is enrolled Ln a course of study and training in a
cooperative vocational training program under - recognized State or local
educational authority or in a course of study in a substantially similar
program conducted by a private school; and

(2) such student-learner is employed unL a written agreement hich
provides:

that the work of the student-learner in the occupations declared
particularly hazardous shall be incidental to his training;
that such work shall be intermittent and for short periods of time,
and under the direct and close supervision of a qualified and
experienced person;

(iii) that safety instructions shall be given by the school and correlated
by the employe.- with on-the-joh training; and
that a schedule of organized and progressive work processes to be
performed on the job shall have been prepared.

Each such written agreement shall contain the name of the student-learner,
and shall be signed by the employer and the school coordinator or principal.
Copies of each agreement shall be kept on file by both the school and the
employer.

This exemption for the employment of student-learners may be revoked in any
individual situation where it is found that reasonable precautions have not been
observed for the safety of minors employed thereunder.

Your questions relative to conditions under which employers and students participate in the
(CE)2 program are welcome. My at LISS° SW King James Place, at L-ing City
on TA, Pacific High -A on to you.
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Appari di. C (Letter Intent)

LETTER OF INTE-

TO Jerome B. Beier. Project Director
Cornmimity Experiences for Career Education, Inc.
11850 SW King James Place
Tigard, Oregon 97223

FROM

RE

Company:

Address:

Phone:

Participation in Community ExTeriences for Career Education ICE),,

Z

Our firm will provide learning experiences for a maximum of students, ages
16-18. We will have the opportunity to interview the_students prior to beginning their
learning period. We reserve the right to cancel --our participation in this program at
any time. The time the student will be with our firm will be by mutual agreement
between both parties. but will not exceed five days per week or seven hours in any
one day without a written waiver from the student's counselor.

We understand that students will comply with our rules as specified, will report
promptly for work assismments, or will call our Employer Instructor if unforeseen
circumstances interfere.

Our Employer Inst program will

Position

Time A rrangement

Level of Student Involvement

Exploration Level
Learning Level
Skill Building Level
Special Placement
Other

Phone Ext.

Title

Date

Note: Ali individuals, inatitUtionS, organizations -or =enefeS-Who'-sign-a"Letter-Of
Intent become members of Community Experiences for Career Education (CE)9
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A- n C ( _de_ _ ty Covenant)

37.:23 13,1 n39,335C,

INDEMN y COVENANT

In consideration of
hereinafter termed pe _ r, consenting to participate in the pilot

undertaking of COMMUNITY EXPERIENCES FOR CAREER EDUCATION INC.. an Oregon
corporation, hereinafter termed (CE).), whereby high school level trainees in the work experience
program will be assi=o1 to Cooperator's activity. (CEla does hereby covenant and agree to save,
hold harmless and indemnify Cooperator for and from any amounts that Cooperator shall be obliged
to pay pursuant to decree or judgment of any court of competent jurisdiction. arising by reason
of Cooperator's participatim in such work experience program. including, but not limited to

(al Claims or demands for cages or compensation
trainees in the program

endered by

Damages due to injury to the person or property of trainees in the program

(c) Reasonable attorney's fees incurred in defending against opposing claims or
demands of trainees and court costs allowed

That CE-Ja shall and does hereby bind itself to obtain, keep and maint.qin and pay the
premium for personal injury and property damage insurance coverage in a company regularly
doing business in the State of Oregon, with limits of not less than each person,

each occurrence and property damage, with respect to any and all Maks
included within the purview of Paragraph ill hereof, and shall cause to have the Cooperator
named as co-insured thereunder and ICE), shall promptly furnish to Cooperator a certificate of
such insurer conforming hereto.

(CE)., represents that all trainee participants in the work experience pilot program are
enrolled as students of School District No. 23J. Washingtcn and Clackamas Counties (Tigard).
Oregon, and that coverage will be provided throug-. the State Accident Insurance Fund pursuant
to the revisions of Section 656.033 Oregon Revised Statutes.

This indemnity covenant is executed this tiny 19 p_ ursLwnt to
resolution of its Board of Directors by its duly authorized undersigned officers.

COMMUNITY EXPERIENCES FOR CAREER EDUCATION ICE), INC.

By Chairman

By Secretary

STATE OF OREGON)
i as.

County of washinr--

On this zy of , 19 Ily appeared

and
who, being duly sw,_ lid say that they are the Chairman and Secretary respectively of
COMMUNITY EXPE1(. :ES FOR CAREER EDUCATION (CE).,, iNC., the within named
corporaticm, and that , instrument was executed in behalf of said corporation by authority of
its Board of Directors, ad each of said officers acknowledged said instrument to be the voluntary
act and deed of said corporation.

Before met

Notary Public for Oregon
My Con's, iT expire,s:
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il,PPENDIX D

Employer Sites and Learning Sites

The following list divides employer and =immunity sites explored
by (CE)2 students at the time this handbook was written into
categories to suggest the range of learning sites--careers and
jabs - -EBCE students can investigate. The division attempts to
illustrate both the nature of the organization and the many
different occupations students may encounter there. However, this
is just a beginning: listed here are only those learning sites
actually explored by (CE)2 students and not always the entire
range of career possibilities at the employer site as a whole.

EMPLOYER /COMMUNITY SITE LEA G SITES

AGRICULTURE & ENVIRONMENT

Harmon Farms

Sauvie Island. aoement Area

ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT

Small business _a ement

Game management
Game law enforcement

Headwater Booking Agency Inc. Booking agent

Jewelart Sales
Display

Portland Symphony Orchestra Musician

COMMUNICATIONS & MEDIA

r:erural Tel he (Heave _n) Telephone operator
Directory assi.stance
Central office and equipment
Telephone repair

General Telephone (Tigard). Draftsman
Installer
Cable splicer
Lineman

Georgia Pacific Corporation Photographer
(Photo)
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EMPLOYER /COMMU NITY SITE LEARNING SITES

COMMUNICATIONS 6; Mr

KOIN

Moore's Audio Visual

Photo-Art Commercial Studios,
Inc.

S-e Studios, T

hued)

TV producer
AM/FM radio
Disc jockey

Equipment repair
Installation and service

Photographer
Receptionist

Engineering
Sound recording
Equipment maintenance
Secretary

Tigard Times Reporter

West Hills photography

CONSTRUCTION

Dir.

Photographer
Touch up
Receptionist

Zhc. Contractor

Dovetail Woodworkers, Inc. Cabinet building

Marcum Construc_ Company Foreman

aiopment Company,
Inc.

MANUFACTURING

Peerless Trailer

Contracting
Carpentry

Welding and metal
Fabrication

Sunn Musical Equipment Cabinet shop
Final a_ _embly
Quality control
Foreman

1,k onix Graphics
Maintenance (electrical)
Switchboard paging

Tigard Machine, Inc. Machine operator
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MANUFACTURING (continued)

Trus-Joint Corporation

nt ols

RECREATION

Julie's Travel Desk

Portland International Raceway

Western Oregon Karate
Association

RESEARCH

Georgia Pacific Corporat on
(Gypsum)

Northwest Regional Educational
Laboratory

SALES

Aqua Pe

Athletic Department o _

Inc.

Ball Ford (Sales)

D (LeernIng

LEARNING SITES

Sales
Construction

Receptionist
Engineer

Production control
Accounting
Machinist
Sales

Secretary /reception
Travel a,7--Y

ManagemeL

K te structcr

Laboratory technici

Librarian
counselor
Photographer
Computer operator
Writer/Editor

Sales clerk
stock :Jerk
Small business agement

Catalogue sales
Warehouse and shipping
Billing and collection

Automobile sales
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EMPLOYER/COMMUNITY SITE LEARNING SITES

,,LES (continued)

Blue Ribbon Sp

Flo

Warehouse
Retail athletic store sa
Catalogue sales
Management

Floral arranging
Sales
Small business management

Frahler Electric Electrician

Georgia Pacific Corporation
(Office)

Gir d's Super Market

ernational Business
Machines Corporation

King's Ca-den, Inc.

Telephone switchboard operL
Recenticnis secretary

Cashier
Stock clerk

Clerical
Accounting
Sales representative

Landscaping
Sales

Knauss Chevrolet (Sales) Automobile sales

Milk & Honey Food Co-op Buying and selling food

Seven-Eleven Sales

Sieberts, Inc. Sales
Business management
Interior decorator

Suzuki of Hillsboro (Sales) Salesman

Western Oregon Marine

SCHCVLS

Charles F. Tigard Elementary

Fowler Junior High
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Mechanic
Salesman

Counselor
Teacher

Counselor
Teacher



EMPLOYER/COMMUNITY SITE

SCHOOLS (continued)

Highland Park School

Raleigh Park Elementary

Templeton Elementary

Tigard High School

Tigard School of Beauty

Twality Junior Hin

Washington County lED
Outdoor School

William Walker Elementary

SERVICES

Business Services

American Data Service

Long-Maxwell
Inc`.

Perron Partnership

Financial Service

First National Bank of Oregon

ciates,

ndix D Sices)

LEARNING SITES

Teacher

Teacher

Teacher

Librarian

Feauty operator

Counselor

Teacher

Keypunch
Computer prog

Engineering
Secretary

Landscape architect

Loan officer
General office
Checking and credit accounting

U-S. National Sank (Tigard) Teller

Customer relations

Food ez

Chalet Pancake. House

Floyd's

Cashier
Waitress

Fry cook
Waitress
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EMPLOYERJCOMMUNITY SITE

'ICES (cnnti

The Goody ...S

He alth Services

Randall K. Corey, D.D.

LEARNING SITES

Waitress
Short order

Prescribing and fitting
glasses and contacts

Dispeting frames and
accessories

Kim Hurley, D.M.D. Dentist
Den al accisrant

Meridian Park Hospital Laboratory technician
urses' aide

Metro -West Ambulance

John A. Nelson, D.M.D.

Physic

Ambulance driver

Dentist
Dental assistant
Receptionist

Surgeons hospital medical receptionist

Insurance Services

Allstate Insurance Company

Investors Ins

Legal rvices

Centrex switchboard
Telephone adjusting
General office
Drive-in claims adjusting

ce Corporation Claims adjusting
Receptionist

Pat Furrer, Attorney

Public Defenders Office

Norman Sepenuk, Attorney

Tigard Justice Court

Legal secretary
Lawyer

Alternatives
InvdstitiNEion

Attorney

Clerk
Judge



EMPLOYER/COMMUNITY SITE

SERVICES (continued)

i cal L'ervi ces

Sall Ford (Service)

Dunmire Specialized Auto
Service

Eagle Aircraft Scivice

International Business
Machines Corporation
(Services`)

Kna -let (S'ervice)

Suzuki. of "Hillsboro (Service)

Tigard Texaco

S cia_t Services-

American Red Cross

Capitol Hill Methodist Church

Children's World Day School

City of Tigard (City Hall),

City of Tigard (Police
Department),

City of Tualatin

Corder° Youth Care Center--

Edwards Activity Center

Appendix D (Learning Sites)

LEARNING SITES

Service
Parts sales

Repairman

Mechanic

Equipment repair
Clerical

Auto mechanic
Parts sales

Service
Parts sales

Small business management
Service .station attendant

Blood program
Volunteer services
Health and safety programs

Ministry

Teacher (pre-school)

Pui,lding inspection
Public works inspection

Police c'r mechanic
Policework

Secretary
Clerk

Counsel

Physical awareness
JOb:skills assisting and

training
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EMPLOYER/COMMUNITY SITE LEARNING SITES

SERVICES (continued)

Metro-Southwest Chamber of Manager

Commerce

Outside-In

Tigard Care Center

Tiny Tigars Day Care Center

Tualatin Valley Guidance Clinic

U.S. Air Force Recruiter

U.S. Army Recruiter

U.S. Navy Recruiting Station

Washington County Fire.
DistriotAl

TRANSPORTATION.

Medical aid
Counselor

Physical therapy
Nurse

Teacher

Counselor

Recruiter

Recr

Recruiter.

Fireman

Georgia Pacific Corporation Diesel

(Trucking and Salvage) Trucking
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APPENDIX E

Recruiting Union Sites

(CE)2 employer relations specialists have had limited experience
with recruiting union personnel or placing students at union sites
for essentially two reasons:

1. only a somewhat small--but steadily growing--percentage
of the Tigard community work force is unionized

students have seldom selected sites where unions are
present and when they have their employer instructors
have been non union members

Other EFL programs may operate in communities where more of the
work force is unionized, thereby increasing the likelihood that
staff will berecruitin4 union and non union sites alike. For
these staff, the following materials may prove helpful.

WHY RECRUIT UNION SITES?

EEICE is intended to provide students with a wide range of
experiences in the world of work. Among these groUps are those we
call labor and management or employees and employers. If
students are to gain a general understanding of the trends and
issues operating in the world of work thy need to understand the
philosophy and contributions of organized labor as well as the
viewpoints of those workers who choose not to participate in the
labor movement. They should experience work situations delimited
by contractual specifications common in the business world--
specifications such as division of work between groups working
together on, the same general tasks (for example, Teamsters making
deliveries and Food Store Employees receiving them).

In eeping with EEICE emphasis on experiential learning in and
the corrounitL, students can best gain this kind of information
Wiese experiences at sites where the influence of organized

or is present. Hence the need to recruit union sites and union
pe onnel into the' EBCE site network.
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MAKING ENTRY INTO UNIONIZED SITES

Anticipate Concerns

Union representatives, conscious that students need "hands on"
experiences for EBCE to be worthwhile, nevertheless may have
difficulty understanding how that can be accomplished within the
laws and. regulations governing the involvement of minors at
work sites and without posing a potential threat to the job
security of adult workers.

EBCE staff responsible for dealing with unionized sites and union
personnel must be prepared to allay legitimate issues and concerns.
These include:

1 Education%programs involving young people in work
places might result in exploitation of the students
(engaging them in productive work without pay and/or
involving them in menial jobs).

2. Student involvement at employer sites could take jobs
away from adult workers and undermine or detract from
proven union-sponsored programs such as apprenticeship
training.

Experience-based education might neglect basic skills
favor of career explorations.

4. A "career education" focus tight result exclusion
of important lifelong learning aspects bf education such
as the arts and humanities.

Plan Your Recruitment Strategy

Based on 's experiences with union sites and their personnel,
the following general approach to unions during site recruitment
is suggested:

1. Ask the site cant% t person whom you interview for site
recruitment about anion contracts at the site and
obtain the name(s) of union representatives there.

During the interview discuss the strategy which should
be used in making the union contact. Get a-general feel
for the union relationship with the company.

Discuss with the contact person any projected changes
in manpower. Students entering the site while employees
are or layoff may be suspect.
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4. When possible, volunteer to initiate the union contact.
This gives you the opportunity to explain the program
completely and answer questions from the business
representative or other union officials.

5. When talking to union representatives, explain in detail
the Exploration Level. Exploration level participation
is a good entry for a site hesitant about getting into
the program, particularly if the site is a closed shop or
union shop.

Describe how learning levels and project activities fit
into the curriculum. Emphasize that onsite learning is
carefully planned and monitored so that it will be
educationally productive for the student rather than
financially productive for the employer. give the union
contact person copies of the program's policy on
student learning and financial productivity.

Give examples of student onsite learning activities.

Before leaving, make sure the union representative
understands the conditions under which the site is
participating.

6. When necessary, develop a memo of understanding or
agreement with the union to supplement the Letter of
Intent for that site. In the memo, delineate the
students' planned. activities at' the site and their
relationships with employees.

Introduce the student to the shop steward if there is
one (cloded shop). Try to insure that the shop steward
has a clear understanding of the agreement between
management and labor. Answer any questions the steward
may have.

B. Follow up with the union representative(s) at regular
intervals to answer additional questions which may
develop from having .a student at the job site.
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POSSIBLE STUDENT LEARNING EXPERIENCES AT UNIONIZED SITES

Exploration level participation is good entry for a site that
fight be hesitant about joining the program. For example, at (CE)2
particular manufacturing firm participates on an exploration
evel basis because it is a cloSed union shop. However, the shop

steward has attended employer instructor development sessions and
is cooperating with the EPS to develop appropriate learning
experiences at the site.

Perhaps the best situatior, would be that in which the student
associates with a worker who explains his work and, when he feels
the student is ready,.stan&. back and supervises as the student

;,does the work for a sho,-I ::lme himself. This process avoids any
work-taking by the stuCeet a:kd places the worker in a pdsition'of
esteem as teacher and supervisor.

In many cases it may not be possible to make an arrangement of
is sort and students will be allowed only to observe. Perhaps

a peried of such obsezvation labor members will come to
tane the EBCE program's methods and goals so that later

stedents can patticipate more actively in the work.
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Try to place students on both exploration and-4earning levels at
sites where several trade or craft unions are present--for example

the building or .:.ohstruction industries. Students could spend a

short ti ,e with each of several different crafts (Plumber,
flIectrieLni, carpenter, welder, and so on), broadly sampling the
--m5truction tilsiness as a whole.

=v or. -zn might be- developed as sites for student

4ea=1-j- ion offices may, be receptive to
OTOV1_z on ::a - experiences for students, having them
atteaa steward training classes, grievance
mecr7Int, arbitraLln cases and collective bargairling.sessions.

Suggest that the business agent invite the student as a guest
to a reoular union meeting and have the student explain the
benefits of the EB program.

If the employer has an apprentice program or a formal training
plan which is part of the union agreement, try to get the student
involved. Unions are almost always receptive to preapprentice
programs. If properly structured, 'credit may be given toward.
regular apprenticeship, benefiting both the student and the
employer.



APPENDIX F

Synopsis of Session I. Orientationn

This first -of- the -year employer instructor development session is
planned to prepare all site personnel for student learning
activities at their sites.

Following is a brief summary of (CE)2`s employer instructor
orientation, arranged by topic and the title of the staff person
involved with that portion of the presentation.
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Greetings and

SESSION I: ORIENTATION

I

ntroduction of Staff: P _g Administrator

The program administrator opened the session by welcoming the
employer instructors as,the key individuals in student onsite
learning and in the success of the program as a whole. He

explained briefly the relationship of (CE)2 to the Northwest
Regional Educational Laboratory and to the National Institute
of Education, the program's funding agency.

Overview of the (CE)2 Program: Program Administrator

As the first step in orienting employer instructors to (CE)2, the
program administrator introduced them to the three curriculum

components into which student learning goals are divided, using

a three-dimensional visual aid consisting of a set of three small

boxes labeled Life Skills, Basic Skills and Career Development
and nested within a larger box representing the curriculum modei

as a whole.

Employer Site Utilization Levels: Staff Member

Using an overhead projector and simple transparencies, a staff
.meMber illustrated to the employer instructors the four major

ways, in which students can utilize employer sites for learning

purposes:
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1. Exploration: a short, general introduction to a firm; a
broad'overview organized by activities contained in
the Exploration Package

2 Learning: alonger employer site visitation, usually
focusing on one or more particular roles or jobs,
during which -'a student works on project

activities

Skill building: an optional indepth relationship with
a job of the student's choice; comparable to

preapprentideShip training

4. Special' placement: an optignal use of an employer site

as a resource for noncareer-related projects
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Exploration Package: Employer Re a-ions Specialist

The Exploration package guiding the student's general.
introduction to a- site is the first instructional material with
which the employer instructor gets involved. Using a package
completed at a site as a trial run, an employer relations
specialist walked through the process of completing a package.
Els were reminded that they would verify the satisfactory
completion of the package before the student left the site.
Copies of the sample completed package were then passed around
for examination by the Els.

Learning Site Analysis For (LSAF): Employer Relations
Specialist

The employer relations specialist introduced this information-
qatht...Ing tool--use-1 to identify specific tasks performed by the
employer instructors on their jobs-by means of a role play
between an interstate truck driver and a (CE)2 ERS. This role
play illustrated the process whereby job tasks may be broken
down into discrete subtasks, which in turn may be analyzed for
their Basic Skills applications.

Use of Information Gathered by the LSAF: Learning Manager

When an employer instructor's job tasks have been recorded in
detail on the LSAF, the form is forwarded to'the learning
manager, who translates the information into student learning
objectives. These learning o1jectives are then written in the
form of a project that integrates student learning in all three
curriculum components and becomes the basis for student onsite
activities.

The LM illustrated techniques for writing up project tasks f
information on the LSAF and for incorporation of Life Skills and
Basic Skills into the project.

The LM went on to explain student use of learning level skill
building activities during the interval between student arrival
at a site and delivery to him'or her of the individualized
project to be completed there.

,Question and Answer Panel: Program Administrator; Two Employer
Relations 5pecialists, Learning Manager, (CE )2 Board of
Directors Member

The program administrator reiterated the point that if the system
was going,to work, it would depend on the efficient "tapping", by
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program staff of the vast pool of knowledge among the employer
instructors. In conclusion, the program administrator summarized
the foregoing information into an overall review of the major
features of the program and then opened the session to questions
from EIs.

Following are several of the questions asked by part cats
answers summarized from the panel's responses:

WlvIt if student is hurt on our job

The employer indemnity agreement that goes into effect when
you join the program puts the responsibility on (CE)2's
shoulders. Health, sickness and accident insurance is
carried by (CE)2, as well as state workmen's compensation
coverage.

If a student at our location causes injury to another emplc
what happens?

Again, we take the responsibility. If suit is brought,
would be brought against (CE)2, not against you or your
business.

What are the limitations on student activities on the job site?
In other words, what can or can't a student do?

The student's actions and learning activities are limited
by four main factors: legal regulations, your particular
contractual requirements, safety considerations and yoUr
judgment as an employer instructor. We will work closely
with each of you to clarify what is, and is not appropriate
for students on your site..

What do students think of the program?

At the end of the first year; student reaction was mixed.
Moststudents said they liked (CE)2, but not all students

did "well." Some students who were very productive in
this program would have been productive wherever they were;
others were productive who probably wouldn't have adjusted
as well to_ a different program. Admittedly, we "failed",
some students just as the regular high school had.

If this is an alternative to high school, how can it be just a
two -year program?

It is actually an alternative to the last two years of high
school. (CE)2 is for 16 and 17-year-olds--juniors and
seniors--only. When they finish our program, they have
finished high school and they get a diploma just like any
other graduating senior.
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When a student is coming to our site, does he or she just show
up, or is the time for the interview scheduled?

The time is scheduled in advance. This happens when the
employer relations specialist arranges with'you for a
student to come to your site for an exploration. At the
sane time, the two of you agree on a time for student
visitation.

What if a student doesn't like the sit

That's part of what an exploration is for--to let the
student get an overview of the site and what goes on there
and decide if he or she would like to learn more about it on
a learning level. Once the student begins an exploration or
learning level, he or she is encouraged to remain until
agreed on learning activities are completed.

Will a student select me or one of my workers as employer
instructor?

Some students request particular individuals with whom to
work, but most select a job site or a 1c,13 in which they are
interested. The individuals who work with them become
employer instructors (Els) through de-ignation by their
stlpervisoror what we call the "contort person" at the site.
Once the Els at a given site have been designated, students
learn with the El in the area in which they're interested.

How do I as an employer selec the employer instructor who will
work with the student?

That selection is dependent on two things; (a) your
understanding of what the El role with -the student will be
and (b) your knowledge of your employees and,best estimate
as to who would make a good EI. Our employer relations
specialists can help you learn about what an HI will be
doing to help the student and can discuss with you the.
general qualitiessuch as patience, optimism and .so on--we
look for in an El. You alon will be familiar enough with
your employees to decide whi individuals would make good
EIs.

Are studedts'suppos d to part cipate in actual work the b?

Yes, it's important for the student to get involved in -what
is actually being done at the site. There's enough
evidence that students have been passive in their learning
too long. However, we want to emphasize the difference
between what we call "educational productivity" and
"commercial productivity"; remember, the student is at
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your site to learn,-not to do work for you. As long as he
or she is learning and the work is safe, we encourage
letting them have "hands on" experiences.

In our business, things happen spontaneously and not according to
a strict schedule. Is it necessary that I be willing to commit
myself to a certain time every day to helpLa student?

By no meanswe welcome variation. The student might want
to participate all day for two or three days rather than
come just in the morning or afternoon. We recommend
scheduling time with the student according to what is
convenient for both of you and what will show the student
the most about your place of business.

Would it go against your emphasis on "individualization" for us
to include the students in our regular employee training sessions?

No not at all.- We individualize and personalize student
learning activities as much as possible, but we also want
them to see realistically as many aspects of the working
world as they can. If at your site

e
the reality of what an

employee does includeS attending a training session, let our
student go too. Besides, such a training session. would give
the student a lot of preliminary information about your site
that could help him or her get acclimated quickly.

SESSION I REVISIONS -------

. For the next,year''s orientation session, a newly-developed slide/
tape replaced the program administrator's program overview and
explanation of the program's four site utilization levels.
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After a staff member introduced revised Basic -Skill procedures,
employer instructors were divided into three groups that rotated
among half-hour works4ops chaired by designated staff:

1. exploration level procedures--employer relations
specialist ,

onsite procedures/responsibilities of student and EI--
employer relations specialist

learning site analysis/predesigned projects -- learning

managers

In all three groups, emphasis was on the employer instructor role,
particularly processes and procedures to be followed onsite,by
the EI.



APPENDIX G

Suggested Training Needs for Session II

Before designing each employer instructor development session,
current information/training needs in that area must be
determdned.

Following are lists of responses from each of three groups--(CE)2
Board of Directors, employer instructors and staffta ingies
regarding appropriate topics for the (CE) 2 problem solving! clinic.

Materials used during the clinic are displayed in Appendix H.
Appendix I contains an evaluation summary of the session, and a
synopsis is contained in Appendix J.
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BOARD RESPONSES

Learning

The employer instructor needs- more feedback on what the student is
doing and how the EI can help him or her.

Employer instructors need more information about the student at
the time of placementmore facts about skill levels and what
can be expected of the student.

The employer instructor needs to know what to expect in terms of
skill areas: How can I help? Should my expectations vary with

each student?

The employer instructor needs to see evidence of student work on
the site (products)..

'Specifically, how does Basic kills.practice fit in with other
site activities?

Behavior

How do we handle problems of appropriate clothing and appearance?

What do I, as employer instraber, do with problems with students
as they occur on the spot?

Students often express a bad attitude-toward school, but still
possess few Basic'Skills. Lack of skills presents problems to
the employer. How can this be resolved?

Program Policy

Students should have a real desire to be on a learning level at
the site; they should have expressed an interest in the
exploration level site.

There is too,much_do for students between explorations,

C- the students reasonably be expected to meet the employer's
scheduling needs?
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EMPLOYER INSTRUCTOR RESPONSES

Learning

What am I to do with a bored student? How do attempt to get a
student involved.on my job site?

Can you-give me came information about what the student is
interested in so that know where to start?

How can I figure out what to show a student?

How much experience and training do students have for specific
jobs?

How do I provide students with learning experiences and yet at
the same time not overload them so heavily?

What do I do when I don't have much time to work with the student?

How much supervision do I give? Do I leave the student on his
own?

Behavior

What do I do when a student is late all the

When I know that I am not getting through to a student, what can
do?

What is the best 'ray to talk to a student about grooming and
attitudes?

How do I encourage a student to be responsible?

How do we open the lines of comm unication?

k

Program Policy

What insurance does (CE) 2 carry?

What safety restrictions are there?

What modes of transportation does 2 use?

What policy regarding labor contracts?

Who has legal authority over the student?
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is (CE) .1 poli regarding student attendance?

How often can I expe:.t to see a representative from

Can I hire a student? Mast I hire a student?

What info- tion about the student can I receive?

What is the system for notifying employers about the student's
learning program?

STAFF RECAP OF QUESTIONS THEY HAVE HEARD ASKED

Learning

What else can students do besides the Exploration Package?

I need to teach reading?

What is done by the students during the rest of the day?

How do 1 know what a student is supposed to learn?

Behavior.

WIat do students do if I am busy?

What do I do about home problems and counseling? About hair?
but attitudes? P-out lack of motivation? About lack of verbal
skills?

Program Policy

Are there restriction s to what students can do on my site?

Do I have to hire the student? Can I hire hi

Who do I contact at (CE)2?

What about attendance? Safety?

Who has authority?
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often do I see someone from .(CE)2?
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Materials for Session II

The main steps of the student's comprehensive learning system are
illustrated on "The Pathway to Employer Site Learning," developed
for use with employer instructors and others intere:ted in the
program. Following the "Pathway" a?.:e sample activities keyed by
number to appropriate steps. Please note, there is not a sample,
activity for every numbered step.

For a presentation, staff provide a brief explanation as well as
illustrative materials as appropriate for each numbered "step."
Employer instructors attending Session II are walked through the,
handout, filling in sample activities as they would for a student
learning at their site.
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PATHWAY TO SITE LEARNING

2.Student meets w ERS to review
results, consider list of
employer sites, select firn
explorations.

1-Student takes SOS, uses CIS
program to gain information
about self and careers.

3-Student completes expldrat
activities, Exploration
Package: El reads, discusses,
signs.

4-Student, ES review explorations,
choose learning level site and/or
further explorations.

ERS, EI complete LS AF.

lL

5. Student proceeds to learnin
level site, completes orientation
activities.

205

Checks with student, ERS
visits site

el, studer' IdQntiff and t,,;
career and applied Basic Sk
activities.

LM writes learning obj ectivess;
ERS and EX meet to prioritize.

ERS returns objectives' to ISM.

Student, LM confer and write
project.
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10.ERS, student. EI meet
to discuss project.

9.EI supperts student

on project.

1_. Student completes project.

124 monitors and certifies
project work.

d. Student completes evaluation
of site.

El completes evaluation of
student.

12.When learning at that site is
exhausted, new interests developed
and project completed, student
asks ERS for new site and new
cycle begins.

7,E1 certifies performance, alerts
staff of basic Skills needs.

CIS
EI

ER5
LM
L.SAF

SDS

GLOS:SARY

Career Information System
Employer Instructor
Employer Relations Specialist
Learning Manager
Learning Site Analysis Form
Self Directed Search

Meanwhile, student completes
competencies and projects on other
sites, participates in employer
seminars, tutoring, high school
Classes, special placements and
community activities.
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SAMPLE PATHWAY ACTIVITIES

Career Information System Sample Question

Corresponds to Number 1 on Pathway

Physical Limitation: Your physical abilities may affect yo

choice.

1. Lifting

Are you able to do heavy work? That means a job in which you
lift 100 pounds or often lift and carry 50 pound objects. It

also means lots of walking, standing, stooping, reaching
moving things. (Circle one code word.)

Ey"-

Yes, I could
No, I wouldn't be able to
I could, but wouldn't want o

I don't know

t three places (or depar
an exploration.

Code Word

Yes
No
CD
DK

where you would like to go on

List one activity you plan to participate in on your exploration
level.

Choose the learning level location you wish to visit (remember,
you muat have gone on an exploration there).
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Learning Site Analysis Form Sample Activity
Corresponds to Millibar 4 on Pathway

MAJOR TASK

SUBTASKS for student
participatlen

Fundamental

COMMUNICATIONS
-(How
well) SPECIFIC JOB SKILLS LIFE SKILLS

APPLICATION

Applied;
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Learning Level Skill Development Sheet Sample Activity

Corresponds to Number45 on Pathway

Directions:

1. Ask your employer instructor to take a few minutes to
discuss with you the tasks you will be doing on your
learning level. List them here .

2. Ask your El how well you should be able to do each task.
List what he or she says here.

3. When you think you can do a task as well as your EI says
you should, have him or her check you off.

TASK EMPLQIER OK
initial) (da
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Student Evaluatior of Learning Site Sample Questions

Corresponds to Number 8 on Pathway

STUDENT EVALUATION OF LEARNING SITE

Student __ Date

employer Instructor

5ite

4earning Level Skin Buildinq Level

EI DEMONSTRATES AN UNDERSTANDING OF HIS HER ROLE BY:

Providing_grientatiElmy
ing introductions tQ other people

Orienting to

Clarifying expectations of dress /grooming

Defining rules and punctuality

COmrent

Ei PROVIDES A PRODUCTIVE LEARNING ENVIRONI NF BY:

Being interested in development of student and program

Being willing to take time to help

Encouraging independent work on assigned tasks

Understanding why student is there

Giving feedback on performance

Encouraging new and meaningful experiences

Supplying company information and materials
.-----_ - ---
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Student Performance Review Sample Questions

Corresponds to Number 8 on Pathway

2

Student

Employer

Site

Learning Level fl

STUDENT PERFORMANCE REVIEW

Instructor

ATTENDANCE/PUNCTUALITY
Reports toemployer_site or -4-1,2
Adheres to established

Skill Building

Comment:

ATTITUDE

Level

Undeestands and acceptS responsibility

Observes employer's rules

Shows interest and enthusiasm
Courteous, cooperative

Good team worker

J gment

Poise, self-confidence

Demonstrates appropriate .i. n

Concerned for equipment /property

Comment:

Uses nit.ative, seeks -p-- uni _- to learn

Leaning- growth
duality of assigned projects

As_- questions_ of a 0: riate _ son

Uses e oyer site learning resources

Comment:

Between Numbers 8 and 9 on Pathway

At this point, someone else should be writing learning objectives
for you to complete on the site However, based on the task that
you outlined in the Learning Site Analysis Form, write the topic
of the project you think could be completed on your job-site:
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EI Supports Student Work

Corresponds to Nunther 4 on Pathway

Share one thought about this site and project that v_ou want tc
remember to tell your employer instructor.

EI, Student, ERS Meet

Corresponds to Number 10 on Pathway

This step is where the employer instructor, student and employer
relations specialist discuss the project to be completed. Give
your best guestimate of when the project (the one above, for which
you have a title) will be completed.

Project completion date:

Student Completes Project

Correspond Number 1 on Pathway

This step approaches the end of your learning at this employer site.
List one important thing you have gained as a student at this site.
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Evaluation of Session II

An evaluation of the (CE) 2 employer instructor problem solvine
clinic was conducted by NWREL's EWE evaluation unit to determine
the clinic's impact on employer instructors and to identify El
suggestions for improving future clinics and program operations.

The evaluation consisted principally of three strategies:

1. comparin7 the content of the clinic preSentation with
the questions that had recently been elicited from Els
by (CE) staff

2. having an evaluator observe the clinics on both evenings

developing and analyzing a self - administered EL problem
solving clinic questionnaire
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PROBLEM SOLVING CLINIC EVALUATION

Findings

The cL.tent of the employer instructor oroblem solving clinic was
-dged to be highly congruent with the set of questions received
the project staff from selected LIs contacted prior to the

clinic.

Observations of the two evaluators attending the clinics
indicated that the presentations on both nights were exceptionally
well organized and presented. The "Pathway to Employer Site
Learning" and other handouts were well designed and did much to
focus the presentations and discussions. Several of the EIs with
whom evaluators talked after the clinic indicated=, that they found
the session useful. The only area that was noted where future
attention might be needed was timing. It appeared that too much
information was covered for the time available.

The EI questionnaire was distributed to each clinic part-cipant
at the end of the evening. Of the 42 Els attending the clinic,
25 completed the questionna

-estionnaire responses are tabulated on the following pages.
Since the clinic was intended primarily to answer EI questions
about the program, it was impressive to note that the highest
rating by EIs was given to the program staff's willingnets to
respond to questions. The area receiving the lowest rating was
EI understanding of the student learning system.

In PartII of the questionnaire, 24 of the 25 Els felt that the
program's expectations for participating LIs were realistic All
EIs responding to the next quesfion felt that a weekly visit to
their site by the employer relations Specialist was sufficient to
maintain communications. The most frequent. student changes cited
by LIs involved students becoming more interested in a particular
job or gaining in such general work-related behaviors as
punctuality.

EIs indicated their -interest in having future seminars addrc-is
(a) helping students reach their objectives, (b) judging student
performance and 4(c) learning about the real world of work and the
training needed for it
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S--.MARY OF QUESTIONNAIRE RESPONSES

Following are questions asked and the tallied responses to each.

Part T

Based on your personal judgment of the problem solving clinic
tonight, please rate the following areas by circling for each:
excellent, good, fair or poor.

1. How relevant to your interests were
the problems discussed tonight
under "policy"?

2. How relevant to your in erehts were
the problems discussed der
"learning system"? ,,

3. How relevant to your interests were
the problems discussed under
"student behavior"?

4. How willing was the staff to
respond to your questions?

How useful do you feel tonight's
clinic was in helping you to do a
better job of working with
students?

6. How realistic, in your opinion,
were most of the answers that were
suggested tonight?

7. How well lo you feel you understand
the student learning system now?

How feasible do you feel the
student learning system is at your
job site?

23

16

1 14

2 0

7 14
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Part II

If you prefer, you may complete this section of the ques ionnai
sometime during the next several days and give it to the employer
relations specialist on his/her next visit to your site.

1. Do you feel that the program's expectations for participating
employers are realistic? Yes 24 No 1

Comments:

The site exploration process is well suited to the stock
brokerage business; however, the learning site process is
barely feasible here.

Anything that can be done to steer the youth in a
direction is worthwhile.

Yes, if the employer has time d room.

I feel it wouldte helpful to have the program better
explained to the various business managers /owners.

ul

I think some classroom type seasion6 concerning what to
expect in a given' trade--for example, paperhanging--would be
helpful.

The only way the program can be productiVe is if there is a
"give and take effort" by (tom) 2 and employers.

The program is flexible enough to meet the varying needs of
each employer.

I would like the exploration level at my particular job tc be
over a full day or two rather than bits and pieces. It would

a more realistic-vieW of what goes on.

2 Do you feel that aA4eekly visit to your site by the employer
relations specialist is of sufficient frequency to maintain
good communications? Yes 24 No Q NO Response

Comments:

I feel that a complete uftderstanding has developed between us.

Often a phone call is probably sufficient and saves man hours
for everyione, especially the employer relations specialist.

But I don't see them once a week. I don't feel it is of
great importan:- if things are going well.
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Telephone calls to.

A more frequent vi
situation dictates.

Appendix I (Eval Lion)

monthly visit would be adequate.
answer questions should be sufficient.

schedule can be arranged when the

have never seen this person.

Weekly is too frequent.

What changes, if any, have you seen
assigned to your employment site?

Coments:

felt their general un
heightened greatly.

Finally, student are she
profession.

They are better mannered.

n our b

n students

_iness was

interest in this'

I feel that (ftame) interest in 'motorcycle repair has
increased since he has had t1' oppartunity'to do some
repairs on his own. .

actual

They become more at ease n a shop area--their competence
level rises rapidly.

(nom) has improved her attitude realizing that work is work.

note an improved awareness of the importance
accuracy, care in detail.

of punctuality,

Thd student has monstrated an improvement in self-confidence
and an increased willingness to communicate with personnel.

They have more enthusiasm and desire to learn.

They have become more, self - confident and bett
communicate with people. .

We' haven't.had enough students e a judgment.

le to
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220

What topics would you like to have included in the nent
employer instructor training session? Listed below are some
possible areas. Write down additional ones if you care to.
Then indicate for each area how important you think it would
be to you by circling H for high value, M for medium value
and L for low or no value. (NR indicates no response.)

Techniques in how to communicate with
a student about grooming and other
concerns

How to judge student performance

How to give feedback to a student to
let him/her know how he/she is doing

How to help a student schedule his/her
me at my site

How to motivate a student _d get him/
her more involved

How to get a student to ask questions

How to help a student reach his/her
objectives

How to help a student use equipment
properly

How to introduce a student to the real
world of work and the training he/she
needs for it

List other topics of interest to you:

VALUE

H _ f NR

8

6 8 1

12

12 y
1

3 3

14 8 3

14 8

21

18

How help a student understand rules of safety and ethics.

How do our jobs and techniques relate to other class activities
and other job sites?

Techniques other employers have found to be successful in dealing
with students on exploratory and learning levels would be useful.



You should provide
methods or efforts
some time could be
differs from other

- Miscellaneous:

Appendix I (Evalua

some feedback from the students as to what
by employers were the most effective. Possibly

CE:devoted to the objectives at ()2 and how (CE)2
career education programs.

The time seemed short for the

I feel that the presentation
with (CE)2 students.

of subject matter discussed.

will enable me to do a better job
I had come before as I now have a

better understanding of what the students may expect
what I can offer to them.

to do and

Students should be/informed of all company policies, benefits and
chain of command. /They should learn dependability.

X
I am beginning to understand the true role of the employer
instructor.

I would like to reduce program staff involvement in the next
employer training session. A good gut-level discussion of the
nine topics above by students and employers would be interesting
and extremely beneficial.

What is the basic philosophy behind (CE)2? Is the program aimed
at finding careers for students? Or is it just an educational
tool? My question being, "Is it realistic to expect 17 and 18-
year-old people to be able to realize what they want to do with
their lives?" Another concern is that the education at (CE)2
seems to be task-oriented. I have a fear that the "becoming"
side of education is'being neglected--that is, literature,
psychology and sociology.

programs I have, seen have all been well presented and the fact that
you question how effective. they are tells me they will always be
well presented.
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Synopsis of Session II: Problem Solving Clinic

The second employer instructor development session wf planned to
respond to employer instructor questions and concerns arising
the first student visitations to sites.

Following are brief s
arranged by topic and
portion of the activi

f information covered each night,
of the staff person leading that
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SESSION II: PROBLEM SOLVING CLINIC

Greetings: Program Administrator

After a period of informal conversation and coffee, the employer
instructors werelwelcomed to this, the second session for EIs
to be held during the year, by the program administrator, who
then introduced staff members to the group and outlined the

session.

1

Objectives of the Meeting: Student Coordinator

The purpose of the evening's program was reviewed by the student
coordinator in the context of the employer instructor development

component.

The audience at this point was divided in half. One group
attended the presentations on program provisions and student
support system, while the other a"-ended the presentation on
learning system. The two groups 1,.,en switched places so tha

participants had attended ' presentations.

Program Provisions: Program Administrator

The program administrator reviewed for the employer instructors
the means by which information had been gathered for the
evening's clinic. Questions had been solicited from a
representative sample of employer instructors, from the Board
of Directors (as employer representatives) and from members of
the program staff. These questions had then bean grouped by
topic to result in the material covered in the three "sections"
of the clinic.

Using an overhead prof =or and a list of "Questions Often Asked

About (CE)2 Program " the program administrator offered
brief answers to the questions com iled:

What insurance does (CE)2 carry?

(qE)2 carries a sizable general liability policy covering
employers participating in the program. When you sign a
Letter of Intent to host students at your places of business
we enact an Indemnity Covenant on your behalf. This makes
Community Experiences for Career Education, Inc.., subject to
suit in case of liability questions.
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We have secured State Accident Insurance Fund coverage
for all our students, making it unnecessary for employers _cp

carry our students on their SAIF rolls.

An additional accident and health policy on each of our
students covers minor injuries that might take place in cr
about the learning center.

safety restrictions are the:-7

students must follow the same safety rules that govern
employees at the site they are visiting.

what modes of transportation does (CE)2 use?

Wha

(CE)2 students may use the (CE)2 van, private autos or public
buses in getting to and from their employer and community
sites. Parents must approve in writing the type(s) of
transportation their sons or daughters may use.

your policy regarding labor contracts?

Program staff work with an appropriate labor representative
to discuss any contract that might affect a student at a
site. ?e neither ignore nor accept labor contracts as a
whole; rather, we negotiate each situation individually as
students visit sites.

WhO has le thor..itj over the student?

The (Ct)2'Board of Directors and program staff have legal
authority and control over the students and the program.
(CE)2 grants the employer the right to take whatever action
is appropriate while a student is onsite. There, the students
are responsible to the employer.

What is your policy regarding student attendan

(CE)2 students are still legally enrolled in Tigard High
School and are bound to comply with state attendance
requirements. Students are asked to account for their time
on employer sites by using time cards. Employer instructors
should counsel students regarding attendance just as they
would. an employee.

Now often can I expect to see a representative from (CE)2?

Our intention is to have an employer relations specialist
contact er.iployer instructors once a week during a student's
Darning there. EIs are welcome to call an EPS at any time
to discuss a stueent's progress or to ask questions.
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I hire student? Must I hire a student.

A basic program conviction is that a student's major purpose
in visiting employer sites is to learn. We promote
educational productivity for students, rather than commercial
productivity. While at a site, the student can participate
in what's going on for the purpose of learning. But he or
she shouldn't be encouraged, to do something just to keep busy
or to get a little something for you. Reproductions of the
"Policy Regarding Student Learning and Work For Pay,
Statement Regarding Productivity" (see Appendix N) were
handed out so employer instructors could read (CE)2's forma
position in this regard.

When the student has completed learning activities at your
site, you may offer employment if you wish. You are not
obligated in any way to hire any student.

How /often will I be invi ted to rreti.ngs like this?

times a year.

re your students selected?

All Tigard High School students are eligible to apply to
(CE)2. Applicants are selected to represent a range of
interests, previous achievement, ability and career
aspirations.

Student Support Systerm Student Coordinator

The employer instructor's role as a source of student guidance was
the focus of the student coordinator's remarks. "You can provide
communication with the student which from his point of view will
be a lot more meaningful and realistic than anything we, the staff,
could say."

The employer instructor was encouraged to exercise authority for
the conduct of the student while he or she was learning at the
site. "The student is to be treated like any other employee and
expected to take the responsibility-for his actions regarding
such things as grooming, hygiene, attendance and behavior."
However, although the employer instructor has the authority to
make decisions as appropriate for the student and the site, he or
she may consult with program staff at any time for assistance or
counsel, particularly regarding student conduct.

Based on student behaviors deemed 'typical" or "recurring,"
a small booklet had been put together by the student coordinator.
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s booklet was used az a discussion prompter to get employer
instructor opiniOns and suggestions regarding behaviors--both
those illustrated and others they had observed--they dealt with
as they worked with students. The SC was assisted by several
program students in facilitating the discussion and making
suggestions from the student's point of view.,

Learning System: Learning Manager, Learning Resource Specialist

This portion of the presentation concentrated on ways in which
employer instructors could make their site interesting to student
learners.

Using learning level materials, the learning manager first
illustrated a few activities that haght be derived from a site as
seemingly "ordinary" as a motorcycle sales and service shop. The
list resulting from the employer instructors' answers to the
question, "What could--or should--a student learn about what is
involved in business operations at your site?" ranged from
studying legislation affecting recreational use of bike trails to
understanding various insurance regulations relating to motor
vehicles and to business operations.

The learning resource specialist then explained student progress
through a learning level experience, which occurs after a
student has explored three to five sites to survey interests.
using two handouts--one illustrating in cartoon form'the student's
"Pathway to Employer Site Learning" and the other consisting of
brief examples of activities composing steps along the path (see
Appendix H)--the LRS walked the Els through what an El and
student would be doing, both together and independently, during
the course of a student's learning level activities.

The LM explained several of the steps in the pathway related to
writing a project, using exemplary Learning Site Analysis Forms,
lists of learning objectives and sample projects.

Wrap-Up and Evaluation: Program Administrator

The program administrator distributed to each employer instructor
attendancettendance an evaluation form and requested that they be

filled out before Els left or returned later by mail.
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SESSION II REVISIONS

The next year's problem solving cl c consolidated employer
Instructor's indicated needs into two topical areas:

basic skills procedures, beginn
Into the program and continuing
onsite activities

with student entry
oughout projects and

2 employer instructor and student res sibilities for
learning progress, contact with stay and behavior while
a student is at the site

Basic Skills procedures were explained to the entire group by
a staff member, who used sample activities and.h _clouts to walk

Els through what they would be expected to do to respond to
students' Basic Skills needs.

The second topic was addressed via a student- produced videotape
of a day in the life of an EI and student at a site a stern,
chastising, "too busy " ZI confronted with a tardy, -Imotivated
student who does not know what he wants to do or what he is
supposed to do. The entire group viewed the tape, broke into
three discussion groups, then reconvened to compile conclusions
and suggestions.
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SynopsiS of Session III: Training Session

Session III is planned to focus on employer instructor skill
needs identified through evaluation of Session 11.

Following are brief sumneries of topic areas covered during the
session. Staff titles are indicated for those activities needing
a coordinator.
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SESSION TRAINING SESSION

Orientation: Program Administrato

-Relations Specialist

earning Manager, Employer

For those employer instructors new to the program since
Session II, f, half hour orientation was held before the training

session began.

This orientation consisted primarily of brief explanations of
student learning processes and strategies, including Exploration
Package and process; learning level process, materials and
projects; and the Learning Site Analysis Form. The learning

manager used a ,handout entitled "The Pathway to Employer Site
Learning" (see Appendix H).'

The importance of the employer instructor as the students'
"teacher of record" and certifier of individual progress was
emphasized throughout. Els were assured that they are best
qualified to fulfill this role, and with students spending so
much of their time on employer sites, the Els are very important.
They would be the faculty in the traditional high school.

The program administrator pointed out that the materials
developed for this program are a substitute for traditional
textbooks. However, they are process outlines rather than being
content-focused, offering greater flexibility and'relying on
individuals to "fill them in."

After fiel , -everal questions from the new EIs, the program

administrator ved into the next phase of the session.

Large Group Introduction to Session III: Program Administrator

To begin this phase, staff members introduced themselves and
spoke briefly on where they thought the program and secondary
education were heading.

The program administrator introduced the purpose for the

evening's get together: gathering EI response to questions

generated during Session II. The Els then divided into three

groups, each of which discussed among themselves--with assistance

as needed from an attending staff memberthe three topic areas

on the agenda.

The following' synopsis of each topic area incorporates comments
by all three EI groups. Emphasis in each session was on Els
helping each other; EI opinions and suggestions in turn provided
input to staff for future program decisions.
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Although no group's discussion fdilowed strictly the topical
areas indicated--and other questions and comments wove in and out
of the conversation---the following indicate the range of El
contributions:

Ways of HelOng and Encouraging Students Onsite

Try to get rid of your titles and relate as persons; may be
eeasier fdr-an employee tfianfor a boss or owner, -but it's a good

idea for everyone.-.

"I try'to show them I'm nobody special. I'm just here,to help you
do your-projects.- I spend a lot of time 'with the students trying
to get them to talk."

Find out what some of the student's other interests are and ask a
few questions about them; try to get to know the student as an
individual..

Try to prepare your employees for arrival of a student so they can
help the student adjust and "fit in."

Introduce the'student to people at the site as soon as possible;
young people are always very impressed when they are given the
chance to meet people from the top of an organization all the way
down.

Treat the stlidents like employees; try to make them feel as much
a part of what's going on as possible, whether it's a production
crisis or a birthday coffee.

Try to face up+to any uncomfortable situation at the site; don't
hesitate to deal straight on with "hassles," and help students take
that approach, too; be honest and encourage them to be.

Structure their first few experiences to guarantee some success
and shore up their self-confidence; some students discover success
for the first time at a site.

Judging Student Performance Onsite

You can judge student performance - -as well as sincerity, attitude
and. intentions--better th lore involved with them you get; also,
their performance will be .fected by the human concern you express
for them and for other people.

Observe closely how fast students catch on to the tasks inherent
in the job they are exploring: Can they de whayou suggest as an
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"exercise" or learning activity? Can they do it in a
straightforward way,:or do they need quite a bit of time? Do they

need more practice, perhaps?

When a student is working on project tasks, use the criteria that
were spelled t with the ERS beforehand.

Apply the sane criteria you set for your.own work; specifying
criteria (how well a job is to be done) also helps an employer
look at himself and his own job.

Students will tell you if you're not doing the right things as
employer instructors.

Helping Students Learn About the World of Work and Training
Needed for Specific Jobs

Students learn about work and training from being at the scene,
almost by osmosis that is, observation.

Help students put what they observe into perspective by "rapping"
with them: "I have to !deglamorize' my site because they think
it's such hot stuff (radio station); I really have to help them see
there's a lot of menial stuff involved, as well as being a 'famous'
DJ."

Use the Learning Site Analysis Form and interview as bases for
understanding the potential of your site for involvement, and
also for becoming vividly aware of all the tasks combined in your
job.

"I try to show them everything at one time or another -- good and
the bad, the clean and the dirty, the morning slack time as well as
the afternoon pressures."

Wrap-Up and Reports from Small Groups: Program Administrator

After reconvening all participants from the three discussion groups
into one large gathering, the program administrator asked a
representative from each to summarize the main points .made in their
groups. Following are some representative comments made during
this wrap-up period:

What turns students on is Le e; it depends on the one-

one knack.

Try to be ourselves, be consistent; the program's value is in
exposing students to different kinds of ethployers.
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Treat st!:: -.z as peers.

We need ,formetion regarding making the cploration
mot interesting for both EIs and students.

We need more f, =sack from the'program rec- .ding student
and what we mi9nt have done to improve the experience.

To judge performance, it is important to specify objectives
clearly.

There might also be times aff to give suggestions on teaching.

More basic than setting cr teria, you should ask yourself what you
expect to do.

We need feedback: Why is the student coming back? Am I doing it
right? and so on.

We need specific tasks and areas of responsibility.

We perhdps even need some background information about individual
students.

Set some standards and let students know them.

ERSs should give more input to EIs.

Sometimes students lose interest after a week; aren't there better
ways to determine interests prior to taking on sites?

Guidance is sharing: a person helping a person sort things out.
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SESSION III REVISION

The next year, employer instructors expressed needs for skill
imvrovement centered around opening up effective and mutually
comfortable lines of communication ,.with stlidents. As a result,
Session III became a full-blown "communications training session,"
formatted as indicated on the following agenda:

7:30 p.m. Greetings

7:35 Introduction

Introduce resource person
Give background information

5 minutes

5 minutes

7:40 Theory Input 15 minutes

Role of communication in everyday interactions
Supportive/defensive climates

7:55 Four Communications Skill Practice Sessions

1. Paraphrasing
Debriefing

2. Perception check
Debriefing

15 minutes
minutes

15 minutes
2 minutes

Behavior description 15 minutes
Debriefing

4. Description
Debriefing

Wrap-Up/ConclAsion
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APPENDIX L

Synopsis of Session IV: Feedback

This fourth in the series of employer instructor development
sessions (held the week schoo.Pended) emphasized feedback from
various community resource people regarding changes that might be
made in the program to better facilitate student learning in the
cvmmrnity.

Competency certifiers- --not normally considered part of the
"employer" network--were also invited. For a feedback session
it was felt that certifier experiences with students away from
the learning center and their solutions for evaluating student
performance could benefit staff and employer instructors equally.

Following are brief summaries of the evening's discussion topics
the staff person participating in each_discussiSn group is
indicated by title.
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SESSION IV: FEEDBACK SESSION

Introduction and Purpose: Program Administrator

The program administrator opened the .session by explaining that
this was the climax of the year-long drive to involve employers
in the program, not only as instructors, but also as designers
and evaluators. This would be done by soliciting feedback from
employers relating to their program experiences as they hosted
students as a competency certifier, on an exploration or on a
learning level.

Each participant was asked to attend one of three groups on the
basis of his involvement with students. These groups were
chaired by one staff member and recorded by a second staff member.
Each person was asked to analyze the topic dealt with by the group
in terms of three questions:

1. How has (CE)2 improved since your initial contact with
tht. program?

2. What are your areas of concern now?

3. That help can you give in future planning for (CE) 2

Exploration Level Suggestions: Employer Relations Specialist

A photograph and statement as to why the student is there should
be presented by the student to the El on arrival and posted by
the El. Personnel and security people will then be aware why
students are there.

The El should present the students with a business ca=-d and
introduce them to ("ther key personnel upon arrival onsite,

Students should wear a (CE)2 patch with their name to identify
themselves to other employees and to promote (CE)2 name
familiarity.

The El and student should hold a conference at the conclusion of
the = exploration to provide the El with positive and negative
feedback from the student, and to provide the student with
feedback from the El. This is the appropriate time for the El to
verify completion of the exploration and to enter comments in the
Exploration Package.

The El should be provided with a checklist describing his or her
role in the exploration' process. Sometimes the student is assigned
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to a different person on each day of the exploration. Frequently
those persons have not been oriented to (CE)2 and consequently are
unaware of their role.

The site --ard file should be accessible to the student to alert
him or her to Ei expectations. T'e site card should include:

1. name of company and address

2. name of El and other key employees (in case El is not
available when the student arrives)

brief description of the job and El expectations
student in terms of a9pearance/behavior/other

preferred time of day and length of stay (for example,
a.m/p.m.)

5. other pertinent information

Nine hours is too-long for some explorations and not long enough
for others. Some flexibility should be introduced. If this
information is available to students, may prejudice their
selection of sites.

ration Package

On the first page, stude . should write a statement of expectations
before going to the site and statements of impressions after.
Employer instructors would like to know of student reactions,
positive or negative, as soon as possible either during or i

immediately after the exploration.

On the match/mismatch page, we may be supplying too much
informationthat is, too many word cues for the students.
Indication.of interests on this page prior to the exploration may
tend to bias students. Through exposure to new situations, they
might develop new interc3ts.

For the comments page, the conference mentioned earlier would be a
good time for the employer instructor to verify completion of the
exploration and to enter his or her comments in the package.

For the interview, students should be provided with instructions
and interview techniques prior to the first exploration. This
might be done in several ways:

1. Bring a radio or TV interviewer to conduct a group session.

2. Train employer instructors at an evening session.
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Give employer instructors a checklist what students
need to know.

4. Students might prepare questions in advance to share with
the employer relations specialist and/or learning manager.

Employer instructors don't like the tape recorder but raalize the
students' need for it.

Exploration process

Find out how students feel about sending Computer Information
Service (CIS) information to parents. Is it useful to parents?

An introduction meeting for the employer instructor and student is
a good idea. It should involve those EIs who will work directly
with students.

Learniig Level Suggestions: Employer Relations Specialist

Major recommendations

There should be more teamwork (employer relations specialist,
student, employer instrw!t:r, learning manager) on writing the
Learning Site Analysis d.m, learning objectives and projects.

Through such teamwork, the uniqueness of each site will
be a factor in the development of objectives.

2. If projects are to mesh academic and job skills
adequately, the only way to do justice to the job skills
is by allowing the El to participate in the writing.

Some of the objectives are not demanding enough;
cooperation between the student and El could prevent this.

4. According to the needs of the student, as well as the
learning site, projects could be either more structured
or more free--that is, individualized to the character
of the student and `Lie site.

There should be a (CE)2 form on which to evaluate each student
concerning academic background and other significant
characteristics, such as ability to realize time commitments and
so forth.

Use of this by the El would be optional,

After this, would be up to the El to request more
extensive information.
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Accountaoility because of tie uniqueness of each learning site,
the issue of how to deal with time commitments should be
individnAlly negotiated.

1. Weekly (CE)2 time ards will be tightly enforced.

2. Treat the student as you would a regular employee that

is, learning the job 'includes being there on time and
following through to conclusion.

Set schedule with each student and see -t he or
site maintains it (the EI should check the sadent in and
out).

4. When a schedule agreement is set up between the student
and the EI at the outset of the learning level experience,
this should be communicated to the ERS so that monitoring
and followup can be individualized.

There should be a followup on each student for the benefit and
interest of the EI.

(CE)2 should contact each site once a week for feedback,
regardless of the number of students there.

1. Some of the Els seemed to feel the need for more
encouragement and consistent visits from the ERS.

2. A telephone call would be better than nothing and could
determine the need for a visit.

Students on an exploration could work with students on a learning
level to provide more comfortable entry.

More night meetings should be held, since days are a busy time
for Els.

Other points well taken

One site person present was not an employer instructor, and the E-
wes not invited to the meeting. It is essential for the El to be
present.

One EI felt that the program (translation of job skills, ;earning
Site Analysis Form, objectives, projects) took over and imposed a
rigidiuy that did not leave enough opportunity for EI input and

creativity.

Perhaps there should be more stringent selectivity on choosing Els.
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Competent Suggestions; Learning Resource Specialist

Problems

First aid competency: The

certifier sometimes certifies
students he or she never sees
and should have more personal
contact and practical
application, rather than simple
study and testing.

The certi. ier needs clearer
specifications as to what
students are expected to learn
or know.

Sometimes several students turn
in identical work. How does
the certifier know if they have
really done the work needed to
understand the competency?

It is sometimes difficult for
1:ertifiers to work large groups
of students into their business
schedule - -a system is needed to
modulate the flow of students

Certifiers want more precise
feedback from students as to
their interests and competence.
Too many students seem to be
doing the competencies not out
of real interest or sense of
need, but just to get
certified.

Certifiers wish to have the
right to deny certification
if performance is not
satisfactory.
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Possible Solutions

a training session at a fire
station or at (CE) 2

a seminar-style class

The learning resource specialist
will review each competency with
certifiers and secure their
further suggestions.

The certifier could question
.students orally before
certification to ascertain their
levels of understanding.

Seminars

Start students on competencies
early in the year; adjust their
schedules to correspond to the
peaks and valleys of certifiers'
work demands.

How about some process oriented
conferences? Perhaps counseling
could be expanded in this area;
some certifiers would like to
participate in this.

They have that righti. perhaps
this should be clarified for all
certifiers.



Problems

There is too great a,contrast
between the freer,
individualized style of the
rest of the program and the
rilidity of the oompetencies.
Certifiers feel it affects
adversely their relationship
with students.

The learning engendered and
measured by the competencies
is too limited in scope.

Appendix L (Feedback)

Possible Solutions

Point out repeatedly that while
they may now appear simply as
demanding tasks, these skills
will, in the long run, help
them survive, which is what
EBCE is all about.

A certifier could communicate a
student's need to (CE)2 staff so
further work in that area can be
built into the student's learning
plan; all adults involved should
try to follow through more.

The eight problems above were stated specifically by at least one
certifier, and cten agreed to by several certifiers. (CE) 2

staff perceived two common threads of frustration running through

the certifiers' Comments:

1. They want to contribute their time and effort, but they
want to:spend it really helping students learn something;
too often they feel they Are mely rubber stamps.

2. The competencies are
expanded somewhat so
understanding of the

too limited in scope and should be
that studentr gain a better
area covered by the competency.

The interest and involvement of the certifiers was impressive,
as was their genuine desire to teach and help students. In fact

almost all the problems mentioned derive from what they experience

as the frustration of this motive. It 'is a highly desirable
attitude that should be reinforced by a careful consideration
the certifiers' opinions about the competencies.

if it is decided that the general scope of the competencies should
remain unchanged, it would be desirable to expand certifier
involvement in the program. One way this can be done is to utilize
them as special placement sites for individual project work. This

solution would increase the site resources available to students
and give certifiers the opportunity for the greater personal
involvement with students that they desire.
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SESSION IV REVISIONS

The following year the final development jathering again focused
on eliciting analysis of explorations, L.:laming levels and
competencies from those involved with students in each activity.
However, partidular attention was paid to procedures for
identifying students' Basic Skills needs and supporting
indlvidualized practice during onsite project work and competency
certification

On the basis of suggestions compiled,'several refinements were
made in the system for providing students with'Basic Skills
practice both on employer/community sites and at the learning
center.
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The Learning Site Analysis Process: A Simulation

Following is a fictional account of a firm's recruitment into
EBCE, its selection for exploration and 7Parning by a student and
the ensuing process of learning site analysis by an EBCE employer
relations specialist and an employer instructor at a participating
site This simulation is intended to illustrate some of the
processes and principles discussed on pages 112-118. Notes to the
reader regarding some of these topics are also included.

The use of an auto dealership in this example is not intended to
suggest a recommended or "typical" type of EBCE employer/community
site. Any community agency, place of business or occupation--
whether horticulturist or lawyer or professional model--can offer
significant learning to students in an EBCE program.

"Brown Chevrolet" is used here because everyone is basically
familiar- with such a business and the services it offers, thus
providing a common ground from which to illustrate the learning
site analysis technique.

For another example of a completed LEAF, together with learning
objectives and student project developed from ISAF data, see
Appendix P.
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PRIOR TO THE INTERVIEW

How the Site Was e_ uited

Brown Chevrolet is a medigm 3ized EBCE employer site that came to
the attention of the program's employer relations specialist when
Charles Goddard, Brown Chevrolet's general manager, heard a talk
about EBCE at a Chamber of Commerce -eting. Afterwards he
approached Ted Rummell, the EP who had given the talk, and asked
him if he would like to come out and explain more about the
program.

The following week Ted visited the site
the owner for the recruitment interview.
interested in EBCE and agreed to make
to EBCE students.

The person with authority to decide if a
join EBCE will vary. Usually it will be
general manager. The employer relations
this person's signature on the Letter of
whether this person or someone else will
students.

to meet with Goddard and
Both were obviously
n Chevrolet available

place of business will
the owner, president or
specialist must obtain
Intent - -regardless of
work directly with

Identifying and Preparing Employer Instructors

Goddardwho would be listed in the progr 's records as "site
contact person"--volunteered to serve also as employer instructor
(EI) for students wishing to explore the business as a whole or
the sales department. Be asked his shop foreman, Ai Armstrong, to
become the employer instructor for students interested in exploring
the shop. Goddard knew that Armstrong worked well with people and
that he was involved in several activities with young people,
including coaching a Little League team. The office manager
agreed to be the El for students wishing to explore the office.

The owner and all three EIS-Goddard, Armstrong and the office
manager--attended the employer instructor orientation session at

:niA center the last week in August.

Students ChoOse Site Based on Interest

In late September Brown Chevrolet Sales Department was selected
for exploration by a girl in her second year in the EBCE program.
She told Goddard, her EI, that she had always been curious about
auto dealers and selling techniques and wanted to see for herself
what it was like. As he signed her Exploration Package at the
end of the week, Goddard told her he was impressed with her
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diligence and encouraged her to return nor A learning level if
she wished. However, she had already chose a learning lvel at
the Better Business Bureau and asked instead if she could plan on
returning to Brown Chevrolet after that for a short-term special
placement, during Which she intended to work on a project activity
on business management.

The week before Thanksgiving a junior boy named Kelly Robbins
chose the service department at Brown Chevrolet for an exploration,
emphasizing that he wanted to learn about repairing cars. He had
already been on several explorations at other sites, including a
motorcycle repair shop and an aircraft maintenance facility.

Site Analyz.e. for Learning Potential

Ted, the ERS, subsequently called on Armstrong, who would be
Kelly's EI, to arrange for the exploration and complete a Learning
Site Analysis Form (LSAF) for the service department.

An employer or community location can offer more than one occupation,
skill area or interest area for student learning; each is considered
a potential EBCE learning site and must be analyzed carefully if
chosen by a student. Whether a learning site is an entire
organization or one person's job, a Learning Site Analysis Form is
completed with the employer instructor in preparation for student
learning. Hence, at Brown Chevrolet, the ERS initiated two
different LSAFs--one with Goddard for the sales department explored
by the first student and a second with Armstrong for the service
department. When and if a student selected an exploration in the
office, a third LSAF would become necessary for that aspect of the
ozganization.

In planning to meet with Armstrong for the interview, Ted pointed
out to him that Kelly was already thinking about a longer learning
level to follow his exploration of the service department. Since
the complete LSAT' is necessary to plan learning level activities-
only part one, which gathers general site information, is needed
before a student's explorationTed suggested that Armstrong
arrange for about a two hour meeting during which they would have
time to go through both the general information portion and the
more detailed task analysis necessary to design site-related
project activities.

Whether the two portions of the LSAF are completed in one or two
sittings will depend on the circumstances. Some employers p.7.9fer
one longer meeting, some can allow only an hour at a time. An ERS
must juggle everyone's commitments so that the appropriate section(s)
of the form are completed in time to make available the information
needed for student learning at a site.
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INT ERVIEW. PAR1 I - L,ENfi°P_ SITE INFORMATION

Following is a simulation of the learnirg site analysis interview
between the EB employer relations specialist (Ted) and the
service department's employer instructor (Pa).

Ted: Good morning, Al. Sorry I'm --had to dr-)o a studen
at the place next door and I ended up alattilg wih her
employer instructor for a few minutes. How are you?

cry

Al: Fine. Busy, but fine. Sit while I run this order out
to one of the men. Can I ge,.: you a cup of coffee on the

way back?

Ted: Yes, thanks.

Al is out of the office for three or four minutes, during which
time Ted looks around more closely at the work scheduling ceLter .
references on auto manufacturer's specifications and other
materials scattered around the office. He notes a few possible
reading materials, which he will confirm with Al as they talk.

Al: Well, this is cur day for doing the job analysis thing--
what's it called again?

Ted: Learning Site Analysis Form_ That's sort of a mouthful, but
we tried to give it a name that says what it is. We thought
it was important to say learning site analysis rather than

site or employer site.

I remember something about that from the EI development
meeting the other night. And I think I basically understand
the process--just couldn't remember the whole name.
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Special Conditions: Page 1 of the LSAF

Ted: OK, for the first page of the LSAF we need to talk abou
what we call "special conditions"--things that might elf
a student's physical comfort or safety. First, do any of
the following physical requirements apply to a mechanic's
job: heavy lifting?

Al: Yes, quite a bit, although for-the really heevy stuff like
lifting transmissions, blocks and so forth we have hoists
or jacks.

Ted: How about carrying?

Al: Sometimes--mostly in situations where hoists or jacks
won't work.

Ted: Stooping?

Ted cunt .need down the list of physiCal requirements listed on the
"Special Conditions" page, jotting down Al's responses to each
item he called out (see opposite page). He continued through
"clothing, equipment requirements" and then asked about safety
conditions in the shop.

Ted: As you know, our insurance covers any possible accidents
here, but we like to be forewarned about any particular
problems or liabilities. about the site. What would you say
about safety'to a young person coming here?

Al: The two main points we stress all the time are: be careful
when you're moving equipment and cars around so you don't
hurt inyone or yourself, and positively no smoking in the
area where repairs are being made. We're strict about this--
it's dangerous and we have to enforce it to the ./etter.
Smoking where you're not supposed to automatically means you
find another job.

Oh, another thing. I don't want to sound uptight and middle-
aged, but we discourage long hair around here too. If they
have it longer than their colLar they have to pull it back
with a rubber band so that it doesn't fall forward when -they
are working.

Ted: That's perfectly legitimate as far as we are concerned.
Part of what we think is important for students to learn is
that, within limits, what an employer says to his employees
goes.; And in every working situation it's sometimes hard'
to sort out the boss's own opinlons from other reasons for
doing things. But the employees still have to abide by
the rules.

.6
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SPECIAL CONDITIONS

Physical Requirements

Please check or enter descriptions of those requirements that apply tothe site:

Heavy lifting

J Carrying

stooping

anding long periods

_Sitting long periods

Special voice qualitie

Tolerance for noise

Special appearance

Li Tolerance for ,odors

1./ Driving ability

Please list any other special physical requirements

Clothing, Equipment Requirements

Drive

Uniform

OTHER

license Hard hat Coveralls Rain, foul wea er gear

Safe{`.',' Conditions

Please describe special safety restraints or conditions as designated by
the employer instructor or contracts and agreements:
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Reading Materials. Page 2 of the LSAF

Ted: OK, it looks like we've covered everything on the first page.
Next I need to know what reading materials would be
available to Kelly here in the shop--things an employee would
actually have to read. This list can be pretty important
because it will not only cue us and the student as to what
information's available about the site, but it can also be
useful if a student is looking for extra Basic Skills
things to practice with.

Let me jus t
forms.

Yes,

through this list quickly: job application

d get some from office.

Ted: Notices d signs on job site?

(laughs) Yes, you may have noticed all the eye catchers
we've got posted around here!

Ted: Anything like order forms, invoices and so forth?

Al: Sure, we've got plenty of those things Burt could get into.
In fact, he can be involved in completing all the written
records we do.

'Ted continued down the "Reading Materials Check List" (shown
opposite). He concluded by asking Al to pick out what he thought
were the three most important things Kelly should read while there.'

Ted: Well, there really are a lot of important things that the
guys have to read to do their jobs. But...let's see...I
guess all the specifications we get from the' manufacturers
on how to repair certain makes and styles of vehicles
would be one of them. And another could be the instruction
manuals for our diagnostic equipment. Maybe the third would
be order forms and instructions for obtaining parts and
supplies. Oh, and the parts manuals themselves can be
pretty challenging.

Actually, it's surprising how much the guys do have to read
around here. Of course, most of them work from memory,
but every time there's a change they have to catch up on it.
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READING MATERIALS CHECKLIST

which of these are available to students at uour site?

Job application forms

ElNotices and signs on job site

Forms (order forms invoices)

Catalogues

Brochures or printed advertising

Manuals and written instructions

Schedules or lists

Account statements

E21Letters, memos, notes (a sampling)

O Reports, pamphlets, or articles in publication

Telephone lists or lists of extension;

Address lists

Labels or writing on packages

O Union or Labor Force contracts

O Personnel tests regularly administered

E2i Any other specific work-related materials

O List others

ig the list above as a reference, select three pieces of written
al you feel must be read in -order to-do the job satisfactorily.
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Life Skills Areas: Page 3 of the LSAF

Ted: Boy, sounds to me like Kelly will be more than busy with all
this stuff to read!

(Ted turns to page three.) Now, how do you feel about
helping Kelly work on project activities related to some of
the following topics and tasks: "Answer questions about
your involvement with (CE)2?4

Al: Sure. I don't know exactly what you mean by that, but I'd
feel comfortable talking to him about it.

Ted: Well it's part of what we call "critical thinking"--g__ -ing
into deciSionmaking and how other people form opiniOns and
make deciSions--for instance the factors you considered in
agreeing to help kids in (CE)2.

Would you be willing to review a project Kelly hirself might
write about your shop here? Some projects are actually
designed and written by the students, but it would have to
be screened carefully by you or someone else at the site to
make sure it was on target.

Al: Yes, that sounds fine. Can't think of anything terribly
controversial that could come up!

Ted continued down the page listing possible Life Skills tasks,
paraphrasing each so that Al wouldn't be confused by program
terms or phraseology. For each task Al agreed to, Ted simply
checked the appropriate box, as illustrated at the right.
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LIFE SKILLS PERFORMANCE TASKS

HIGH OF THE P LL rA5K5 WOULD VOU BE 40L, HELP STUDENTS?

Critical Thinking

Answer questions about your involvement with EBCE.

Review a project written by a student that involves your ce of business.

Functional Citizenship,

Answer questionS about the ways A whicn various aspects of democracy impact
your place of business; for instance, what gale do employees play in your
organization's decision making process?

Answer questions about business taxes tnat impaCt four place of business;
for instance, how does the tax work, now it collected and computed, what
exemption* are allowed. who regulates the tux and what are the penalties'
for infraction?

Answer questions about codes that impact your business and employees and
give your opinions about the relative me of those codes.

Science

O Help the student apply the five- stop 4cientific method: observe A
problem or process: (2 ),look for : =atterns and correlations: (3) formulate a

theer or hypothesis; use the fyuntnesis to make a prediction; and
test the theory or hypothesis as it magnt impact your place of business.

]

1Z1Critique the student's re.ommendations.

EtHelp students identify uaust, :ted relationships and situations at
your alCc.

PersonaliSocial Development

Er Help a student ide r if °r and analyze a behavior _ he or she possesses that
needs to be strengthened or eliminated,

ow a student to analyze a conversation in which you are involved. (To do

Chas a student will try to interpret non-verbal clues such as tone of voice,
facial expression, body movements, etc., in an effort to understand how the
speaker feels.)

Critiqu student's observations.

Discuss the manner in which Maleifemale roles a__-c- t--eso jobs, advancement

and availability within your place of business.

Creative Development

He's, a student understand cr,'ativitr not Just as expressed in painting, music,
or raft,s, but as a process related to all aspects of life:

tne student to photograph creative products or meta
it your'bsiness.

I;- the student Identify creative business moth -cis sr operatiOnS,

rtiqbe A sPadent's .3-uggestion of an alterhative to prot_--di,re r products.
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INTERVIEW: PART II JOG TASK ANALYSIS

Ted: All right. Now we need to record what a mechanic's job
consists of so we can figure out what Kelly could do to
learn aboizt it, while at the same time 'acquiring some
important Basic and Life Skills. And our learning manager- -
Kelly's is Lorna Huntley, incidentally--will be using this
information to put together what we call learning objectives
ro use for designing a project Kelly can do here.'

Al: That's right, we went over some Life Skills areas I might
..elp him with, didn't we?

Ted: (flips back to page 3) Right - -it was this page here. Well,
let's go on to the task analysis part of this form.

Getting Started

Ted: You don't have to worry about what I'll write onto the form.
tell.meabout being a mechanic; what is the job all

about, what does a mechanic have to do, what work is he
!responsible for. Don't be concerned about the order you
tell me things. As you talk, I'll jot down what we call
"majoi-_tasks"--the big responsibilities in the job--and
"subtasks"--the smaller parts of each big responsibility.
Then when you've described it generally to me, I'll read
back to you what I've got so we can agree before going any
further.

The ERS can decide how to explain the task analysis function and
how to proceed in-terns of what will make both parties feel more
comfortable. The cuewords_page (see opposite) may be given to
the El to glance at for "triggers" or may be read aloud quickly

,by'the ERS. The ERS'May ask the El to talk informally about the
job before beginning to write anything. If the Et finds it
difficult to get started, the ERS can suggest reviewins the day's
or week's- activities.

The ERS can also decide whether to make rough notes on the LSAF
or record the task analysis on notebook paper for recopying onto
the LEAF form later.
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CUE WORDS,

The following list of cue words can be used as prompts to help employer
instructors specify the kinds of activities that are suitable for
students learning on their sites.

PEA ICI

Identify
In

'Skim

Understand

COMMUNICATIONS MATH

Compose
Copy
Describe
Direct
Discuss
Edit
Enunciate
Flexible VtscaY ulary

Inform
Instruct
Interview
Listen
Paraphrase
Persuade
Record
Summarize
Transcribe

Add Measure
Balance Multiply
Calculate Percent
Calibrate Ratios
Centigrade Subtract
Count Use Money
Decimals
Degree of Angle
Degrees of Heat
Divide
Estimate
Fahrenheit
Formulas
Fractions

P PIC JOB SKILLS SKILLS AP CA

Administer Develop Mark Analyze

Adjust Diagnose Memorize Chart
Advise Discriminate Mix Comprehend
Alphabetize Draw Nail Create

Analyze Drill Post Empathize

Appraise Drive Reason Generalize

Arrange Examine Repair Negotiate

Assemble Excavate Observe

Bore Experiment Score Perceive

Build Fabricate Serve Realize

Classify File Service Relate

Clean Finish Setup Resolve

Compare Install Solder Solve

Compile Investigate Sort Synthesize

Cont!.ol Layout Spray Translate

Coordinate Locate -Test Use Statistics

Design Lubricate Type
Detect anipulate Weld
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Major Tasks

TY R SOURCES

OK, let me first go through in a very general way what a
mechanic does. Maybe it would help to talk about it for
one particular car coming into the shop. That should at
least touch On most of the things we do here.

Again, how the EI explains his job can vary. The ERS might
suggest approaching it in tena of a typical day or week, walking
through a proceea from beginning to end (like the car approach
above) or simply talking in any order and gradually letting a
framework emerge. This will vary from person to person; the SRS
must actively translate what is said into a manageable form for
recording on the LSAT format.

Al: First of all, when someone brings a car in for repair you
have to figure out what needs to be done. Most of the
they'll tell you something sounds wrong or "it's doing
something funny," but they themselves don't know what the
problem is It's up to the service representative to listen
to their description of the problem and then write the
description and possible causes on a work order.

The work order hat the mechanic uses- to figure out what
he has to do. He then usually has to check the car out
himself to get more specific. For example, the work order
may read "hum in transmission" or "rattle in dashboard," but
the mechanic has'to:start investigating what it actually is --
maybe by takinc, the car for a test drive or using some of our
diagnostic equ- ment.

Ted: Well, then, that seems like it would be the first major task
that'the' mechanic doestrying to figure out what is wrong
with the car.

Right. Until you do that you can't do anything. We call
this first step "diagnosis"

Ted: (Notes "diagnosis" in the "Major Task" space at the top left
of-the first task analysis page.) OK, so then what does the
mechanic do?

Fix-it! Once he figures out who
work is necessary.

rrong, he does whatever

Ted: That sounds logical enough (laughs). So major task nr. _

two becomes--what shall we call it? Actual repairs?

Al: Right. And then the only thing left for that particular job
is testing what you've done and wrapping things up--you know,
cleaning up your work area and writing up the final order.
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Ted: cod. We'll call that just "testing and follow through" for

now, (He jots down at the top of the next two task analysis
pages "actual repairs" and "testing and follow through.")

Althbugh the MRS needn't show the EI the LSAF as he writes, the
left -And pages of the form would at this point have the three
major tasks at the top.

MAJOR TASK

Subtasks
IC nets k - lent IG1

tiduni Parl it: ma

MAJOR TASK

Subtasks MATH

;hmk [lilt tsit
Si flu Pdf tic iihoion

REAOING
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Subtasks

Ted: OK, ietas go back now _ try to dig into a little more detail
about each of these three major tasks. We want to find out
a little mere about what makes up each one - -in other words,
what their subtasks are Let's begin with diagnoSis.

I'd say it's pretty simple, really. The mechanic reads the
work order and if necessary, clarifies what's written on it
with the service wri ter. Then he starts his own
investigation: looking the car over, testing it on the
equipment, taking it out on the road if necessary.

Ted: Good. How about if I just break those things out into
their own subtasks just as you described them: review work
order, use &agnostic equipment, road test.

Ted and Al proceed in a similar way with the two other major
tasks, extracting for each the subtasks that make them up. Task
number one and its subtasks are illustrated on the facing page.
See the attached completed LEAF for what Ted wrote for the other
two tasks as they talked.
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Stibtasks
(Check box
St ;taint PanictnaticAl

A

(How will!
___.. . How ;,ntil.

014,0444

li

Fundamental'

Aoniled

Funaamentai

A001.eci:

Fundamental

Apolutd.

FlinalArnitroral

F,Indamental

iktl-

Funomental

A/wiled

Fundamental

Attoloetl.

Fundamental

t AnnIn-d
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From Subtasks to Basic Skills

After analyzing subtesks for the tasks they returned to
major task number one to break down each subtask avert further into
skills an EKE student could learn while performing each.

Ted: What we ha to do now is examine each of these sub tasks for
math, reading, communication and job skills involved that
an ESC! student could learn to do. To begin, for "review
work order", tell me a little more about what a student
would need to know in order to be able to do that adequately.

Al: First, he'd need to be able to read somebody else's wri ting
and interpret what the service writer meant. That would
involve being familiar with terms related to auto repair and
understanding measuiement tools such as alipers and so on.

He'd have to be able to communicate wi the service wri ter
and even sometimes with customers, e p cially for warranty
work. Haturally once in awhile you g t someone who's mad
about somethihg, so the mechanic has o be a reasonable
person who can handle that type of
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Appendix M (LSAF, S ubtasks to Basic Skills)

Ted: Let me check this back with you. Necessary math skills
would be understanding measurements --to what degree of

accuracy?

Al: Oh, say decimals to .0015.

Ted: OK. Would necessary reading skills usually just be reading
a handritten work order and understanding or interpreting
someone else's directions?

(Al nods)

Ted: And communications skills would involve talking with both the
service representative and possibly customer to narrow down
the problem? All right, let's go on to the next subtask,

Using diagnostic'eguipment."

rommuNicATioNs

Flow 4I II
SPECIFIC Joe SKILLS LIFE SKILL APPLICATION

Ami wit

biSe4-444 '111... 4005.51'6M

'6444 e-A-ta-1
1.447 1i 7f4w14 74;(4-

aut...1.7*-0(A4 dA4me0.041-21,

_ _ '-...,2tt 40".

yr
romImm.111.0

,

--

4,11,

Ted and Al continue through all the subtasks in a similar manner,
Tee filling in information on the LSAF as they proceed. The LSAT'

'pages Ted filled out are displayed on the following pages.
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MAJOR TASK

ubtasks

(Check box for
Srudent Part ic ipat ion

MATH

Applied

-undamenta I Fundamental:

Appl ied: Appi led

wk «Dr FumMfleruM
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COMMUNICATIONS

How wel li
SPECIFIC JOB SKILLS LIFE SKILL APPLICATION

Appl IPtj biS
x-- TEL 1

C`1cs7 C

Fundamental

App Ile WV,

Fundamenta I

Appli eF1

F undamentai

App I

Fundamental

Applied
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MAJOR TASK e t e
Surytasks

(Check box for
Student Participation)

BATH

(How well)

READING

(How well)

66_

Applied: Applied'

/82-0-41 AltdAtita-1-0I
Xee tit '-01-

Fundamental.

( 0 0 .70
4e e-44.12. day

-6- 00/
Fundamental:

0 Applied:

Fundamental-

Applied!

Fundamental'

Applied:
-Mite

1

Applied'

s1/21.

Fundamental

ill

Fundy m

Applied!

Fundamental!

Applied

Fun mental

Applied Applaud'
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Appendix Al (LSAF, Subtasks to 13a-do Skills)

LIFE SKILL APR ICATION

trz,

How we I I )

Applied e..4.41 -Lp

/1

SPECIFIC JO SKILLS

54 e

Fundamental-

Applied
-41 a /Put-

IfkiitC4-4L4Le.

pGollt7Y

Fundamental

Fundamental.
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MAJOR TASK

Subtanks
C hart IL tiox tar

Student Part IC patpatinni

MATH

1 How w0 II

READING

. HO, ,01.11 .

A pp l i ed

W

Applied

Fundam n I

6;11.2W1
1.1S

Fund,firnenta 1

App I led

tindanient 71

Appl ir,ri

Fundameri:,i I

At plied

Fi indarnenia I

Applied

Fund, r I

--.

.

At7tilii d

Fundamental

ppI 1 pri

F.,1!'1;tnwntal

i 0,pw 4! i.(1
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COMMUNICATIONS

SPECIFIC JOH SKILLS LIFE kILL»@R±AIgN

Fundamental

zundamenta I
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268

Site Resources

Then they 'have completed the breakdown for all subtasks Ted
concludes the interview by filling out the last . the t.7rm,

"Tools, Materials and Learning Resources" (see facing page). To
do this, Ted sirktply reads the resources listed on the left side
of the page to Al and records his suggestions.

is page, incidentally, can be filled in during the first part
the intervew to save time during the second part. The materials

page is printed at the end of the LEAF because the information will
not usually be needed until the learning manager is writing up a
student's project.



Aldix M Site Resources)

Tools u

TOOLS MATERIALS AND LEARNING RESOURCES
AVAILABLE FOR STUDENT USE AT THE SITE

e to this job:

Special classes the student might be able to

Work samples and materials:

Heavy equioment

Office mac

A ri

ypewr- ers, calculat adding machines, etc-)

()visual materials ilms, tapes, -rilides video tapes) and equipment
p-ojectors, recore

Precision men r

cameras) Lile student might use
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Ted: Well, Al, I think that does 2- for this ti_
definitely got enough here to give Kelly quite a choice of
things to do! When would you like to have him get started?

Al: Let's see-I'll be out of the office part of tomorrow and
we've got a really full day coming up on Friday. How
about if we wait until Monday for his first day? How long
do you th:nic he'll be here?

Ted; That's strictly up to you. It usually takes two to four
days for an exploration, but whatever you feel' comfortable
with is what we should agree on. We suggest full days
rather than half days whenever possible, thouh.

A/: You mean the same hours the shop is -n--7:30 to noon and
1:00 tc., 5:20?

Ted: No, usually we stick to '-he school day-- :00 to 3:00, with
time out for lunch- Of course, if you and Kelly like, he can
stay longer in the afternoon.

Al: -ell, I do think full days would give him a better picture
of how our shop operates. If he'd like to start Monday and
stay until Thu, 'ay or Friday, that :Yould be fine with me.

Good. I'll see that he gets the message. And I really
want to t.:ank yo: for your time. This is going to be an
interesting place for Kelly to be for the next few weeks.

Al: I hope 30. I'm glad to think that there's something' here a
young person can get into that might really be of interest
to L.mr--or her, as in Jane's case.

Ted: OK, Al. 1'1] call you Tuesday or so to see how everything's
going with Kelly. Bye.
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AFTER THE I INTERVIEW

After Ted and Al completed the Learning Site Analysis Form, Ted
relayed the proposed schedule to Kelly, who agreed and arranged for
transportation to the site for the following Monday.

In the meantime, Kelly's learning manager drew up a list of
potential learning objectives from the information recorded on
the LS F. When Kelly completed the exploration and decided he
wanted to return to Brown Chevrolet fa:: a learning level, the
learning objectives were OK'd by the EI and became the basis for
an individualized project negotiated between Kelly and hie
learning manager.



APPENDIX N

Stu-on Learning and Financial Productivity

Because EBCE students experience their learning by working
alongside adults in the community, many questions are raised about
their status in comparison- to paid employees at the sites they
visit. A new EBCE program must affirm very early its position an

Students working for pay at sites where they
are also learning

2. students continuing a task more times than
takes to learn it, thereby resulting in
bel:efit to the employer

(c )2 responded to this lemma by formulating written statements
on both issues. These statements are given to the site contact
person at the time of site recruitment and ,;iscussedwith each
employer instructor before he or she hosts .. student.
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(CE)2 STATEMENT REGARDING STUDENT ONSITE PRODUCTIVITY

In the Experience-Based Career Education model at Community Experiences
for Career Education, Inc., me word "produ,,:tivity" is used in several
different ways. Students are told that they are expected to he
educationall productive; that is, they in their roles as learners are
to produce obvious results and participate in learning activities in a
sincere and conscientious manner. Employers are told that students are
not to be financially productive; that is students are not to turn out
units of work that result in financial profit employer, the
company or the organization.

It is a of (CE)2 that educational productivity (as described
below) is the focus of this entire program and that the conditions
listed under financial productivity are unacceptable.

Educational Productivitz occurs when students are productive in the
learning sense and agree to tasks that have the prospect of resulting in
meaningful learning experiences. Students use equipment; handle
materials; make, as "le, draw and paiht things; and perform services
for the purpose of lE as much as possible about how these things
are done and how it feels to do them They also help identify and
design learning activities and comple_a learning objectives that are a
part of closely monitored learning plans.

Students come to understand what things need to be done in a work task
and Also why they need to be done. Students do a variety of tasks and
remain in specific work areas only as long as those-dreas are returning
obvious learning henefits. The student's "payoff" is in terms of
understandings acquir,d, skills learned, habits developed and experiences

gained. Students sight be very productive but the production should
definitely serve an educational purpose.

Financial Productivity occurs when a student remains on one job with

the intent of performing that job. In such cases, the student -.urns
out work comparable to that of regular employees that could be
sold for profit in the interest of the :company or organization. The

student might or might not be offered a salary and might replace an
existing employee or a potential employee. Emphasis 45 on the Production
of physical things rather than development of attitudes and values.
Evaluation would be on the basis of quality and volume of physical work

done.
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(CE)2 POLICY ON STUDENT LEARNING AND WORK FOR PAY

It is pole of (CE), that sm«dents do not receive financial re(Mocr-me%-,
for any activities 'I- sites while representing '' program.on emp_oyer si,ex -re (CE)-2
Reasons for this policy are as follows)

Paying the student creates legal and financial barriers detrimental to cne
program (work permits, withhalding reTLirements, tax reporting, union
membership and so on).

Paying the student=auggesi.s productive woxk has been done. Stude _s must
not be productive while on employer sites for learning purposes (Rule
of thumb: the student should demand more of the employer site in terms of
time, attention, materials and so forth than he is returning in the way
of product)n or services.)

Employers would soon be classified as those willing and those not willing
to pay students, This is not a valid determinant for employer site esr.

Students are reluctant to leave a site where they are receiving pay- we
retain the flexibility for new sites to be selected when the learning

potential of the current one is exhausted.

It has been our experience that when pay and learning are mixed the pay
activities cake precedence.

Students do earn a hi h -chool diploma for successful completion of this
program. In addition -_, offered an extcreuve,education that
requires facilities, staff nd materials.

The above policy does not suggest, however, that (CE)2 is in any way prejudii
against students working for money. The opposite is true. Adequ_te pay for
honest-and productiVe work is central to the purpose of career education. We
so chink the two activities should be separated. Therefore:

Students are encouraged to find employment utside program hours

We will permit employers to hire students from (CE)2 but there is no
expectation that they do so; any such agreement will be entirely hetw
the employer and student.

St.dents rill be placed on and moved from employer sites according_ to
educational issues involved. No consideration will be given to a
student's employment on a sits.

Stu.lo: may hold part time jobs during the day as long as one hourly
requirements of the 'CE)2 program are met. Such employment may be by
employers participating in the (CE)2 program. Jobs with employers whir-
students are currently placed or have had a learning level placement moat
be performed before 6:30 a.m. or after 5:00 p.m. on weekdays or on
weekends and vacations. In no case will work for pay hours on CE)2
emoloyer sites coincide w(th program hours.

We will make available to students .fecnation about job oppo tun!
as they come to our attention.
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Interview With An Employer instructor

Recentlw a student Le_ for the Ti d EBCE program's
newsletter, (CE)News, interviewed an employer inst.rnctor to
explore some of his opinions about the program. ',nis El was

chosen for the interview bec,I.Jse he had been with the program
from its beginning--both as an employer instructor and as a member
of the board of directors--and could provide so_e usefuL
guidelines for newly recruited employer instructors. Foilowing
is an-edited transcript of the cOnversation.

AN PFLOYER INSTRUCTOR COMMENTS

1. What characteristics do you feel an employer instruotol needs?

Each time we have a new student we learn something. An employer
instructor must be willing to struggle a little bit to learn about
an individual student. At each site you have to find somebody
who enjoys his own job because he won't show someone else his job
satisfactorily unless he likes it himself. He should have an
interest in the (CE)2 program and-in students generally. You need
an enthusiastic kind of person, not one who is just putting in time

An employer instructor should be natural and show his job as it
really is, not try to put on for students. If you try to show your
job to be more important than it is or even less important than it
is a student will perceive this and mark you as a phony.

What are some things an employer instructor can do to help a
student mainta,In interest in the job?

Employers should think of t. to keep a student's 3.nterest
alive through participating so the student is involved, not just
watching. For example, ask the student, "Could you mix this for
me," or "Watch this gauge and record changes," etcetera.

The employer must walk the fine line between limit= g a student's
experience to observing and having a student be e 'omically
productive on the site He must never utilize th Audent for
work an employee would otherwise be hired to do. What hapPens
ideally is a trade-off' for the employer and the student.

Students need r do activities related to the actual job bei_
explored or learned, not menial tasks around the place.
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Particularly on the learning level and skill building level the
students can get involved in actual job .asks. For instance, at
Georgia Pacific on these levels a student might be given an actual
project to do.

At Georgia Pacific we show films on the industry to vary the
oresentation of information about the site. Sometimes we let
students sit in on meetings so that they see how business actually
functions. We utilize a variety of employer instructors at the
site so that students get a good idea of the variety of jobs
available.

An employer has to play it by ear. If he is interested enough he
will find ways to reach the student and create interest. It's

helpful to have a coordinator at the site, somebody who should be
ready to receive a student and get the student going. Students
should not be left just sitting around waiting; people's time is
important.

3- Do you have any suggestions for helping a student adjust
circumstances that may be different from any in his or her
past experience?

Well, that's a hard one. You could try to find out the student's
background so that you can point out relationships between his
past experiences and the site. For example, if the student grew
up on a farm you could stress the similarity between heavy farm
equipment and equipment on the site. Also you can analyze your
own staff to try to match up employer instructors and students in
terms of temperament.

4. How can an employer instructor help a student who has problems
with Basic Skills such as reading, writing and math?

Basic Skills is the hardest part of the CE), program to impleMent
on the employer sites. .Feople in education tend to believe that
the Basic Skills requirements of most jobs are higher than they are
For instance, at Georgia Pacific some Basic Skills functions such
as trigonometry are used so seldom that the employee who needs them
on occasion looks them up. But also schools tend to neglect the
very very basic things such as spelling.

There are different kinds of problems and projects here every week
so that they follow no predictable pattern. This makes it
difficult to plan_Basio Skills work for students. A problem is
that some of the reading materials we use are so difficult that it
would turn off a student to that particular job if he were
immediately introduced to them. But we're going to have to do more
in the Basic Skills. It seems to be the wea!:est part of the program.
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5. ing trom your past experience what is a suocessrul wau
discuss with a student oroblers of personal hugiene or
grooming without hurting or alienat'i.ng the student?

We haven't had many problems with this. If it's something minor
such as a student wearing a T-shirt saying, "I live to boogie,"
I feel it's better to let the student learn from observation of
employees what kind of dress is appropriate. If it were something
actually offensive such as coming to work dirty then I would tell
them very frankly that a change was necessary if they wished to
stay here. In the case of long hair then students would be
required to fix it in such a way as to insure safety around

machinery. Otherwise it's no problem.

What about a girl who chooses clothing styles that reveal her
midriff and navel?

I'd probably ask her to wear one of our lab smocks. But this

subject should be discussed generally at the learning center and
let the employers lay down the hard and fast rules particular to
a site. Some things practically all employers would object to
such as very poor hygiene or bare navels; these things it would
be more appropriate for the (CE) 2 staff to discuss with the student
before he or she goes out to the site Otherwise it looks bad for
(CE)2 as a reflection of what you will tolerate.

7. what are the primary bene s an employer instructor receives
from participating in the CE)2 program?

If matched well with a student an employer instructor will find
someone who really is interested in his work and that will be

satisfying in itself. Some employees are isolated in their work
on special projects; the student gives them someone to talk to

about their work. The hardest part about any job is communication,
trying to tell other people about your ideas. A student gives
employers a chance to brainstorm ideas with a new person.

We're not too proud to take ideas from anybody--the competition or

students. We often give a newly recruited employee a problem no
one else has been able to solve. He, not knowing it is impossible,

sometimes solves it. This is something that could be done with

students on a long-term skill building level. We haven't done

enough of this. it wouldn't be feasible on short-term placements
and we always have to be careful not to overstep the limitations of
the placements as to student productivity. But students need to
know their ideas are important and their work is important.
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APPENDIX P

Sample Learning Site Analys: Form,
Learning Objectives And Resultant SJdent Project

Following is a set of examples showing

1. a Learning Site Analysis Form (LSAF) completed for a
particular site

priltized learning objectives written by the learning
manager from the LSAF and sequenced by the employer
instructor

the individually negotiated project that was subsequently
designed by the learning manager and student to incorporate
key learning objectives related directly to the site and
its learning potential

These examples are intended to supplement discussion of the Darning
Site Analysis Form that appears in "Site Utilization," pages 112-117.
For additional treatment of the LSAF, learning objectives and
project, see several places in Curriculum & Instruction: "Learning
Plan Negotiation," pages 72-75; "Projects," pages 214 and 236-241:
"Learning & Skill Building Levels," pages 301 and 320. Appendix C
of that sane --nrlhook also displays another set -f examples similar
to those shot folowing pages.
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Appendix AF)

experience-based
weer education

LEARNING SITE
AN LYSIS FORM

BUSINESS/ INDUSTRY

-Verti
DEPARTMENT 'POSITION

1 N
ADDRESS/ PHONE

EMPLOYER INSTRUCTOR

EMPLOYER Rai).

DATE
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SPECIAL CONDITIONS

Physical Requirements

Please =-eck or enter escript ons of t os e
t'..7e site:

Heavy lifting

Stooping_

ding long period-

Sitting long periods

Aopen F (Sa

is that az,ply to

/ Special voice qualities

Tolerance for nois

Special a

V/ Tolerance for odors

ring h,)T]

Please list any special physical requirements

Clothing, Equipment Requirements

Driver's license Hard hat Coveralls Rain,

Uniform

OTHER

oul weather gear

Safety Condi ti ens

Please describe special safety- restraints or conditions as designated by
the employer instructor or contracts and aureemnts:
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E;,F' Win- RESOURCES

READING MATERIALS CHECK LIST

;Mich of these are available to students at your 52

Job application forms

Notices and signs on job site

Forms , invoices)

ElCatalogues

[El Brochures or printed advertising

El Manuals and written instructions

Schedules or lists

Account statements

[Ei Letters, memos, notes sampling)

[El Reports, pamphlets, or articles in publication

alTelephone lists or lists of extensions

aAddress lists

Labels or writing on packages

0 Union or Labor Force contracts

tests regularly administered

0 Any other specific work-related materials

List others

Using the list above as a
material you feel must be

288
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Appendix P Sample L

LIFE SKILLS P -FORMANCE TASKS

7HE EI:LIC,wI.% 7AS42 WCVLD "fIV SE SLE iELF

Thinking

Answer questions but :rur involvement i =h ESC!.

Seview ot written

Functional CitiZenshio

a student that involves your place _f business.

EfAnswer questions about the ways in which various aspects of democracy imcact
your place of business; for instance, what role do employees play in
organization's decision making process?

EiAnswer questions about business taxes that iocuct your place of business,
for instance, how does the tax work. how is collected and computed, what
exemptions are allowed, who regulates the tax and what are the penalti ©s
for infraction?

Answer questions gout codes that impact your business and employees and
our opinions about the relative merits of those codes.

Science

Help the student ,apply ive -stop so =nti is method= (1) observe a

prob)em or process; (2 ) look for patterns and correlations; (3) formulate a

theort or hypothesis; (4) use the hyoothesis to make a prediction; and

(5) teSt the theory or hypothesis as it might impace your place of business.

Critique the student's recommendations.

Help students identify cause and effect relationships and situations at

your site.

Personal /Social Development

EtHelp a student identify and analyze a behavior he or she possesses that

needs to be strengthened or eliminated.

ErAllow a student to analyze a conversation in which you are invpived= (To do

this a student will try to interpret non-verbal clues such as tprw ef :oice,
facial expression, body movements, etc., in an effort to understand how the

speaker

Critique st1,1ent's observations .

Discuss manner in which male/female roles affect types of jobs, advancement
Ind avaLliollity within your place of business.

Creative Dev'elopment

Help a student understand creativity not just as expressed -in -- painting, music;

or crafts, but as aprocess_related to all aspects of life;

a. Allow the student to photograph creative products or methods

at your business.

H01! the student identify creative business me *h

71 r_ a student's suggestion of an alternat've Lo procedures or products.
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AD_

CUE WORDS

Sample 11-5A F)

The following list of cue words can be used as prompts to nein emploqer
instructors specify the kinds of activities that are suitable for
students learning on their sites.

EADING

Identify
Interpret
Skim
Under

CATIONS

Compose
Copy
Describe
Direct
Discuss
Edit
Enunciate
Flexible Voce
Inform
Instruct
Interview
Listen
Paraphrase
Persuade
Record
Summarize
Trans

a-

MATH

Add
Balance
Calculate
Calibrate
Centigrade
Count
Decimals
Degree of
Der

Est
Fahre_ie
Formulas
Fractions

Measure
Multiply
Percent
Ratios
Subtract
Use Money

PFCIFIC JOB SKILLS LIFE SKI AFPLIC.ATI N

Administer Develop Mark Analyze
Adjust Diagnose Memorize Chart
Advise Discriminate Mix Comprehend
Alphabetize Draw Nail Create
Analyze Drill Post Empathize
Appraise Drive Reason Generalize
Arrange Examine Repair Negotiate
AsseMble Excavate Replace Observe
Bore Experiment Score Perceive
Build Fabri ate Serve Realize
Classify File Service Relate
Clean Finish Setup Resolve
Compare Install Solder Solve
Compile Investigate Sort Synthesize
Control Layout Spray Translate
Coordinate Locate Test Use Statistics
Design Lubricate Type
Detect Manipulate We
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7.-mPLOYER/C N=TY RESOURCES

1 /3.5 K EIS
Subtasks

tCheck box tOr
StAent Participation,

MATH

-

HO n(W Wei

READING

.Hw -IIo

0 plied Applied

J_A 4 as Q

Fundamental Fundamental

Applie.d

d,ii.!,,nt,3:

Applied

Fundamental'

i I

Pn idamental

PPI --d

1 TO

4. A FS 001,-uv,14.0". Fi,e-ok
Fundamental' vt.A4.74,jej..)

,n I led

u meFndantal

Applied

Fuodamental

11 ai)plied eApplied
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--e

COMMUNICATIONS

How ..,111
SPECIFIC JOB SKILLS LIFE SKILL APPLICATION

i led

.

--

4 -
n i eca

SERVI

" FLO 4App I ied g

I

Fundamental

A0011 ed

Fundamental

A

Appl fed

Fundamental

Applied

- -_ .

I.

4.
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MAJOR SK O HER
Subtasks

IC heck ccx for
Student PartIc (pa 0

MATH

(How well 1

READING

How well,

_ II i c:i

Funddm n al

Appl led
I

Fundam nta I

nI_ I
I Apdl 1Pd

;.(11(:±a,(11ta I

{-

Apo( led

Fundamental

E , ,

lnrl amenta I

I Appi led

Fundamental

I(

F ilriamentai

r 11-d

Fundamental

Aophed Appl led.
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Appendix P (Sample :11F)

C UNICATIONS

(How well)
SPECIFIC JOS SKILLS LIFE SKILL APPLICATION

Applied;

Fundamental:

Applied:

Fundamental :

tulii

lire
Applied;

,

Fundamental:
%

Appl ied'

Fundamental, EVE12.
t l

kit
,

Applied

_i
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MF YRR /COMr4uiI TY RESOURCES

MAJOR TASK OTimi

Subtasks
(Check box for
Student Participation(

MATH

(How well)

READING

(How All)

App! ed:

Fundamental:

Applied:

Fundamental:

Applied:

nilailluntal

Applied:

0.-"Ag.

Fundamental:

Appl ied

Fundamental-

Applied:

'Fundamental

Applied

Fundamental:

Applied:

Fundamental:

Applied Applied:
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Appendix P (Sample ZSAF)

COMMUNICATIONS

(How well)
SPECIFIC JOB SKILLS LIFE SKILL APPLICATION

Applied:

Fundamental

2.
3.
4.

Applied:

Fundamenta l'

Applied

Fundament&

Appl red:

Fundamental:,
Applied: .
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EM WYMR /COMML_1NIT_Y RESOURCES

TOOLS, MATERIALS, AND LEARNING RESOURCES-,
AVAILABLE FOR STUDENT USE AT THE SITE

is unique to this job:

Special classes the student might be able to

Fake- cot_u_d- attz4taL

Work samples and materials:

Heavy equipment:

Office machines (typewriters, calculator

e:

riding machines etc.)

Audiovisual materials (films, tapes, slides, video tapes) and equipment
(projectors, recorders, cameras) the student might use:

a-

CA4.2=,m.LAAI.

Precision instruments:
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Appendix F (Learning Objectives from USAF)

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

The following activities have been sari t ten from the Learning Site

Analysis Form for Flo 14+1.0. orti l
and reflect activities a student can do at that site.

1. Demonstrate an ability to read, understand and properly fill
out order forms.

2. Exhibit the ability to understand and demos _ate the pricing
of items in the store.

Fill out a job application form.

Learn to read, compute and fill out account statements.

5. Read newspaper obituaries to be familiar with the information
contained therein to allow the student to deal with people who
might call to make arrangements for a funeral'.

Demonstrate mathematics skills in correctly making change for
Customers on purchase of items from this store.

Demonstrate an understanding of the process of markup in terms
of the cost for a particular flower versus the selling price.

Demonstrate the ability to estimate the time used in preparation
of flowers for a wedding and demonstrate the skill and ability
.that would be necessary to make such preparations.

Measure accurately and cut ribbons to be used in flower
arrangements, bows and so forth.

10. Add and subtract on orders.

Demonstrate the ability to communicate with people over the
telephone in dealing with customers and in dealing with placing
of wire orders for local delivery.

12. Understand the pricing system and be able to quote to custome
the prices for particularly requested merchandise.

13. Show a knowledge of the floral trade by being aware of the
amount of business available in this area" what opportunities
might be available for a person wishing to enter this business
and what kinds of training would be required to conduct such
a business successfully. /
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EMPLOYER/COKMUNITY RESOURCES

14. Demonstrate the ability to advise customers of minimum
order sizes.

15. Be able to 'fo- customers of various price ranges and
alternatives within -those price ranges.

16. Describe the various kinds of flower arrangements that are
available in various price ranges and have a good vocabulary
of descriptive terms for this work.

17. Learn the names of flowers, cola
describe those to customers.

id variety and be able to

18. I onstrate telephone skills in using a telephone with three
gunk lines.

Record accurately on arc order form delivery name, /type of
arrangement, whatever a&-:rage for the card and signature, time
and day for delivery, billing name and address and if a wire
service is used note which wire service.

20. Oes, and discuss the meaning of the term florist as it is
vzert in the flcral trade.

21. Cons.ult wire der catalogues for florist information. This
would include PT!), Telaflora,'Florafax and 'the American
Floral Sarvice.

22. 7:5e a to dulcriL)e. the differences and similarities among the
wire orlx ,-axvice companies who act as a clearinghouse for

Tr: ,

t.AS

cre:omers in such a manner as to allow them
s available for advice without making the

soured.

24. Discuss the reason for or the necessity of making two copies
of all order forms. ,

25. Draw a flow chart describing how orders for the day are handled.

26. Describe various methods for getting merchandise to c
town delivery, will call, plant and wire service.

27. Know the cost of flowers d materials.

28. Demonstrate the ability to keep on hand
of major and special event needs.

necessa nventory

29. Demonstrate-the ability to handle an emergency need where
materials are called for that are not on hand.
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Appendix P ning Objectives from LEAF)

30. Demonstrate the -ability to go to flower marketsqdaily to pick
up supplies including flowers and materials.

31. Learn the basic principles of flower arranging for both
funeral arrangements and wedding arrangements as well as other
special kinds of arrangements.

32. Describe the various tools and materials necessary to make
floral arrangements, methods of watering and maintaining
flowers once they are in the arrangements.

Describe the uses or disposition of flowers that have been in
the shop near the maximum of their blooming time.

34. Describe the suitability of different kinds of flowers for
different kinds of uses as well as types and shapes of vases
as they relate to particular flower types.

35. Describe and demonstrate the process. of leaning and cutting
flowers, cutting the stems, understandii j the different needs
of different kinds of flowers.

Demonstrate an understanding of how to revive flowers -hat

have begun to wilt.

37., Become aware of factors not related specifically to flowers
that are involved in maintaining a flower shop such as
sweeping the floor, washing glass and cases, vacuuming and
so forth.

38. Demonstrate an understanding of the b
the billing system.

eeping systeM and

Describe in a flow chart the exact steps involved in preparing
and delivering flowers for a wedding,.

40. Understand the delivery schedule on a daily basis and learn to
write such a delivery schedule.

41. Demonstrate the ability to read a road map and find particular
addresses on a flower delivery-route.

42. Demonstrate the ability to dress in a mainer that will prove
acceptable by customers.

Demonstrate the ability to understand the
maintenance and cleaning.

equ ements of van
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STUDENT NAME Sharon Rawlins

EMPLOYER INSTRUCTOR Helen Windsor

LEARNING MANAGER RATIONALE /ASSESSMENT:

LIFE SKILLS AREA. CREATIVE VFLOPMENT

PROJECT TITLE

EMPLOYER SITE

Petals and Thorns

Flowers by Helen

This project designed to 311ow Sharon to pursue her sn-re t in the floral

business. While doing this Sharon will develop and demonstrate her skills and

understanding of the creative process. She will work on basic cummunioation Jr
math skills and become familiar with the operational aspets 0r 3 mill bu=siness,

STUDENT RATIONALE:

hopee try learn as mach as possible about the florist business. By

projnct f'm sure I'll learn d great deal and it will be proft

PROJECT MOAT

RECOMMENDATIONS:

STARTING DATE.

TARGET DATE

DATE RECEIVED

ENS CERTIFICATION

CRITICAL THINKING
WRAP-UP COMPLETE

COMPLETION DATE



ACTIVITY 1

DATE

RESOURCES PRODUCTS/CRITERIA
Unitsa otherwise specified, products and
criteria 11 he negotiated with your 1d+1

iderstandinq the paperwork involved in
running a small business:

A. Sharon will fill out properly a job
application form

a. Sharon will learn to read, compute and
fill out account statements_

C. Sharon will fill out accurately an
order form.

A.

il.

C.

on lorm

Account statements

Employer instructor

Bookkeeping information

Ord - form

B.

C.

A completed application form approved
by the employer instructor

El' Certification

Activities done to the satisfaction of
the employer instructor

EI Certification

.

A completed order formAone to the
satisfaction of the employer instructor,
order will include: delivery name,
type of arrangement, message for card
and signature, time and day for
delivery, billing name and address
and wire service (if used)

El' Certification

EVALUATION



ACTIVITY

DATE

RESOURCES PRODUCTS/CRITERIA
Unless otherwise specified, products and
criteria will be negotiated with your

Development of salsa skills:

'A. Sharon will demonatrate an understanding
of the pricing system by accurately quoting
to customers price ranges and alternatives.

B. Sharon will demonstrate math skills ;-41/
making change correctly forcustomers.

Sharon will be able to describe various kinds
of flower arrangements in different
price ranges.

D. Sharon will demonstrate ty to
deal with customers on the telephone.

EVALUATION

ESVloyer instructor

Pricing guide

Catalogue of flower arrangemei

Telephone

To the sat
instructor

on of the employer

I Certificetloj

h. To the _a n of the employur
instructor

Certification

C. To the sat
instructor

n of the ems loser

El Certification

D. To the satisfaction of the employer
instructor

Cl Certification

tJ



ACTIVITY 3

DATE

RESOURCES PRODUCTS/CRITERIA
UnleS$ otherwise $pocifiod, product; and
criteria Will be negotlited with your EN

the student will learn some of e skills of
a florist:

Sharon will de- rile in de
materials, tools, time and p
involved in making a Flora -emente

B. Sharon , rill cescribe five varieties of
flogers--to include color variations,
eommon uses and Peculiarities invoked
in their care and preparation

C, Sharon will demonstrate her knowledge
of the basic principles of making
floral arrangements for funerals.

EVALUATION

A

Em Wtit-Lui le eveldaLed
on form, content and writing SAWS

ET Certifi ^,J iLnn of content

P. A

r..v certification

n de=- on of five

C. To the natinfaction of the employer
instructor

Er Cortificaticn



ACTIVITY 4

DATE

Sharon will design and produCe a floral
arrangement for a OuStomer, price her wOrk
od lint the Cott of all taaterialS used,

EVALUATION

RESOURCES

Rage and skIl s Lom
activities 1,2,,

Employer instructor

Tbols an0 meow
n the flower Shop

s axle

PRODUCTS/CRITERIA
Unless otherwi3e products and
eriteri4 will be neyetidred with your LK

A floral arrangement dene the ti..= CtIOri
of the employer instructor and awn to and
dichii=ed with OW learning manaaer; a color

phoroutaph

Ef Certificiation

,


